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THE SCREEN IS BLACK.  We hear RAIN, heavy and relentless.THE SCREEN IS BLACK.  We hear RAIN, heavy and relentless.

Our title appears, white text against the black background,Our title appears, white text against the black background,
the letters imperfectly spaced, with some slightly askew:the letters imperfectly spaced, with some slightly askew:

ONE NIGHT ONLYONE NIGHT ONLY

FADE IN on a grand old-fashioned MOVIE THEATRE MARQUEE, beingFADE IN on a grand old-fashioned MOVIE THEATRE MARQUEE, being
pounded fiercely by rain.  Our title card perfectly matchespounded fiercely by rain.  Our title card perfectly matches
the words "ONE NIGHT ONLY" in plastic letters on the marquee.the words "ONE NIGHT ONLY" in plastic letters on the marquee.

THIS SCENE, LIKE ALL THAT FOLLOW, TAKES PLACE AT NIGHT.THIS SCENE, LIKE ALL THAT FOLLOW, TAKES PLACE AT NIGHT.

The title card DISSOLVES.  OUR CAMERA PULLS BACK to revealThe title card DISSOLVES.  OUR CAMERA PULLS BACK to reveal
the complete message spelled out on the marquee:the complete message spelled out on the marquee:

ONE NIGHT ONLYONE NIGHT ONLY
IT HAPPENEDIT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHTONE NIGHT

WINNER OF 5 OSCARSWINNER OF 5 OSCARS

A MAN WITH AN UMBRELLA runs toward the theatre, pelted by theA MAN WITH AN UMBRELLA runs toward the theatre, pelted by the
rain and buffeted by the wind.  He stops in the shelter ofrain and buffeted by the wind.  He stops in the shelter of
the marquee, shakes off the rain and catches his breath.the marquee, shakes off the rain and catches his breath.

He is JACKSON FOWLER, a casually handsome man in his mid-30s.He is JACKSON FOWLER, a casually handsome man in his mid-30s.
He looks at the downpour around him with an ambiguous smile.He looks at the downpour around him with an ambiguous smile.

Jackson opens the front door and OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM into:Jackson opens the front door and OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM into:

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

We have entered a vintage movie palace -- a bit rundown, butWe have entered a vintage movie palace -- a bit rundown, but
with a definite shabby charm.  In contrast to the cold andwith a definite shabby charm.  In contrast to the cold and
bleak street, the feeling in here is warm and cozy.bleak street, the feeling in here is warm and cozy.

Jackson removes his raincoat and walks to the BOX OFFICE,Jackson removes his raincoat and walks to the BOX OFFICE,
where JUDE, a quirkily-attired bohemian in her late 20s,where JUDE, a quirkily-attired bohemian in her late 20s,
inserts a roll of perforated tickets into a ticket dispenser.inserts a roll of perforated tickets into a ticket dispenser.

JUDEJUDE
What are you doing here?What are you doing here?

JACKSONJACKSON
I run the place, remember?I run the place, remember?

JUDEJUDE
Aren't you helping Lindsay pack?Aren't you helping Lindsay pack?

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, but she only had a coupleYeah, but she only had a couple
little things left.  I figured I'dlittle things left.  I figured I'd
come down and help you guys out.come down and help you guys out.

JUDEJUDE
We can handle things without you.We can handle things without you.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, but this is my favorite part.Yeah, but this is my favorite part.

Jackson smiles and hands Jude his coat and umbrella, thenJackson smiles and hands Jude his coat and umbrella, then
crosses the lobby.  He walks past ALLAN, a short and awkwardcrosses the lobby.  He walks past ALLAN, a short and awkward
usher of college age, who stands beside a ticket box.usher of college age, who stands beside a ticket box.

ALLANALLAN
Hi, Mr. Fowler.Hi, Mr. Fowler.

JACKSONJACKSON
Good evening, Allan.Good evening, Allan.

Behind the CONCESSION STAND sits BRENT, also college age andBehind the CONCESSION STAND sits BRENT, also college age and
athletically-built.  He leans back on a stool apathetically.athletically-built.  He leans back on a stool apathetically.

Next to him is SUE, a pretty young woman of college age, aNext to him is SUE, a pretty young woman of college age, a
cell phone to her ear.  Jackson points to the popcorn popper.cell phone to her ear.  Jackson points to the popcorn popper.

JACKSONJACKSON
Brent, Sue, popcorn's almost done.Brent, Sue, popcorn's almost done.

Brent nods, but doesn't move.  Sue nods, but is distracted byBrent nods, but doesn't move.  Sue nods, but is distracted by
her telephone conversation.  She speaks with irritation.her telephone conversation.  She speaks with irritation.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Patrick, I was at the library allPatrick, I was at the library all
night.  Why would I lie to you?night.  Why would I lie to you?

OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS JACKSON as he opens a door and enters:OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS JACKSON as he opens a door and enters:

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

It's dark as the climax of "It Happened One Night" unspools.It's dark as the climax of "It Happened One Night" unspools.
Onscreen, a MINISTER officiates at a lavish outdoor wedding.Onscreen, a MINISTER officiates at a lavish outdoor wedding.

MINISTER (Onscreen)MINISTER (Onscreen)
Dearly beloved, we are gatheredDearly beloved, we are gathered
together here, in the sight of Godtogether here, in the sight of God
and the face of this company, toand the face of this company, to
join together this man and thisjoin together this man and this
woman in holy matrimony.woman in holy matrimony.

About FIFTY AUDIENCE MEMBERS are scattered around theAbout FIFTY AUDIENCE MEMBERS are scattered around the
auditorium, all watching intently.  Jackson looks pleased.auditorium, all watching intently.  Jackson looks pleased.

MINISTER (Onscreen)MINISTER (Onscreen)
If any man can show just cause whyIf any man can show just cause why
they may not lawfully be joinedthey may not lawfully be joined
together, let him now speak or elsetogether, let him now speak or else
hereafter forever hold his peace.hereafter forever hold his peace.

Near the rear of the house, Jackson notices a MOM, a DAD, aNear the rear of the house, Jackson notices a MOM, a DAD, a
young DAUGHTER and a younger SON.  The girl is particularlyyoung DAUGHTER and a younger SON.  The girl is particularly
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entranced, but even her little brother is caught up in theentranced, but even her little brother is caught up in the
movie.  Jackson smiles, happy that they're enjoying the film.movie.  Jackson smiles, happy that they're enjoying the film.

MINISTER (Onscreen)MINISTER (Onscreen)
King, wilt thou have this woman toKing, wilt thou have this woman to
thy wedded wife, so long as yethy wedded wife, so long as ye
both shall live?both shall live?

Onscreen, the groom, an aristocratic twit named KING, replies.Onscreen, the groom, an aristocratic twit named KING, replies.

KING (Onscreen)KING (Onscreen)
I will.I will.

MINISTER (Onscreen)MINISTER (Onscreen)
Ellen, wilt thou have this man toEllen, wilt thou have this man to
thy wedded husband, so long as yethy wedded husband, so long as ye
both shall live?both shall live?

The beautiful bride, ELLIE, played by Claudette Colbert,The beautiful bride, ELLIE, played by Claudette Colbert,
hesitates, then turns and runs away from the altar.  Shehesitates, then turns and runs away from the altar.  She
climbs into a waiting automobile, which drives away.  Kingclimbs into a waiting automobile, which drives away.  King
rushes over to the bride's father, MR. ANDREWS.rushes over to the bride's father, MR. ANDREWS.

KING (Onscreen)KING (Onscreen)
What happened?What happened?

MR. ANDREWS (Onscreen)MR. ANDREWS (Onscreen)
I haven't the slightest idea.I haven't the slightest idea.

With that, Jackson pivots.  OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM back into:With that, Jackson pivots.  OUR CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM back into:

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jackson crosses to the box office, where Jude remains seated.Jackson crosses to the box office, where Jude remains seated.

JACKSONJACKSON
We get all these great movies.  ItWe get all these great movies.  It
kills me I don't get to watch them.kills me I don't get to watch them.

JUDEJUDE
Haven't you already seen thisHaven't you already seen this
movie like a million times?movie like a million times?

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, but you really catch theYeah, but you really catch the
nuances the million-and-first time.nuances the million-and-first time.

JUDEJUDE
So why did you walk in this mess?So why did you walk in this mess?

JACKSONJACKSON
My car's blocked in by the U-Haul.My car's blocked in by the U-Haul.
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JUDEJUDE
There's planning.  I hope LindsayThere's planning.  I hope Lindsay
plans to come here and say goodbye.plans to come here and say goodbye.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, she'll be here soon.  We'reYeah, she'll be here soon.  We're
going to Harry's for supper.going to Harry's for supper.

JUDEJUDE
The last supper, so to speak.The last supper, so to speak.
She's still gonna leave tonight?She's still gonna leave tonight?

JACKSONJACKSON
So she says.  Personally, I'mSo she says.  Personally, I'm
pretty sure she's waffling.pretty sure she's waffling.

JUDEJUDE
What?  After all these months ofWhat?  After all these months of
planning, you still think she'splanning, you still think she's
gonna stay?  You are a dreamer.gonna stay?  You are a dreamer.

JACKSONJACKSON
Well, ya know, "If you don't haveWell, ya know, "If you don't have
good dreams, Bagel, you gotgood dreams, Bagel, you got
nightmares."nightmares."

Jude regards him quizzically.  Jackson explains.Jude regards him quizzically.  Jackson explains.

JACKSONJACKSON
Mickey Rourke, "Diner", 1982.Mickey Rourke, "Diner", 1982.

JUDEJUDE
Ahhh.  Should've known.  Don't youAhhh.  Should've known.  Don't you
ever get the urge to say somethingever get the urge to say something
that's not a quote from a movie?that's not a quote from a movie?

JACKSONJACKSON
Frankly, my dear, I don't give a...Frankly, my dear, I don't give a...

Jackson sniffs the air.  He turns to the concession stand.Jackson sniffs the air.  He turns to the concession stand.

JACKSONJACKSON
Dammit!  Sue!  Brent!  The popcorn!Dammit!  Sue!  Brent!  The popcorn!

Black smoke rises from the popcorn popper.  Brent is rousedBlack smoke rises from the popcorn popper.  Brent is roused
from his boredom.  Sue speaks frantically into her phone.from his boredom.  Sue speaks frantically into her phone.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
I gotta go.  Yes, I do, Patrick!I gotta go.  Yes, I do, Patrick!
I'll call you back in a minute.I'll call you back in a minute.

Sue dumps the load of smoking black old maids into the pileSue dumps the load of smoking black old maids into the pile
of already popped kernels.  She frowns and looks apologetic.of already popped kernels.  She frowns and looks apologetic.
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SUESUE
Sorry, Mr. Fowler.Sorry, Mr. Fowler.

JACKSONJACKSON
Just clean it up and start a newJust clean it up and start a new
batch.  But you have to stay alert.batch.  But you have to stay alert.

Sue nods.  Allan rushes eagerly toward the concession stand.Sue nods.  Allan rushes eagerly toward the concession stand.

ALLANALLAN
You need any help, Sue?You need any help, Sue?

JACKSONJACKSON
Sue can handle it herself.  YouSue can handle it herself.  You
and Brent get ready to clean theand Brent get ready to clean the
theatre.  The movie's almost over.theatre.  The movie's almost over.

Back at the box office, Jackson speaks quietly to Jude.Back at the box office, Jackson speaks quietly to Jude.

JACKSONJACKSON
Is Sue still fighting with thatIs Sue still fighting with that
boyfriend of hers?boyfriend of hers?

JUDEJUDE
Of course.  I think they'reOf course.  I think they're
conducting an argue-thon.conducting an argue-thon.

JACKSONJACKSON
I hope they're at least raisingI hope they're at least raising
money for a worthy cause.money for a worthy cause.

Jackson grabs a plastic pail filled with Tootsie Pops fromJackson grabs a plastic pail filled with Tootsie Pops from
under the ticket counter and carries it to the auditorium.under the ticket counter and carries it to the auditorium.
Behind him, Allan clumsily drags a rolling trash bin from aBehind him, Allan clumsily drags a rolling trash bin from a
storage closet.  Brent walks over, offering Allan no help.storage closet.  Brent walks over, offering Allan no help.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson ducks in to catch the final moments of the film.Jackson ducks in to catch the final moments of the film.

Onscreen, an ELDERLY COUPLE discuss the guests who justOnscreen, an ELDERLY COUPLE discuss the guests who just
checked into their lodgings.  A FANFARE is heard and achecked into their lodgings.  A FANFARE is heard and a
blanket is shown falling to the floor.  An ORCHESTRA takes upblanket is shown falling to the floor.  An ORCHESTRA takes up
the fanfare and the film's closing credit appears onscreen.the fanfare and the film's closing credit appears onscreen.

Jackson swings open the doors as the house lights come on.Jackson swings open the doors as the house lights come on.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As the audience members file out, Jackson thanks each of them.As the audience members file out, Jackson thanks each of them.

JACKSONJACKSON
Hope you enjoyed the movie.Hope you enjoyed the movie.
Thanks for supporting the theatre.Thanks for supporting the theatre.
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The FAMILY which Jackson saw earlier enters the lobby.The FAMILY which Jackson saw earlier enters the lobby.
Jackson crouches to speak to the DAUGHTER and SON.Jackson crouches to speak to the DAUGHTER and SON.

JACKSONJACKSON
So, did you like the movie?So, did you like the movie?

The girl nods enthusiastically.  The boy nods begrudgingly.The girl nods enthusiastically.  The boy nods begrudgingly.

JACKSONJACKSON
What was your favorite part?What was your favorite part?

DAUGHTERDAUGHTER
I liked when she lifted up herI liked when she lifted up her
skirt to get the car to stop.skirt to get the car to stop.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, that's a good scene.Yeah, that's a good scene.

(To the boy)(To the boy)
How about you?  What'd you like?How about you?  What'd you like?

SONSON
I dunno.  I guess it was all okay,I dunno.  I guess it was all okay,
except for the icky love stuff.except for the icky love stuff.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, who needs icky love stuff?Yeah, who needs icky love stuff?
Well, as a thank-you gift, youWell, as a thank-you gift, you
each get a sucker.each get a sucker.

Jackson pulls the pail of Tootsie Pops from behind his back.Jackson pulls the pail of Tootsie Pops from behind his back.
The boy grabs a sucker fast.  The girl is more selective.The boy grabs a sucker fast.  The girl is more selective.

MOMMOM
What do you say to the man?What do you say to the man?

DAUGHTER AND SONDAUGHTER AND SON
Thank you.Thank you.

JACKSONJACKSON
No, thank you.  Come back soon.No, thank you.  Come back soon.

Jackson watches as the parents help bundle their kids againstJackson watches as the parents help bundle their kids against
the storm.  Then, as Jackson resumes thanking the departingthe storm.  Then, as Jackson resumes thanking the departing
patrons, Brent and Allan wheel the garbage bin past him into:patrons, Brent and Allan wheel the garbage bin past him into:

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

With the lights up, it's clear that the theatre isn't inWith the lights up, it's clear that the theatre isn't in
great shape.  The paint is peeling, the upholstery isgreat shape.  The paint is peeling, the upholstery is
threadbare, but the old dump retains a tattered elegance.threadbare, but the old dump retains a tattered elegance.

As the final audience members leave, Brent and Allan weaveAs the final audience members leave, Brent and Allan weave
through the seats, collecting cups and popcorn buckets.through the seats, collecting cups and popcorn buckets.
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Allan carries each item to the trash bin, while Brent loftsAllan carries each item to the trash bin, while Brent lofts
his items like basketballs, sinking each one into the bin.his items like basketballs, sinking each one into the bin.

BRENTBRENT
What a buncha pigs.  Would it killWhat a buncha pigs.  Would it kill
'em to pick up after themselves?'em to pick up after themselves?

ALLANALLAN
If they did, then what would we do?If they did, then what would we do?

BRENTBRENT
We'd be kickin' back in the lobby.We'd be kickin' back in the lobby.

Brent wings a cup over his shoulder.  It misses the bin,Brent wings a cup over his shoulder.  It misses the bin,
whizzes past Allan's head and smashes into the wall, spewingwhizzes past Allan's head and smashes into the wall, spewing
soda and ice across an entire row of seats.  Brent shrugs.soda and ice across an entire row of seats.  Brent shrugs.

BRENTBRENT
Airball.Airball.

ALLANALLAN
You ever seen this movie?You ever seen this movie?

BRENTBRENT
Looked like some old piece of crap.Looked like some old piece of crap.

ALLANALLAN
It's a classic!  If you don't likeIt's a classic!  If you don't like
movies, why do you even work here?movies, why do you even work here?

BRENTBRENT
Beats flippin' burgers.  I figuredBeats flippin' burgers.  I figured
we'd show something cool once inwe'd show something cool once in
a while, not all this old crap.a while, not all this old crap.

Allan feels something strange on the top of his head.  HeAllan feels something strange on the top of his head.  He
looks up and is hit squarely in the eye by a drop of water.looks up and is hit squarely in the eye by a drop of water.

ALLANALLAN
Uh oh.  We got a leak.Uh oh.  We got a leak.

BRENTBRENT
See?  This whole place is old crap.See?  This whole place is old crap.

ALLANALLAN
We better get a bucket.We better get a bucket.

Brent grabs a popcorn bucket and places it under the leak.Brent grabs a popcorn bucket and places it under the leak.
Drops of water fall into the bucket with a regular rhythm.Drops of water fall into the bucket with a regular rhythm.

BRENTBRENT
That oughta hold for a while.That oughta hold for a while.
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INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As the final audience members exit, Jackson closes the doorsAs the final audience members exit, Jackson closes the doors
behind them, then carries his Tootsie Pop bucket to the booth.behind them, then carries his Tootsie Pop bucket to the booth.

JACKSONJACKSON
Make a note to buy granola bars orMake a note to buy granola bars or
something.  That woman who won'tsomething.  That woman who won't
let her kids eat sugar was herelet her kids eat sugar was here
again.  When I offered her kidsagain.  When I offered her kids
Tootsie Pops, she looked at meTootsie Pops, she looked at me
like I was handing out free heroin.like I was handing out free heroin.

JUDEJUDE
Guess we won't see them when weGuess we won't see them when we
show "Willy Wonka" next month.show "Willy Wonka" next month.

JACKSONJACKSON
Not unless we've booked theNot unless we've booked the
special edition where Willy'sspecial edition where Willy's
factory makes rice cakes and tofu.factory makes rice cakes and tofu.

Jackson crosses the lobby and heads upstairs.  As Sue startsJackson crosses the lobby and heads upstairs.  As Sue starts
a batch of popcorn, Allan and Brent return from garbage duty.a batch of popcorn, Allan and Brent return from garbage duty.

BRENTBRENT
Man, look at that rain.  Nobody'sMan, look at that rain.  Nobody's
gonna come out to see a movie ingonna come out to see a movie in
this shit.  I vote we close early.this shit.  I vote we close early.

JUDEJUDE
Really?  Aren't you majoring inReally?  Aren't you majoring in
business administration, Brent?business administration, Brent?

BRENTBRENT
Yeah.  Why?Yeah.  Why?

Jude just chuckles derisively.  Brent sneers behind her back.Jude just chuckles derisively.  Brent sneers behind her back.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

A poster for "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" hangs on theA poster for "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" hangs on the
door.  A KNOCK is heard.  FORREST, the pale, hermit-likedoor.  A KNOCK is heard.  FORREST, the pale, hermit-like
projectionist, calls out grumpily from amid the machinery.projectionist, calls out grumpily from amid the machinery.

FORRESTFORREST
Go away.Go away.

Ignoring Forrest, Jackson enters.  Forrest acknowledgesIgnoring Forrest, Jackson enters.  Forrest acknowledges
Jackson with a grunt and a nod, then continues working.Jackson with a grunt and a nod, then continues working.

JACKSONJACKSON
How's everything going, Forrest?How's everything going, Forrest?
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Forrest grunts again, expressing no particular emotion.Forrest grunts again, expressing no particular emotion.

JACKSONJACKSON
You don't say?  Great.  Or tooYou don't say?  Great.  Or too
bad.  Was that grunt happy or sad?bad.  Was that grunt happy or sad?

Forrest grunts again.  Jackson rummages through a pile ofForrest grunts again.  Jackson rummages through a pile of
CDs.  The CDs and CD player are the only things in the boothCDs.  The CDs and CD player are the only things in the booth
under 25 years old.  Jackson selects a disc and inserts it.under 25 years old.  Jackson selects a disc and inserts it.
(This album will play, in sequence, throughout our film.)(This album will play, in sequence, throughout our film.)

EXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICEEXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICE

MICHAEL, a scruffy film buff, runs to the box office, usingMICHAEL, a scruffy film buff, runs to the box office, using
a copy of "Cahiers du Cinema" as a makeshift umbrella.a copy of "Cahiers du Cinema" as a makeshift umbrella.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Do you have a discount for anyoneDo you have a discount for anyone
stupid enough to come out tonight?stupid enough to come out tonight?

JUDEJUDE
Regular price is five fifty, butRegular price is five fifty, but
we only charge stupid people fivewe only charge stupid people five
and a half.and a half.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Sounds like a deal to me.Sounds like a deal to me.

Jude pushes a button and a single old-fashioned ticket isJude pushes a button and a single old-fashioned ticket is
dispensed.  Michael pays Jude and takes his ticket.  He bumpsdispensed.  Michael pays Jude and takes his ticket.  He bumps
into NEIL, a persnickety middle-aged man waiting behind him.into NEIL, a persnickety middle-aged man waiting behind him.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Oops.  Sorry.Oops.  Sorry.

NEILNEIL
Watch where you're going next time.Watch where you're going next time.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jackson walks downstairs as the CD he selected begins toJackson walks downstairs as the CD he selected begins to
play.  As Michael enters the lobby, Allan tears his ticket.play.  As Michael enters the lobby, Allan tears his ticket.

JACKSONJACKSON
Michael!  Glad you could make it.Michael!  Glad you could make it.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Yeah, I was sitting at home, warmYeah, I was sitting at home, warm
and dry, and I thought, "To helland dry, and I thought, "To hell
with this!  I'm going to a movie."with this!  I'm going to a movie."

ALLANALLAN
Mr. Fowler, we found another leakMr. Fowler, we found another leak
in the theatre, about halfway down.in the theatre, about halfway down.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Not another one.  Jude, tell everyNot another one.  Jude, tell every
customer that the ticket pricecustomer that the ticket price
includes a free shower.includes a free shower.

EXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICEEXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICE

Neil and his long-suffering wife, BETTY, stand at the ticketNeil and his long-suffering wife, BETTY, stand at the ticket
window.  Neil stares with irritation at the admission price.window.  Neil stares with irritation at the admission price.

NEILNEIL
Five fifty?  It used to be five.Five fifty?  It used to be five.

JUDEJUDE
Yeah, I'm sorry.  We raised itYeah, I'm sorry.  We raised it
about a month ago.about a month ago.

NEIL (To Betty)NEIL (To Betty)
You really want to see this thing?You really want to see this thing?
We can rent the video any time...We can rent the video any time...

BETTYBETTY
It's not the same.  I like seeingIt's not the same.  I like seeing
it on a big screen.  We're alreadyit on a big screen.  We're already
here.  And it's only fifty cents.here.  And it's only fifty cents.

NEILNEIL
It's a dollar, all tolled.It's a dollar, all tolled.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Carrying a newly purchased box of Dots, Michael headsCarrying a newly purchased box of Dots, Michael heads
directly for one particular seat:  dead center, halfway down.directly for one particular seat:  dead center, halfway down.

Jackson enters with a metal bucket, searching for the leak.Jackson enters with a metal bucket, searching for the leak.
Michael points upward approvingly, to indicate the music.Michael points upward approvingly, to indicate the music.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Nice choice.  Hey, I think I gotNice choice.  Hey, I think I got
a stumper for you.  "Chivalry isa stumper for you.  "Chivalry is
not only dead, it's decomposing."not only dead, it's decomposing."

JACKSONJACKSON
Rudy Vallee, "Palm Beach Story",Rudy Vallee, "Palm Beach Story",
1942.1942.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Damn!  How can you remember that?Damn!  How can you remember that?

JACKSONJACKSON
I don't know.  I'm like a Rain ManI don't know.  I'm like a Rain Man
for movie dialogue.  My brain justfor movie dialogue.  My brain just
stores it.  It fills up the spacestores it.  It fills up the space
I could be wasting on other stuff.I could be wasting on other stuff.
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MICHAELMICHAEL
Other stuff is overrated.  SoOther stuff is overrated.  So
how's everything going?how's everything going?

JACKSONJACKSON
Okay...considering.  Tonight's theOkay...considering.  Tonight's the
night Lindsay claims she's leaving.night Lindsay claims she's leaving.

MICHAELMICHAEL
"Claims"?  I thought it was a done"Claims"?  I thought it was a done
deal.  Didn't she sign a contract?deal.  Didn't she sign a contract?

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, but I think she's gettingYeah, but I think she's getting
cold feet.  She's acting confidentcold feet.  She's acting confident
but, deep down, I think she knowsbut, deep down, I think she knows
it's not the right move for her.it's not the right move for her.
She gave herself a deadline, saidShe gave herself a deadline, said
she absolutely had to leaveshe absolutely had to leave
tonight, but she keeps putting ittonight, but she keeps putting it
off.  Now she says she's not goingoff.  Now she says she's not going
to leave until the rain lets up.to leave until the rain lets up.

MICHAELMICHAEL
So you probably hope this keeps upSo you probably hope this keeps up
for forty days and forty nights.for forty days and forty nights.

JACKSONJACKSON
Like I've said all along, it's herLike I've said all along, it's her
decision.  So far, it's the wrongdecision.  So far, it's the wrong
decision, but at least it's hers.decision, but at least it's hers.

In the row ahead of Michael, Jackson finds the popcorn tub,In the row ahead of Michael, Jackson finds the popcorn tub,
half-full and soggy.  Jackson replaces it with the bucket.half-full and soggy.  Jackson replaces it with the bucket.
A raindrop falls into it, causing a loud CLANG to reverberate.A raindrop falls into it, causing a loud CLANG to reverberate.

JACKSONJACKSON
Maybe something quieter?Maybe something quieter?

MICHAELMICHAEL
Perhaps a smidge.Perhaps a smidge.

Jackson pours the water from the popcorn tub into the bucket,Jackson pours the water from the popcorn tub into the bucket,
places the popcorn tub under the leak, and walks up the aisle.places the popcorn tub under the leak, and walks up the aisle.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jackson enters from the auditorium with the bucket.  HeJackson enters from the auditorium with the bucket.  He
notices that Allan is tearing Neil and Betty's tickets.notices that Allan is tearing Neil and Betty's tickets.

ALLANALLAN
Good evening.Good evening.
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NEILNEIL
Oh yeah?  Looked outside lately?Oh yeah?  Looked outside lately?

BETTYBETTY
(Taking the stubs, politely)(Taking the stubs, politely)

Thank you, young man.Thank you, young man.

Jackson leans into the box office and speaks to Jude.Jackson leans into the box office and speaks to Jude.

JACKSONJACKSON
(Indicating Neil)(Indicating Neil)

I see Mr. Congeniality is back.I see Mr. Congeniality is back.

JUDEJUDE
He didn't much like the price hike.He didn't much like the price hike.

JACKSONJACKSON
Neither did I, but what could weNeither did I, but what could we
do?  We can't keep this place opendo?  We can't keep this place open
on wishes and pixie dust.on wishes and pixie dust.

Jackson removes the Tootsie Pops from their plastic pail.Jackson removes the Tootsie Pops from their plastic pail.

JUDEJUDE
I've been telling you for monthsI've been telling you for months
that we need to resurface the roof.that we need to resurface the roof.

JACKSONJACKSON
I know.  Remind me again tomorrow.I know.  Remind me again tomorrow.

Jackson carries the plastic pail into the auditorium.  At theJackson carries the plastic pail into the auditorium.  At the
concession stand, Neil speaks anal-rententively to Brent.concession stand, Neil speaks anal-rententively to Brent.

NEILNEIL
We would like a small popcorn withWe would like a small popcorn with
butter.  It's real butter, correct?butter.  It's real butter, correct?

BRENTBRENT
Uh-huh.Uh-huh.

NEILNEIL
Okay, fill it a third of the way,Okay, fill it a third of the way,
add some butter, shake it around.add some butter, shake it around.
Another third, more butter, shakeAnother third, more butter, shake
it.  And don't squirt the butterit.  And don't squirt the butter
all down the middle.  You got me?all down the middle.  You got me?

BRENTBRENT
(Quietly surly)(Quietly surly)

Oh, yeah, I got you.Oh, yeah, I got you.

As Brent gets the popcorn, Neil watches his procedureAs Brent gets the popcorn, Neil watches his procedure
intently.  Sue hesitantly directs a question to Betty.intently.  Sue hesitantly directs a question to Betty.
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SUESUE
Would you like anything to drink?Would you like anything to drink?

NEILNEIL
Two small Diet Cokes.  But no ice.Two small Diet Cokes.  But no ice.
I know how it goes.  You fill theI know how it goes.  You fill the
cup with ice and charge me threecup with ice and charge me three
bucks for a nickel's worth of soda.bucks for a nickel's worth of soda.

Brent and Sue trade weary looks, which Neil doesn't notice.Brent and Sue trade weary looks, which Neil doesn't notice.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson sets the pail under the leak.  Each drop now goesJackson sets the pail under the leak.  Each drop now goes
"THOOMP" instead of "CLANG".  Michael nods approvingly."THOOMP" instead of "CLANG".  Michael nods approvingly.
Jackson heads up the aisle, where he passes Neil and Betty.Jackson heads up the aisle, where he passes Neil and Betty.

NEILNEIL
You're the manager?  It feels coldYou're the manager?  It feels cold
in here.  Can you turn up the heat?in here.  Can you turn up the heat?

JACKSONJACKSON
I'll get right on it.I'll get right on it.

Jackson continues up the aisle.  He checks a thermostat byJackson continues up the aisle.  He checks a thermostat by
the doors.  It seems fine to him, so he leaves it alone.the doors.  It seems fine to him, so he leaves it alone.

Neil glances disapprovingly at the plastic pail, then leadsNeil glances disapprovingly at the plastic pail, then leads
Betty into the row ahead of Michael.  Neil takes the seatBetty into the row ahead of Michael.  Neil takes the seat
directly in front of Michael.  Michael is astonished.  Thedirectly in front of Michael.  Michael is astonished.  The
theatre is absolutely empty and this guy sits right in fronttheatre is absolutely empty and this guy sits right in front
of him.  Rather than argue, Michael moves a few seats over.of him.  Rather than argue, Michael moves a few seats over.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As Jackson returns to the lobby, Brent is bitching about Neil.As Jackson returns to the lobby, Brent is bitching about Neil.

BRENTBRENT
Can't we tell that guy with theCan't we tell that guy with the
buttering instructions we don'tbuttering instructions we don't
want him coming here any more?want him coming here any more?

JACKSONJACKSON
Haven't you ever heard that theHaven't you ever heard that the
customer is always right?customer is always right?

BRENTBRENT
Yeah, well, that customer isYeah, well, that customer is
always a dick.always a dick.

More CUSTOMERS are entering the lobby as Jackson walks to theMore CUSTOMERS are entering the lobby as Jackson walks to the
box office, laughing at Brent's remark.  Jude scowls at him.box office, laughing at Brent's remark.  Jude scowls at him.
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JUDEJUDE
Don't laugh.  It encourages him.Don't laugh.  It encourages him.

JACKSONJACKSON
Why does Brent bother you so much?Why does Brent bother you so much?

JUDEJUDE
Maybe because he's an incompetent,Maybe because he's an incompetent,
lazy, dim-witted bonehead?lazy, dim-witted bonehead?

JACKSONJACKSON
Maybe.  Or maybe you're attractedMaybe.  Or maybe you're attracted
to him but don't want to admit it.to him but don't want to admit it.

JUDEJUDE
(Laughing dismissively)(Laughing dismissively)

Puh-lease.  That boy is so thick,Puh-lease.  That boy is so thick,
he couldn't spell "I.Q." if youhe couldn't spell "I.Q." if you
spotted him the "I".spotted him the "I".

JACKSONJACKSON
No, I'm telling you, it's classic.No, I'm telling you, it's classic.
Two people who you think hate eachTwo people who you think hate each
other but who end up succumbing toother but who end up succumbing to
their mutual animalistic lust.their mutual animalistic lust.

JUDEJUDE
You've seen way too many movies.You've seen way too many movies.

JACKSONJACKSON
Undoubtedly.Undoubtedly.

As Allan tears the tickets of KEN and DORIS, a dignifiedAs Allan tears the tickets of KEN and DORIS, a dignified
couple in their eighties, he calls out to Jackson.couple in their eighties, he calls out to Jackson.

ALLANALLAN
Oh.  Mr. Fowler.Oh.  Mr. Fowler.

(To the couple)(To the couple)
Tell him.Tell him.

KENKEN
I was just telling this young manI was just telling this young man
that my wife and I saw this samethat my wife and I saw this same
picture right here back when itpicture right here back when it
first came out.first came out.

JACKSONJACKSON
You're kidding!  That's...that'sYou're kidding!  That's...that's
almost seventy years ago.almost seventy years ago.

DORISDORIS
Mm-hmm.  It was our first date.Mm-hmm.  It was our first date.

Doris and Ken pat each other's hands.  Jackson turns to Jude.Doris and Ken pat each other's hands.  Jackson turns to Jude.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Jude, give them their money back.Jude, give them their money back.

KENKEN
Oh, that's not necess...Oh, that's not necess...

JACKSONJACKSON
No, no, I insist.  That kind ofNo, no, I insist.  That kind of
longevity deserves to be rewarded.longevity deserves to be rewarded.
Would you like some free popcorn?Would you like some free popcorn?

KENKEN
Love to, but...Love to, but...

(Confidentially)(Confidentially)
...it sticks in our dentures....it sticks in our dentures.

JACKSONJACKSON
So I guess Jujubes are out too.So I guess Jujubes are out too.
Well, whatever you want is on us.Well, whatever you want is on us.

Jude hands Jackson eleven bucks, which he hands to Ken.Jude hands Jackson eleven bucks, which he hands to Ken.

DORISDORIS
Thank you very much, young man.Thank you very much, young man.

Jackson watches Ken and Doris inch to the concession stand.Jackson watches Ken and Doris inch to the concession stand.
He shakes his head in awe, then turns to look outside.He shakes his head in awe, then turns to look outside.

Through the window, Jackson sees a lone WOMAN rushing towardThrough the window, Jackson sees a lone WOMAN rushing toward
the theatre, struggling against the elements.  Jacksonthe theatre, struggling against the elements.  Jackson
notices this pitiful figure and opens the door to let her in.notices this pitiful figure and opens the door to let her in.

JACKSONJACKSON
You're going to drown out there.You're going to drown out there.

The woman enters the lobby, her clothes soaked, her hairThe woman enters the lobby, her clothes soaked, her hair
clinging to her face in twisted strands.  If we look closely,clinging to her face in twisted strands.  If we look closely,
her eyes are red from crying, but the rain disguises this.her eyes are red from crying, but the rain disguises this.

This is Jackson's girlfriend LINDSAY, late 20s.  She'd beThis is Jackson's girlfriend LINDSAY, late 20s.  She'd be
mortified to know that this was our first impression of her.mortified to know that this was our first impression of her.

JACKSONJACKSON
Why didn't you drive?Why didn't you drive?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I was not about to spend half anI was not about to spend half an
hour searching for a place to parkhour searching for a place to park
that stupid U-Haul.  But a canoethat stupid U-Haul.  But a canoe
might have come in handy.might have come in handy.

JACKSONJACKSON
Why didn't you bring an umbrella?Why didn't you bring an umbrella?
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Because you took the umbrella!Because you took the umbrella!

JACKSONJACKSON
We only have one umbrella?We only have one umbrella?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Apparently.  Listen, can we justApparently.  Listen, can we just
go eat before I remember what itgo eat before I remember what it
feels like to be dry?feels like to be dry?

JACKSONJACKSON
Okay.  Jude, wait a few minutes forOkay.  Jude, wait a few minutes for
stragglers, then start the movie.stragglers, then start the movie.

JUDEJUDE
You bet.  Hey, Lindsay, you betterYou bet.  Hey, Lindsay, you better
come back here to say goodbye.come back here to say goodbye.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
If it keeps raining like this,If it keeps raining like this,
we'll have time for a long goodbye.we'll have time for a long goodbye.

Jackson snaps his fingers and turns to Jude.Jackson snaps his fingers and turns to Jude.

JACKSONJACKSON
"The Long Goodbye"!  I haven't"The Long Goodbye"!  I haven't
seen that in years.  Make a noteseen that in years.  Make a note
that we should book it next month.that we should book it next month.

Jude hands Jackson his umbrella and motions him away.Jude hands Jackson his umbrella and motions him away.

JUDEJUDE
Go.  Eat.  Now.Go.  Eat.  Now.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

Jackson holds the door for Lindsay and opens the umbrella.Jackson holds the door for Lindsay and opens the umbrella.
They dash through the downpour to Wang's Chinese restaurant.They dash through the downpour to Wang's Chinese restaurant.

INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

Jackson and Lindsay enter, pausing in the alcove to drip dry.Jackson and Lindsay enter, pausing in the alcove to drip dry.
HARRY, the energetic Chinese proprietor, greets them.HARRY, the energetic Chinese proprietor, greets them.

HARRYHARRY
Mr. Jackson, Miss Lindsay, youMr. Jackson, Miss Lindsay, you
didn't have to come out in thedidn't have to come out in the
rain.  I would have delivered.rain.  I would have delivered.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
No, I insisted on having my lastNo, I insisted on having my last
meal at my favorite restaurant.meal at my favorite restaurant.
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HARRYHARRY
Last meal?  Are you taking vacation?Last meal?  Are you taking vacation?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
No, I'm moving.  Away.  I got aNo, I'm moving.  Away.  I got a
job at a law firm in Philadelphia.job at a law firm in Philadelphia.

HARRYHARRY
No!  You can't go!  You two are myNo!  You can't go!  You two are my
best customers.best customers.

JACKSONJACKSON
She's going.  I'm staying here.She's going.  I'm staying here.

HARRYHARRY
(Shaking his head)(Shaking his head)

Leaving, bad idea.Leaving, bad idea.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
If it keeps raining like this, IIf it keeps raining like this, I
won't be leaving.  Tonight, I mean.won't be leaving.  Tonight, I mean.

HARRYHARRY
Whole thing bad idea.Whole thing bad idea.

Jackson stays mum.  Lindsay is anxious to drop the subject.Jackson stays mum.  Lindsay is anxious to drop the subject.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm gonna squeegee myself off, butI'm gonna squeegee myself off, but
I'd love some hot and sour soup.I'd love some hot and sour soup.

JACKSONJACKSON
Make that two, Harry.Make that two, Harry.

HARRYHARRY
You bet.  Tonight, I make it extraYou bet.  Tonight, I make it extra
hot, extra sour.hot, extra sour.

As Lindsay heads to the ladies' room, Harry shouts in ChineseAs Lindsay heads to the ladies' room, Harry shouts in Chinese
to his teenage son, RONNIE, seated lethargically at the cashto his teenage son, RONNIE, seated lethargically at the cash
register.  When Ronnie doesn't move, Harry repeats in English.register.  When Ronnie doesn't move, Harry repeats in English.

HARRYHARRY
Ronnie!  Two hot and sour soups!Ronnie!  Two hot and sour soups!
Extra hot!  Extra sour!  Go!Extra hot!  Extra sour!  Go!

With great effort, Ronnie rises and walks to the kitchen.With great effort, Ronnie rises and walks to the kitchen.

HARRYHARRY
Kids today.  Never like to work.Kids today.  Never like to work.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, I got one of those of my own.Yeah, I got one of those of my own.
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HARRYHARRY
You have a son?You have a son?

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh.  No.  Not a son.  Just a kidOh.  No.  Not a son.  Just a kid
who doesn't like to work.who doesn't like to work.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

In the concession stand, Brent is flicking popcorn kernelsIn the concession stand, Brent is flicking popcorn kernels
across the lobby at Jude, who sits in the box office with heracross the lobby at Jude, who sits in the box office with her
back to him.  Several kernels are already lodged in her hair.back to him.  Several kernels are already lodged in her hair.
Despite herself, Sue finds this amusing.  She laughs out loud.Despite herself, Sue finds this amusing.  She laughs out loud.

Jude turns just as Brent is about to fire another kernel inJude turns just as Brent is about to fire another kernel in
Jude's direction.  He switches gears and bounces the popcornJude's direction.  He switches gears and bounces the popcorn
off his biceps and into his mouth.  Jude is unimpressed.off his biceps and into his mouth.  Jude is unimpressed.

JUDEJUDE
Brent, how'd you like to doBrent, how'd you like to do
something a tad more constructive?something a tad more constructive?

BRENTBRENT
Not especially.Not especially.

JUDEJUDE
Too bad.  Go get the letters soToo bad.  Go get the letters so
you can change the marquee.you can change the marquee.

BRENTBRENT
You're kidding.  In the rain?You're kidding.  In the rain?
What if I get hit by lightning?What if I get hit by lightning?

JUDEJUDE
I'm sure we'll all feel bad for aI'm sure we'll all feel bad for a
minute, but we'll learn to cope.minute, but we'll learn to cope.

Brent rises sluggishly and shuffles toward the box office.Brent rises sluggishly and shuffles toward the box office.
Jude jots tomorrow's title on a slip of paper and hands it toJude jots tomorrow's title on a slip of paper and hands it to
Brent.  Grumbling, Brent walks upstairs to the storage room.Brent.  Grumbling, Brent walks upstairs to the storage room.

Jude looks outside for any latecomers, then dials the phone.Jude looks outside for any latecomers, then dials the phone.

JUDE (On phone)JUDE (On phone)
Okay, Forrest.  It's showtime.Okay, Forrest.  It's showtime.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Forrest grunts, hangs up, then revs up a projector.Forrest grunts, hangs up, then revs up a projector.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

In addition to the audience members we've met individually,In addition to the audience members we've met individually,
A FEW DOZEN OTHER PATRONS populate the theatre.  The MUSICA FEW DOZEN OTHER PATRONS populate the theatre.  The MUSIC
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fades, the house lights DIM and a CLASSIC CARTOON begins.fades, the house lights DIM and a CLASSIC CARTOON begins.

Just then, Neil belches loudly.  Betty looks irritated, asJust then, Neil belches loudly.  Betty looks irritated, as
does Michael in the row behind him.does Michael in the row behind him.

NEIL (To Betty)NEIL (To Betty)
What?  It's not my fault.  TheyWhat?  It's not my fault.  They
put too much gas in their soda.put too much gas in their soda.

INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

Jackson sits alone at a table by the front window.  He looksJackson sits alone at a table by the front window.  He looks
through the rain-streaked glass at his theatre's marquee.through the rain-streaked glass at his theatre's marquee.

HARRYHARRY
You have many customers tonight?You have many customers tonight?

JACKSONJACKSON
Not too bad, considering the rainNot too bad, considering the rain
and all.  Say, when are you goingand all.  Say, when are you going
to come over and see a movie?to come over and see a movie?

HARRYHARRY
I will come sometime, but theI will come sometime, but the
restaurant keeps me very busy.restaurant keeps me very busy.

JACKSONJACKSON
There's more to life than work.There's more to life than work.

Lindsay returns from the restroom, looking much drier andLindsay returns from the restroom, looking much drier and
very pretty, carrying herself with elegance and propriety.very pretty, carrying herself with elegance and propriety.
Harry pulls out her chair.  She smiles and takes a seat.Harry pulls out her chair.  She smiles and takes a seat.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Why, thank you, Harry.Why, thank you, Harry.

(To Jackson, teasingly)(To Jackson, teasingly)
See how a gentleman treats a lady?See how a gentleman treats a lady?

JACKSONJACKSON
Jeez, Harry, I could've done that.Jeez, Harry, I could've done that.
You make me look like a shmuck.You make me look like a shmuck.

HARRYHARRY
What is a "shmuck"?What is a "shmuck"?

Lindsay waves off any suggestion she was serious.  RonnieLindsay waves off any suggestion she was serious.  Ronnie
brings the soup.  His accent is 100% bored American teenager.brings the soup.  His accent is 100% bored American teenager.

RONNIERONNIE
Two bowls of hot and sour soup.Two bowls of hot and sour soup.

He turns, but Harry clears his throat.  Ronnie turns back,He turns, but Harry clears his throat.  Ronnie turns back,
makes an uninspired gesture to the bowls and speaks flatly.makes an uninspired gesture to the bowls and speaks flatly.
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RONNIERONNIE
Enjoy.Enjoy.

Ronnie walks away.  Harry shakes his head.  Lindsay lowersRonnie walks away.  Harry shakes his head.  Lindsay lowers
her face over the bowl, savoring the heat and the aroma.her face over the bowl, savoring the heat and the aroma.

HARRYHARRY
And what for the main course?And what for the main course?

JACKSONJACKSON
(Confidently)(Confidently)

I'll have the broccoli beef andI'll have the broccoli beef and
she'll have the cashew chicken.she'll have the cashew chicken.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Wait, I want the kung pao chicken.Wait, I want the kung pao chicken.

JACKSONJACKSON
Really?  I thought the cashewReally?  I thought the cashew
chicken was your favorite.chicken was your favorite.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
But I've never had Harry's kungBut I've never had Harry's kung
pao chicken.  I want to try it.pao chicken.  I want to try it.

HARRYHARRY
It is my most best dish.  Enjoy.It is my most best dish.  Enjoy.

Harry gestures to the food like a pro, then hustles to theHarry gestures to the food like a pro, then hustles to the
kitchen.  Jackson stares at Lindsay, puzzled.  She notices.kitchen.  Jackson stares at Lindsay, puzzled.  She notices.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
What?What?

JACKSONJACKSON
Nothing.  It's just, you think youNothing.  It's just, you think you
know somebody and then suddenlyknow somebody and then suddenly
they go all kung pao on you.  Whenthey go all kung pao on you.  When
we first met, you thought thewe first met, you thought the
fortune cookies were too spicy.fortune cookies were too spicy.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Okay, I admit I wasn't terriblyOkay, I admit I wasn't terribly
adventurous.  I probably neveradventurous.  I probably never
would've ordered spicy foods ifwould've ordered spicy foods if
you hadn't cajoled me into it.you hadn't cajoled me into it.

JACKSONJACKSON
As I recall, there are quite a fewAs I recall, there are quite a few
things you wouldn't have done ifthings you wouldn't have done if
I hadn't cajoled you into them.I hadn't cajoled you into them.

Lindsay flushes and looks around, embarrassed.Lindsay flushes and looks around, embarrassed.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Quiet, this is a family restaurant.Quiet, this is a family restaurant.

Jackson grins.  Lindsay takes a slurp of the hot and sourJackson grins.  Lindsay takes a slurp of the hot and sour
soup and moans with almost orgasmic intensity.soup and moans with almost orgasmic intensity.

JACKSONJACKSON
Quiet, this is a family restaurant.Quiet, this is a family restaurant.

Lindsay looks up and smirks, then takes another slurp.Lindsay looks up and smirks, then takes another slurp.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan is ostensibly sweeping the carpet, but his eyes areAllan is ostensibly sweeping the carpet, but his eyes are
fixed on Sue as she inventories candy in the concessionfixed on Sue as she inventories candy in the concession
stand.  Jude notices Allan's behavior and whispers teasingly.stand.  Jude notices Allan's behavior and whispers teasingly.

JUDEJUDE
Careful, Allan.  You almostCareful, Allan.  You almost
accidentally swept something up.accidentally swept something up.

Allan is embarrassed.  He sweeps closer to the concessionAllan is embarrassed.  He sweeps closer to the concession
stand, tying to build his confidence to say something to Sue.stand, tying to build his confidence to say something to Sue.
Finally ready, he walks toward Sue...and her cell phone rings.Finally ready, he walks toward Sue...and her cell phone rings.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Patrick?  You can't keep callingPatrick?  You can't keep calling
me like this.  I've got work to do.me like this.  I've got work to do.

Frustrated, Allan resumes his half-hearted sweeping.Frustrated, Allan resumes his half-hearted sweeping.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
I am not avoiding you.  I toldI am not avoiding you.  I told
you, I had saxophone practice,you, I had saxophone practice,
then I came straight to work.  Ithen I came straight to work.  I
did so tell you.  I'm telling youdid so tell you.  I'm telling you
I told you.  I'm not arguing aboutI told you.  I'm not arguing about
this.  Patrick, I've got customers.this.  Patrick, I've got customers.

She hangs up and stares angrily at the phone.  She shuts offShe hangs up and stares angrily at the phone.  She shuts off
the ringer and stuffs the phone into her backpack.  Allanthe ringer and stuffs the phone into her backpack.  Allan
walks over to her and attempts to make light conversation.walks over to her and attempts to make light conversation.

ALLANALLAN
So, you play the saxophone, huh?So, you play the saxophone, huh?

SUESUE
Hmm?  Oh...yeah, I'm learning.Hmm?  Oh...yeah, I'm learning.
Cello's my main instrument, butCello's my main instrument, but
they like music majors to know howthey like music majors to know how
to play a lot of different things.to play a lot of different things.
But I'm pretty bad at the sax.But I'm pretty bad at the sax.
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JUDEJUDE
You know what they say.  "Bad saxYou know what they say.  "Bad sax
is better than no sax at all."is better than no sax at all."

Jude raises her eyebrows lasciviously.  Allan blushes.  SueJude raises her eyebrows lasciviously.  Allan blushes.  Sue
barely even hears the remark as she continues brooding.barely even hears the remark as she continues brooding.

EXT. STREETEXT. STREET

MELANIE, Brent's somewhat ditzy girlfriend, sneaks toward theMELANIE, Brent's somewhat ditzy girlfriend, sneaks toward the
theatre, avoiding Jude's eye.  She waves cautiously to Allan.theatre, avoiding Jude's eye.  She waves cautiously to Allan.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan notices Melanie.  He waves discreetly, then pointsAllan notices Melanie.  He waves discreetly, then points
toward the rear of the theatre.  Melanie nods and walks away.toward the rear of the theatre.  Melanie nods and walks away.

ALLAN (To Jude)ALLAN (To Jude)
I'm gonna see how Brent's doingI'm gonna see how Brent's doing
with the letters for the marquee.with the letters for the marquee.

JUDEJUDE
Fine.  He could probably use theFine.  He could probably use the
help of someone with a workinghelp of someone with a working
knowledge of the English alphabet.knowledge of the English alphabet.

INT. STOREROOMINT. STOREROOM

Brent checks Jude's note, grabs a large plastic "A" from anBrent checks Jude's note, grabs a large plastic "A" from an
alphabetically-arranged rack and tosses it into a cardboardalphabetically-arranged rack and tosses it into a cardboard
box by the door.  Next, he grabs a "Y" and flings it just asbox by the door.  Next, he grabs a "Y" and flings it just as
Allan opens the door.  The "Y" smacks him Allan the forehead.Allan opens the door.  The "Y" smacks him Allan the forehead.

BRENTBRENT
Jeez, Al, I'm sorry.  You okay?Jeez, Al, I'm sorry.  You okay?

ALLANALLAN
(Woozy)(Woozy)

Uh.  Yeah.  I guess so.  I...uh...Uh.  Yeah.  I guess so.  I...uh...
I was gonna tell you something.I was gonna tell you something.

BRENTBRENT
If it was Jude tellin' me to speedIf it was Jude tellin' me to speed
up, I'm workin' as hard as I can.up, I'm workin' as hard as I can.

ALLANALLAN
That's not it.  Oh, I remember.That's not it.  Oh, I remember.
Your...uh...girlfriend's outside.Your...uh...girlfriend's outside.

BRENTBRENT
What?  She's early.  Jude see her?What?  She's early.  Jude see her?

ALLANALLAN
No, I sent her to the back door.No, I sent her to the back door.
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BRENTBRENT
Thanks.  Hey, can you pull theThanks.  Hey, can you pull the
rest of the letters for me?rest of the letters for me?

Not waiting for an answer, Brent hands Allan the paper andNot waiting for an answer, Brent hands Allan the paper and
leaves.  Allan stares at the note.  He has trouble focusing.leaves.  Allan stares at the note.  He has trouble focusing.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Brent sneaks downstairs, making sure Jude doesn't notice him.Brent sneaks downstairs, making sure Jude doesn't notice him.
He quietly opens a door and slips into the auditorium.He quietly opens a door and slips into the auditorium.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Brent walks down the aisle as the cartoon ends and "ItBrent walks down the aisle as the cartoon ends and "It
Happened One Night" begins.  Ken and Doris turn to eachHappened One Night" begins.  Ken and Doris turn to each
other, eyes misty with nostalgia.  When Brent reaches theother, eyes misty with nostalgia.  When Brent reaches the
screen, he passes through a doorway which leads backstage.screen, he passes through a doorway which leads backstage.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

Behind the screen is the stage from when this was used as aBehind the screen is the stage from when this was used as a
legitimate theatre.  It's now a dusty storage area clutteredlegitimate theatre.  It's now a dusty storage area cluttered
with obsolete equipment and broken theatre seats.  The moviewith obsolete equipment and broken theatre seats.  The movie
speakers are visible, suspended behind the screen.speakers are visible, suspended behind the screen.

Brent walks to the stage door and opens it a crack.  MelanieBrent walks to the stage door and opens it a crack.  Melanie
stands there, shivering in the rain.  She starts to speak,stands there, shivering in the rain.  She starts to speak,
but Brent shushes her and pulls her inside.  He whispers.but Brent shushes her and pulls her inside.  He whispers.

BRENTBRENT
I can't go yet.  That bitch Jude'sI can't go yet.  That bitch Jude's
making me change the stupid sign.making me change the stupid sign.

MELANIEMELANIE
In the rain?  Isn't that dangerous?In the rain?  Isn't that dangerous?

BRENTBRENT
Sure it is, but she don't care.Sure it is, but she don't care.

Brent escorts Melanie to one of the broken theatre seats.Brent escorts Melanie to one of the broken theatre seats.

BRENTBRENT
Just sit here and watch the movie.Just sit here and watch the movie.
You want somethin' to drink?You want somethin' to drink?

MELANIEMELANIE
I dunno.  Maybe something diet?I dunno.  Maybe something diet?

BRENTBRENT
You got it.You got it.

He kisses her, long and hard.  When they separate, BrentHe kisses her, long and hard.  When they separate, Brent
seems to be coming up for air.  He's eager to continue this.seems to be coming up for air.  He's eager to continue this.
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BRENTBRENT
I'll be right back.I'll be right back.

Brent bounds toward the auditorium.  Melanie squirms in theBrent bounds toward the auditorium.  Melanie squirms in the
uncomfortable seat and stares blankly at the images onscreen.uncomfortable seat and stares blankly at the images onscreen.

INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

Harry and Ronnie bring the entrees for Jackson and Lindsay.Harry and Ronnie bring the entrees for Jackson and Lindsay.

HARRYHARRY
Careful, plates are very hot.Careful, plates are very hot.

JACKSONJACKSON
Your plates are always very hot.Your plates are always very hot.
We could order Jell-O and theWe could order Jell-O and the
plates would be very hot.plates would be very hot.

HARRYHARRY
Harry doesn't serve Jell-O.  ForHarry doesn't serve Jell-O.  For
Mr. Jackson, broccoli beef, andMr. Jackson, broccoli beef, and
for Miss Lindsay, kung pao chicken.for Miss Lindsay, kung pao chicken.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Mmmmmm.  It smells incredible.Mmmmmm.  It smells incredible.

HARRYHARRY
Only the best tonight.  Can I getOnly the best tonight.  Can I get
you anything else?you anything else?

JACKSONJACKSON
I don't know.  You want a beer?I don't know.  You want a beer?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Beer?  I've gotta drive, remember?Beer?  I've gotta drive, remember?

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh.  Right.  No, we're fine, Harry.Oh.  Right.  No, we're fine, Harry.

HARRYHARRY
Enjoy.Enjoy.

Harry gestures to the food and leaves.  Lindsay carefullyHarry gestures to the food and leaves.  Lindsay carefully
takes her first bite of the kung pao.  She is in ecstasy.takes her first bite of the kung pao.  She is in ecstasy.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You've got to try some of this.You've got to try some of this.

JACKSONJACKSON
I'd love to, but I just don't haveI'd love to, but I just don't have
the stomach for it any more.the stomach for it any more.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, come on.  One little bite.Oh, come on.  One little bite.
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She nabs some chicken in her chopsticks.  Jackson leansShe nabs some chicken in her chopsticks.  Jackson leans
forward reluctantly and she puts the chicken in his mouth.forward reluctantly and she puts the chicken in his mouth.

Jackson nods appreciatively, chews...and then his eyes bulge.Jackson nods appreciatively, chews...and then his eyes bulge.
He guzzles some water to put out the fire.  Lindsay laughs.He guzzles some water to put out the fire.  Lindsay laughs.

JACKSONJACKSON
It's tonsil-burnin' good.It's tonsil-burnin' good.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
God, I'm going to miss this place.God, I'm going to miss this place.

JACKSONJACKSON
You know, there are no ChineseYou know, there are no Chinese
restaurants in Philadelphia.restaurants in Philadelphia.

Lindsay stares soberly at him.Lindsay stares soberly at him.

JACKSONJACKSON
No, I was reading an article.  AreNo, I was reading an article.  Are
you sure you have to leave tonight?you sure you have to leave tonight?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You know I'm already off schedule.You know I'm already off schedule.
I'll barely have a day to getI'll barely have a day to get
settled in before I start work.settled in before I start work.

JACKSONJACKSON
I know, but I'm just worried aboutI know, but I'm just worried about
you, driving all night with theyou, driving all night with the
rain and no sleep.rain and no sleep.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'll be fine.  I crammed my wayI'll be fine.  I crammed my way
through law school.  I've eatenthrough law school.  I've eaten
more No-Doz than you have popcorn.more No-Doz than you have popcorn.

Jackson nods, knowing she's right.  Lindsay glances at theJackson nods, knowing she's right.  Lindsay glances at the
pounding rain, looking less confident than she just sounded.pounding rain, looking less confident than she just sounded.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Brent is in the concession stand, surreptitiously tapping aBrent is in the concession stand, surreptitiously tapping a
diet cola for Melanie.  Jude notices this and is not pleased.diet cola for Melanie.  Jude notices this and is not pleased.

JUDEJUDE
What are you doing?What are you doing?

BRENTBRENT
Gettin' a drink.Gettin' a drink.

JUDEJUDE
I told you to get the letters.I told you to get the letters.
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Allan walks downstairs, carrying the box of letters for theAllan walks downstairs, carrying the box of letters for the
marquee.  Jude sees this, then turns back to Brent angrily.marquee.  Jude sees this, then turns back to Brent angrily.

JUDEJUDE
Did you trick Allan into doingDid you trick Allan into doing
your work for you?your work for you?

BRENTBRENT
I didn't trick him.  He volunteered.I didn't trick him.  He volunteered.

JUDEJUDE
Is that true, Allan?Is that true, Allan?

It's not, but Allan doesn't want to get into this.  He shrugs.It's not, but Allan doesn't want to get into this.  He shrugs.

JUDEJUDE
Whatever.  Both of you, get outWhatever.  Both of you, get out
there and put up the marquee.there and put up the marquee.

BRENTBRENT
What if we catch pneumonia?What if we catch pneumonia?

Jude levels him with an "I've had it up to here" look.  BrentJude levels him with an "I've had it up to here" look.  Brent
concedes defeat and comes out from the concession stand.concedes defeat and comes out from the concession stand.

BRENTBRENT
Come on, Al.  Jude wants to killCome on, Al.  Jude wants to kill
us, so let's get it over with.us, so let's get it over with.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Claudette Colbert, as Ellie, is asleep on a bus,Onscreen, Claudette Colbert, as Ellie, is asleep on a bus,
clutching the lapel of PETER WARNE, played by Clark Gable.clutching the lapel of PETER WARNE, played by Clark Gable.

In the audience, Neil extracts a bag of smuggled-in candyIn the audience, Neil extracts a bag of smuggled-in candy
from his jacket.  The rustling bag annoys Michael, who staresfrom his jacket.  The rustling bag annoys Michael, who stares
contemptuously as Neil struggles to tear open the bag.contemptuously as Neil struggles to tear open the bag.

Neil puts a corner of the bag in his teeth and yanks.  TheNeil puts a corner of the bag in his teeth and yanks.  The
bag bursts open.  Dozens of individually wrapped hard candiesbag bursts open.  Dozens of individually wrapped hard candies
skitter to the floor like hailstones.  Michael is infuriated.skitter to the floor like hailstones.  Michael is infuriated.

Neil kneels down to pick up the candies.  Betty looks at himNeil kneels down to pick up the candies.  Betty looks at him
disapprovingly, then leans over to help him.  Once he'sdisapprovingly, then leans over to help him.  Once he's
retrieved most of his candies, Neil settles back in his seat.retrieved most of his candies, Neil settles back in his seat.
The distraction apparently over, Michael attempts to relax.The distraction apparently over, Michael attempts to relax.

Then Neil unwraps a piece of candy.  Its crinkling cellophaneThen Neil unwraps a piece of candy.  Its crinkling cellophane
echoes through the theatre.  Michael looks like he couldechoes through the theatre.  Michael looks like he could
strangle Neil but tries to keep his attention to the movie.strangle Neil but tries to keep his attention to the movie.

Neil pops the candy in his mouth, sucks on it noisily, thenNeil pops the candy in his mouth, sucks on it noisily, then
crunches it between his molars.  Michael grits his teeth.crunches it between his molars.  Michael grits his teeth.
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INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

Through the window, Brent and Allan can be seen wearing rainThrough the window, Brent and Allan can be seen wearing rain
slickers and carrying a metal stepladder to the marquee.  Asslickers and carrying a metal stepladder to the marquee.  As
they set up the ladder, Lindsay stops mid-chew and speaks.they set up the ladder, Lindsay stops mid-chew and speaks.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Did you pay the electric bill?Did you pay the electric bill?

JACKSONJACKSON
I thought you always paid it.I thought you always paid it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Yeah, but you were gonna pay thisYeah, but you were gonna pay this
month's bills to get in the habit.month's bills to get in the habit.

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh.  I don't think I paid it.Oh.  I don't think I paid it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
That's okay.  I'll pay it when IThat's okay.  I'll pay it when I
get to Philadelphia.get to Philadelphia.

JACKSONJACKSON
No, I'll do it.  Gas bill, right?No, I'll do it.  Gas bill, right?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Electric bill!Electric bill!

Jackson laughs and takes her hand comfortingly.Jackson laughs and takes her hand comfortingly.

JACKSONJACKSON
I was kidding!  Remember whatI was kidding!  Remember what
that's like?  Jokes?  Banter?that's like?  Jokes?  Banter?
Badinage?  Repartee?  Japery?Badinage?  Repartee?  Japery?

Lindsay stares at him.  She's trying to be serious.Lindsay stares at him.  She's trying to be serious.

JACKSONJACKSON
I can pay the bills myself.  YouI can pay the bills myself.  You
know, I did have a life before youknow, I did have a life before you
came along.  I didn't just sitcame along.  I didn't just sit
around in dirty underwear all day,around in dirty underwear all day,
watching TV and eating coldwatching TV and eating cold
Spaghetti-Os straight from the can.Spaghetti-Os straight from the can.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, you mean you only startedOh, you mean you only started
doing that after we met?doing that after we met?

JACKSONJACKSON
I'm a big boy.  I can get alongI'm a big boy.  I can get along
fine without you.fine without you.
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Neither of them liked how that sounded.  Jackson backtracks.Neither of them liked how that sounded.  Jackson backtracks.

JACKSONJACKSON
I mean I'll be miserable withoutI mean I'll be miserable without
you, but somehow I'll pay the bills.you, but somehow I'll pay the bills.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

The rain has subsided, but the wind is still wicked.  BrentThe rain has subsided, but the wind is still wicked.  Brent
stands atop the ladder, removing the lower letters from thestands atop the ladder, removing the lower letters from the
marquee and placing them in a garbage bag tied to his belt.marquee and placing them in a garbage bag tied to his belt.

Allan stands on the sidewalk, steadying the ladder.  The boxAllan stands on the sidewalk, steadying the ladder.  The box
of letters for tomorrow's title rests at Allan's feet.of letters for tomorrow's title rests at Allan's feet.

ALLANALLAN
So, you're kind of a ladies' man.So, you're kind of a ladies' man.

BRENTBRENT
You got that right.You got that right.

ALLANALLAN
I was wondering if you could maybeI was wondering if you could maybe
give me some...romantic advice.give me some...romantic advice.

BRENTBRENT
Finally gonna make a move on Sue?Finally gonna make a move on Sue?

Christ, is it that obvious?  Allan stammers a reply.Christ, is it that obvious?  Allan stammers a reply.

ALLANALLAN
No, I just mean in general.No, I just mean in general.

BRENTBRENT
Yeah, right.  Hey, man, I say goYeah, right.  Hey, man, I say go
for it.  She's damn hot.  If Ifor it.  She's damn hot.  If I
didn't have Melanie, I'd ask herdidn't have Melanie, I'd ask her
out myself.  Maybe I will anyway.out myself.  Maybe I will anyway.

ALLANALLAN
Hey, one to a customer.  So youHey, one to a customer.  So you
think I have a shot with her?think I have a shot with her?

BRENTBRENT
You'd hafta be an improvement overYou'd hafta be an improvement over
that dickwad Patrick.  Don't sellthat dickwad Patrick.  Don't sell
yourself short.yourself short.

ALLANALLAN
(Straining to hear)(Straining to hear)

Don't tell her I'm short?Don't tell her I'm short?

BRENTBRENT
"Don't sell yourself short."  You"Don't sell yourself short."  You
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BRENT (cont'd)BRENT (cont'd)
gotta lighten up.  And stop beinggotta lighten up.  And stop being
so sensitive about being short.so sensitive about being short.

ALLANALLAN
I'm not short!  I'm taller thanI'm not short!  I'm taller than
lots of people.lots of people.

BRENTBRENT
Uh-huh?  Didja ever notice thatUh-huh?  Didja ever notice that
all those people you're tallerall those people you're taller
than are short?  But don't worrythan are short?  But don't worry
about it.  You know what they say.about it.  You know what they say.
It's not the size that counts.It's not the size that counts.

ALLANALLAN
I wish I knew what did.  I don'tI wish I knew what did.  I don't
even know if she'd want to date me.even know if she'd want to date me.

BRENTBRENT
You just gotta feel her out.You just gotta feel her out.

ALLANALLAN
I've gotta feel her up?I've gotta feel her up?

BRENTBRENT
"Feel her out"!  Talk to her."Feel her out"!  Talk to her.
Drop hints that you like her.Drop hints that you like her.

ALLANALLAN
Yeah, but what should I say?Yeah, but what should I say?

BRENTBRENT
I dunno.  Different stuff works onI dunno.  Different stuff works on
different chicks.  Hey, why don'tdifferent chicks.  Hey, why don't
you tell her some secret aboutyou tell her some secret about
yourself?  Chicks eat that shit up.yourself?  Chicks eat that shit up.

ALLANALLAN
But...I don't have any secrets.But...I don't have any secrets.

BRENTBRENT
So?  You're a smart guy.  MakeSo?  You're a smart guy.  Make
something up.  Always works for me.something up.  Always works for me.

Brent stares at the words "IT HAPPENED".  An idea hits him.Brent stares at the words "IT HAPPENED".  An idea hits him.

BRENTBRENT
Did you bring your camera tonight?Did you bring your camera tonight?

ALLANALLAN
Yeah.  Why?Yeah.  Why?
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BRENTBRENT
Go get it.  I got an idea.Go get it.  I got an idea.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Ellie attempts to buy chocolates from a salespersonOnscreen, Ellie attempts to buy chocolates from a salesperson
on the bus.  In the audience, Doris whispers to Ken.on the bus.  In the audience, Doris whispers to Ken.

DORISDORIS
Could you get me some chocolates?Could you get me some chocolates?

KENKEN
Of course, dear.Of course, dear.

Ken stands, happy to oblige, and walks up the aisle.  TheKen stands, happy to oblige, and walks up the aisle.  The
annoying crinkling of Neil's wrappers can still be heard.annoying crinkling of Neil's wrappers can still be heard.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As Allan comes inside, the phone in the box office RINGS.As Allan comes inside, the phone in the box office RINGS.
Jude answers it, then puts the call on hold.Jude answers it, then puts the call on hold.

JUDEJUDE
Sue.  It's Prince Charming.Sue.  It's Prince Charming.

As Allan proceeds into the workroom behind the concessionAs Allan proceeds into the workroom behind the concession
stand, Sue picks up the extension in the concession stand.stand, Sue picks up the extension in the concession stand.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Why are you calling, Patrick?  IWhy are you calling, Patrick?  I
know you couldn't get me on myknow you couldn't get me on my
cell phone.  Because I shut it off.cell phone.  Because I shut it off.

Ken enters the lobby and walks to the candy counter.Ken enters the lobby and walks to the candy counter.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Because you can't keep bugging meBecause you can't keep bugging me
like this.  Oh, yeah?  And whatlike this.  Oh, yeah?  And what
did she tell you?  Really?  Well,did she tell you?  Really?  Well,
of course she'd say that.  She'sof course she'd say that.  She's
only the biggest bitch on campus.only the biggest bitch on campus.

She suddenly notices Ken.  She winces, smiles sweetly andShe suddenly notices Ken.  She winces, smiles sweetly and
raises an index finger to indicate she'll be right with him.raises an index finger to indicate she'll be right with him.

Allan returns from the workroom carrying a still camera.  HeAllan returns from the workroom carrying a still camera.  He
tucks it under his slicker to avoid questions from Jude.tucks it under his slicker to avoid questions from Jude.

JUDEJUDE
Everything going okay out there?Everything going okay out there?

ALLANALLAN
Oh.  Yeah.  Just forgot something.Oh.  Yeah.  Just forgot something.
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JUDEJUDE
Hunky dory.Hunky dory.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

Allan steps outside.  He looks up at the marquee, which reads:Allan steps outside.  He looks up at the marquee, which reads:

ONE NIGHT ONLYONE NIGHT ONLY
IT HAPPENIT HAPPEN

ALLANALLAN
Why'd you take down all theWhy'd you take down all the
letters?  We need some of them.letters?  We need some of them.

BRENTBRENT
Just give me a minute and you'llJust give me a minute and you'll
understand.  And get ready to snap.understand.  And get ready to snap.

Holding three letters (S, S and H), Brent climbs the ladder.Holding three letters (S, S and H), Brent climbs the ladder.

INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

Lindsay and Jackson lean back, stuffed and satisfied.Lindsay and Jackson lean back, stuffed and satisfied.
Lindsay emits a tiny burp and covers her mouth, embarrassed.Lindsay emits a tiny burp and covers her mouth, embarrassed.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Excuse me.Excuse me.

JACKSONJACKSON
"Love means you never have to"Love means you never have to
apologize when you belch".  Ryanapologize when you belch".  Ryan
O'Neal, "Love Story", 1970.O'Neal, "Love Story", 1970.

Harry approaches, carrying fortune cookies on a plate.Harry approaches, carrying fortune cookies on a plate.

HARRYHARRY
Can I get you anything else?Can I get you anything else?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
No, thanks, Harry.  Just the bill.No, thanks, Harry.  Just the bill.

HARRYHARRY
No bill tonight.  My treat.No bill tonight.  My treat.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
That's very nice, but really...That's very nice, but really...

HARRYHARRY
No, no, no.  You pay next time.No, no, no.  You pay next time.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
But there won't be a...But there won't be a...

(Catching on)(Catching on)
Oh, you're a sly one.Oh, you're a sly one.
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Jackson offers the plate with the fortune cookies, allowingJackson offers the plate with the fortune cookies, allowing
Lindsay to choose one.  He takes the other.  They open them.Lindsay to choose one.  He takes the other.  They open them.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You first.You first.

JACKSONJACKSON
"Where your treasure is, there"Where your treasure is, there
will your heart be also."  I'll gowill your heart be also."  I'll go
along with that.along with that.

Lindsay reads her fortune, then looks at Harry suspiciously.Lindsay reads her fortune, then looks at Harry suspiciously.

JACKSONJACKSON
Come on, what's yours say?Come on, what's yours say?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"Now is not a time for changes."Now is not a time for changes.
Stay with things you know andStay with things you know and
trust."  Harry, did you give metrust."  Harry, did you give me
this one on purpose?this one on purpose?

HARRYHARRY
Harry not give fortune.  FateHarry not give fortune.  Fate
gives fortune.gives fortune.

She turns to Jackson, who makes a "hands-off" gesture.She turns to Jackson, who makes a "hands-off" gesture.
Lindsay laughs dismissively, tossing the fortune aside.Lindsay laughs dismissively, tossing the fortune aside.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
It doesn't matter.  I'm a rationalIt doesn't matter.  I'm a rational
adult.  I'm perfectly capable ofadult.  I'm perfectly capable of
making decisions without themaking decisions without the
advice of baked goods.advice of baked goods.

But the cookie's message has unnerved her a bit.  She looksBut the cookie's message has unnerved her a bit.  She looks
with slight concern at the discarded fortune on the table.with slight concern at the discarded fortune on the table.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

Brent has finished placing the new letters on the sign.Brent has finished placing the new letters on the sign.

ALLANALLAN
I don't think we should do this.I don't think we should do this.

BRENTBRENT
Just get ready to take the picture.Just get ready to take the picture.

Allan grudgingly steps back from the ladder and begins toAllan grudgingly steps back from the ladder and begins to
focus his camera.  The ladder wobbles in the breeze.focus his camera.  The ladder wobbles in the breeze.

BRENTBRENT
How's it look?How's it look?
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ALLANALLAN
Can you get a little higher?Can you get a little higher?

Brent climbs up, above the step marked "UNSAFE TO STAND ABOVEBrent climbs up, above the step marked "UNSAFE TO STAND ABOVE
THIS STEP".  He braces himself against the marquee.THIS STEP".  He braces himself against the marquee.

ALLANALLAN
Yeah, that's better.Yeah, that's better.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jude notices Allan framing his shot.  Sensing something isJude notices Allan framing his shot.  Sensing something is
up, she exits the box office and walks to the doors.up, she exits the box office and walks to the doors.

At the concession stand, Ken points to some chocolates.  SueAt the concession stand, Ken points to some chocolates.  Sue
strains for them, keeping the phone wedged under her chin.strains for them, keeping the phone wedged under her chin.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Why won't you come to my recital?Why won't you come to my recital?
I went to your idiotic frat party.I went to your idiotic frat party.

Sue hands Ken his candy.  He offers money but she refuses it.Sue hands Ken his candy.  He offers money but she refuses it.

SUESUE
No.  It's our treat.No.  It's our treat.

(Back on the phone, snidely)(Back on the phone, snidely)
Did I say "idiotic frat party"?Did I say "idiotic frat party"?
I meant to say "intellectuallyI meant to say "intellectually
stimulating frat party".stimulating frat party".

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

The wind blows.  The ladder shudders.  Brent looks concerned.The wind blows.  The ladder shudders.  Brent looks concerned.

BRENTBRENT
Uh...any time there, Al.Uh...any time there, Al.

Allan steps back and focuses.  Brent grabs the top of theAllan steps back and focuses.  Brent grabs the top of the
marquee for support as the ladder teeters beneath him.marquee for support as the ladder teeters beneath him.
Actual fear is in his eyes.  Just then, Jude steps outside.Actual fear is in his eyes.  Just then, Jude steps outside.

JUDEJUDE
What the hell are you doing?What the hell are you doing?

INT. WANG'S RESTAURANTINT. WANG'S RESTAURANT

As Jackson is helping Lindsay into her coat, they hear a loudAs Jackson is helping Lindsay into her coat, they hear a loud
metallic CLANG outside.  They turn to see what's happening.metallic CLANG outside.  They turn to see what's happening.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Sue and Ken are also staring at the events outside.Sue and Ken are also staring at the events outside.
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SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
I gotta go.  There's an emergency.I gotta go.  There's an emergency.
I am not lying.  Pat-rick!I am not lying.  Pat-rick!

Sue screams into the receiver and slams it down.Sue screams into the receiver and slams it down.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

The ladder has fallen into the street.  Brent is clingingThe ladder has fallen into the street.  Brent is clinging
desperately to the top of the marquee.  Allan is frozen indesperately to the top of the marquee.  Allan is frozen in
shock.  Jude stands with her arms folded, shaking her head.shock.  Jude stands with her arms folded, shaking her head.

JUDEJUDE
You see what you get for fartingYou see what you get for farting
around?around?

Brent's in no mood for a lecture.  He has almost pulledBrent's in no mood for a lecture.  He has almost pulled
himself to safety when his hand slips.  He slides backwards,himself to safety when his hand slips.  He slides backwards,
kicking the word "ONLY" off the marquee.  The letters tumblekicking the word "ONLY" off the marquee.  The letters tumble
to the sidewalk.  Allan leaps clear.  Jude doesn't flinch.to the sidewalk.  Allan leaps clear.  Jude doesn't flinch.

Brent is dangling by one arm as Jackson and Lindsay rush over.Brent is dangling by one arm as Jackson and Lindsay rush over.

JACKSONJACKSON
Allan!  The ladder!Allan!  The ladder!

Jackson and Allan raise the ladder toward Brent.  Sue and KenJackson and Allan raise the ladder toward Brent.  Sue and Ken
step outside from the lobby.  Everyone watches breathlessly.step outside from the lobby.  Everyone watches breathlessly.

But before the ladder reaches him, Brent pulls himself to theBut before the ladder reaches him, Brent pulls himself to the
top of the marquee.  He sprawls on the wet metal, exhausted.top of the marquee.  He sprawls on the wet metal, exhausted.

On the ground, everyone is incredibly relieved...except Jude.On the ground, everyone is incredibly relieved...except Jude.

JACKSONJACKSON
Okay, what happened?Okay, what happened?

JUDEJUDE
Isn't it obvious?  Look!Isn't it obvious?  Look!

She points to the marquee, which now reads:She points to the marquee, which now reads:

ONE NIGHTONE NIGHT
SHIT HAPPENSSHIT HAPPENS

Jackson is about to chuckle, but when he sees Jude's scowl,Jackson is about to chuckle, but when he sees Jude's scowl,
Jackson realizes he has to play the boss.  He yells to Brent.Jackson realizes he has to play the boss.  He yells to Brent.

JACKSONJACKSON
Are you okay up there, Brent?Are you okay up there, Brent?

BRENTBRENT
Uh...yeah...I think so.Uh...yeah...I think so.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Good.  Go inside, take a break.Good.  Go inside, take a break.
But you still have to finish theBut you still have to finish the
marquee before you go.  Understand?marquee before you go.  Understand?

Brent stands up, breathing heavily.  He nods at Jackson, thenBrent stands up, breathing heavily.  He nods at Jackson, then
walks to a window located above the marquee.  He slides itwalks to a window located above the marquee.  He slides it
upward, crawls inside and closes the window behind him.upward, crawls inside and closes the window behind him.

Jude stares at Jackson, annoyed by his handling of Brent.Jude stares at Jackson, annoyed by his handling of Brent.

JUDEJUDE
"Go inside, take a break"?  How"Go inside, take a break"?  How
about "Brent, you're fired"?about "Brent, you're fired"?

JACKSONJACKSON
Not tonight, okay?  I've gotNot tonight, okay?  I've got
enough to worry about.enough to worry about.

JUDEJUDE
So you're just gonna leave theSo you're just gonna leave the
marquee like that?marquee like that?

JACKSONJACKSON
For now.  Who's gonna see it?For now.  Who's gonna see it?

Jude glares, says nothing, then turns to Allan.Jude glares, says nothing, then turns to Allan.

JUDEJUDE
Allan, grab the ladder.  Sue, canAllan, grab the ladder.  Sue, can
you get those letters, please?you get those letters, please?

Sue picks up the "ONLY" letters from the sidewalk, then holdsSue picks up the "ONLY" letters from the sidewalk, then holds
the door for Allan and Jude as they carry the ladder into thethe door for Allan and Jude as they carry the ladder into the
lobby.  Ken follows, leaving Jackson and Lindsay alone.lobby.  Ken follows, leaving Jackson and Lindsay alone.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Rain's let up.  I should getRain's let up.  I should get
rolling.  Walk me to my car?rolling.  Walk me to my car?

JACKSONJACKSON
Maybe I should stay here.  Just inMaybe I should stay here.  Just in
case there's another emergency.case there's another emergency.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh.  Right.  Well, then, I guess...Oh.  Right.  Well, then, I guess...

Jackson realizes this can't possibly be the way they part.Jackson realizes this can't possibly be the way they part.

JACKSONJACKSON
Wait, what am I talking about?  OfWait, what am I talking about?  Of
course I'll walk you home.course I'll walk you home.

Harry bursts out of the restaurant and runs toward them.Harry bursts out of the restaurant and runs toward them.
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HARRYHARRY
Stop, Miss Lindsay!  You cannot go!Stop, Miss Lindsay!  You cannot go!

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm sorry, Harry, but I have to.I'm sorry, Harry, but I have to.

HARRYHARRY
No.  Not without your things.No.  Not without your things.

He hands over the purse and umbrella that she'd left behind.He hands over the purse and umbrella that she'd left behind.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh.  Thanks.  Thanks so much, forOh.  Thanks.  Thanks so much, for
everything.  I'm gonna miss you.everything.  I'm gonna miss you.

HARRYHARRY
If you ever get hungry for Harry'sIf you ever get hungry for Harry's
food, I send you some overnight.food, I send you some overnight.
American Express.American Express.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You mean "Federal Express".You mean "Federal Express".

JACKSONJACKSON
It's Chinese food.  Send it OrientIt's Chinese food.  Send it Orient
Express.Express.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I just may take you up on that.I just may take you up on that.
Bye bye, Harry.Bye bye, Harry.

Lindsay kisses Harry on the cheek.  Harry smiles.Lindsay kisses Harry on the cheek.  Harry smiles.

HARRYHARRY
Bye bye.Bye bye.

Jackson and Lindsay watch as Harry returns to his restaurant.Jackson and Lindsay watch as Harry returns to his restaurant.
As he enters, he yells something loud and Chinese to Ronnie.As he enters, he yells something loud and Chinese to Ronnie.

INT. STOREROOMINT. STOREROOM

Brent is slumped on the floor when his eyes suddenly pop open.Brent is slumped on the floor when his eyes suddenly pop open.

BRENTBRENT
Melanie!Melanie!

He stands, still wobbly, and crosses to the door.He stands, still wobbly, and crosses to the door.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Peter has hung a blanket and rope between two twinOnscreen, Peter has hung a blanket and rope between two twin
beds, to ensure privacy for himself and Ellie.beds, to ensure privacy for himself and Ellie.
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PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Behold the walls of Jericho.Behold the walls of Jericho.
Maybe not as thick as the onesMaybe not as thick as the ones
that Joshua blew down with histhat Joshua blew down with his
trumpet, but a lot safer.  Youtrumpet, but a lot safer.  You
see, I have no trumpet.see, I have no trumpet.

In the audience, Ken sits down and gives Doris her chocolates.In the audience, Ken sits down and gives Doris her chocolates.

DORISDORIS
What took you so long?What took you so long?

KENKEN
The show out there's almost asThe show out there's almost as
good as the one in here.good as the one in here.

A few rows back, Neil is hit on the shoulder by a rain drop.A few rows back, Neil is hit on the shoulder by a rain drop.
After a second drop hits, he turns to Betty angrily.After a second drop hits, he turns to Betty angrily.

NEILNEIL
The ceiling is leaking on me!The ceiling is leaking on me!

BETTYBETTY
So?  Just move over so it's notSo?  Just move over so it's not
leaking on you.leaking on you.

Neil grudgingly agrees.  They scoot over a few seats until,Neil grudgingly agrees.  They scoot over a few seats until,
once again, Neil is seated directly in front of Michael.once again, Neil is seated directly in front of Michael.
Exasperated, Michael gets up and moves several rows back.Exasperated, Michael gets up and moves several rows back.

Brent sneaks into the auditorium and walks down the aisle.Brent sneaks into the auditorium and walks down the aisle.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

Brent slips behind the screen, where Melanie fidgets in herBrent slips behind the screen, where Melanie fidgets in her
seat, staring glumly at the screen.seat, staring glumly at the screen.

BRENTBRENT
Okay, I'm back.  How's the movie?Okay, I'm back.  How's the movie?

MELANIEMELANIE
It sucks.  And it's all backwards.It sucks.  And it's all backwards.

She gestures to the reversed image on her side of the screen.She gestures to the reversed image on her side of the screen.

MELANIEMELANIE
So can we go now?So can we go now?

BRENTBRENT
Nah, I still gotta finish theNah, I still gotta finish the
sign.  But I'm here with you now.sign.  But I'm here with you now.

They pick up where they left off.  He struggles to remove hisThey pick up where they left off.  He struggles to remove his
rain slicker without taking his lips away from hers.rain slicker without taking his lips away from hers.
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INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan finishes putting the ladder in the storage closet, thenAllan finishes putting the ladder in the storage closet, then
walks over to Sue, who is back in the concession stand.walks over to Sue, who is back in the concession stand.

SUESUE
I'm so glad Brent's all right.  HeI'm so glad Brent's all right.  He
really could've been hurt.really could've been hurt.

ALLANALLAN
You know, when the ladder fellYou know, when the ladder fell
down, I could've been hurt too.down, I could've been hurt too.

Overhearing this, Jude spins around and unleashes her anger.Overhearing this, Jude spins around and unleashes her anger.

JUDEJUDE
Nobody would've gotten hurt if youNobody would've gotten hurt if you
two hadn't been goofing off.two hadn't been goofing off.
Jesus, Allan, I expect this out ofJesus, Allan, I expect this out of
Brent, but do you have go alongBrent, but do you have go along
with every stupid idea he comes upwith every stupid idea he comes up
with?  I swear if he was jumpingwith?  I swear if he was jumping
off a bridge, you'd jump first tooff a bridge, you'd jump first to
tell him how deep the water was.tell him how deep the water was.

Allan swallows hard.  Jude immediately softens her tone.Allan swallows hard.  Jude immediately softens her tone.

JUDEJUDE
Just use some common sense, okay?Just use some common sense, okay?

Jude crosses the lobby and enters the ladies' room.Jude crosses the lobby and enters the ladies' room.

SUESUE
She's being way too rough on you.She's being way too rough on you.

ALLANALLAN
Really?  I kinda thought she hadReally?  I kinda thought she had
a point.  I should know bettera point.  I should know better
than to listen to Brent.than to listen to Brent.

SUESUE
You guys were just having fun.You guys were just having fun.
Jude needs to lighten up, get laid.Jude needs to lighten up, get laid.

ALLANALLAN
You think?You think?

SUESUE
Sure.  If she had a boyfriend, sheSure.  If she had a boyfriend, she
wouldn't be so mad all the time.wouldn't be so mad all the time.

The theatre's phone rings and Sue immediately tenses up.The theatre's phone rings and Sue immediately tenses up.
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SUESUE
Oh god.  If it's Patrick, tellOh god.  If it's Patrick, tell
him...tell him I'm dead.him...tell him I'm dead.

Allan leans across the counter and picks up the extension.Allan leans across the counter and picks up the extension.

ALLAN (On phone)ALLAN (On phone)
Hello?Hello?

(Nods to Sue)(Nods to Sue)
Uh...no, Patrick, Sue's...Uh...no, Patrick, Sue's...

Sue flops backwards, pretending to be dead.  Allan chuckles.Sue flops backwards, pretending to be dead.  Allan chuckles.

ALLAN (On phone)ALLAN (On phone)
She's busy.  No, I can't get her.She's busy.  No, I can't get her.
But I'll tell her you called.But I'll tell her you called.

He hangs up.  Sue comes back to life and smiles gratefully.He hangs up.  Sue comes back to life and smiles gratefully.

SUESUE
Thanks a lot, Allan.Thanks a lot, Allan.

Allan blushes.  Jude emerges from the ladies room.Allan blushes.  Jude emerges from the ladies room.

JUDEJUDE
Allan, have you checked the men'sAllan, have you checked the men's
room lately?room lately?

ALLANALLAN
Uh...no.  I'll do it right now.Uh...no.  I'll do it right now.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREETEXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET

The rain has stopped.  Jackson and Lindsay stroll down MemoryThe rain has stopped.  Jackson and Lindsay stroll down Memory
Lane (not the street's real name, merely a figure of speech).Lane (not the street's real name, merely a figure of speech).

JACKSONJACKSON
Remember when we looked at thatRemember when we looked at that
horrible apartment on that corner?horrible apartment on that corner?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, yeah.  With that nauseatingOh, yeah.  With that nauseating
pink carpeting?  It looked likepink carpeting?  It looked like
wall-to-wall Pepto-Bismol.wall-to-wall Pepto-Bismol.

JACKSONJACKSON
I thought it looked more like thatI thought it looked more like that
stuff back in grade school thatstuff back in grade school that
they used to sprinkle on puke.they used to sprinkle on puke.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Don't forget the wallpaper, withDon't forget the wallpaper, with
the pictures of sad clowns on it.the pictures of sad clowns on it.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Right.  It was like the DavidRight.  It was like the David
Lynch school of interior design.Lynch school of interior design.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Our place is so great.  I can'tOur place is so great.  I can't
believe how much I'm paying forbelieve how much I'm paying for
that crackerbox in Philadelphia.that crackerbox in Philadelphia.

JACKSONJACKSON
You know, you could always keepYou know, you could always keep
living here and just commute.living here and just commute.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
A 700-mile commute, each way?A 700-mile commute, each way?

JACKSONJACKSON
But think what you'd save on rent.But think what you'd save on rent.
I still feel like a jerk for notI still feel like a jerk for not
coming along to help you move.coming along to help you move.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Don't be silly.  I can handle itDon't be silly.  I can handle it
by myself.  I'm a big girl.by myself.  I'm a big girl.

JACKSONJACKSON
You sure are a big girl.You sure are a big girl.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
What's that supposed to mean?What's that supposed to mean?

JACKSONJACKSON
What?  I was agreeing with you!What?  I was agreeing with you!
How can I get in trouble for that?How can I get in trouble for that?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
It was the way you agreed.  "YouIt was the way you agreed.  "You
sure are a big girl."sure are a big girl."

JACKSONJACKSON
I meant you can take care ofI meant you can take care of
yourself.  Sheesh!  It's not likeyourself.  Sheesh!  It's not like
I said "You sure are big boned."I said "You sure are big boned."
You lawyers.  It's not safe to sayYou lawyers.  It's not safe to say
anything around you.anything around you.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Mock indignant)(Mock indignant)

And what's that supposed to mean?And what's that supposed to mean?

She slams him playfully with her shoulder.  Jackson winces.She slams him playfully with her shoulder.  Jackson winces.

JACKSONJACKSON
I take it back.  You are big boned.I take it back.  You are big boned.
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Just for that, she slams him again.  They both laugh.Just for that, she slams him again.  They both laugh.

INT. MEN'S ROOMINT. MEN'S ROOM

The door of one of the stalls is closed.  We hear Allan.The door of one of the stalls is closed.  We hear Allan.

ALLAN (O.S.)ALLAN (O.S.)
Sue, I have something to tell you.Sue, I have something to tell you.

Allan flushes the toilet and emerges from the stall.  TheAllan flushes the toilet and emerges from the stall.  The
plumbing groans ominously.  Allan steps to the sink to washplumbing groans ominously.  Allan steps to the sink to wash
his hands.  He looks in the mirror, practicing possible lines.his hands.  He looks in the mirror, practicing possible lines.

ALLANALLAN
Sue, that Patrick guy is a loser.Sue, that Patrick guy is a loser.

(Another approach)(Another approach)
Sue, you deserve a lot better thanSue, you deserve a lot better than
that Patrick guy.  Like maybe...me?that Patrick guy.  Like maybe...me?

(Imitating Brent)(Imitating Brent)
Hey, babe, ya wanna know a secret?Hey, babe, ya wanna know a secret?

He shakes his head and stares hopelessly at his reflection.He shakes his head and stares hopelessly at his reflection.
He leaves, dejected.  The ancient plumbing continues to moan.He leaves, dejected.  The ancient plumbing continues to moan.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan crosses toward Sue, but changes his mind.  He walks aAllan crosses toward Sue, but changes his mind.  He walks a
few more steps, turns Sue's direction, but hesitates again.few more steps, turns Sue's direction, but hesitates again.
He doesn't realize Sue is watching his behavior curiously.He doesn't realize Sue is watching his behavior curiously.
Finally, Allan impulsively rushes toward her.  Sue leans back.Finally, Allan impulsively rushes toward her.  Sue leans back.

ALLANALLAN
I don't suppose you'd like to knowI don't suppose you'd like to know
a...secret about me, would you?a...secret about me, would you?

SUESUE
A secret?  Sure.  What is it?A secret?  Sure.  What is it?

Allan is surprised by the intensity of her interest.Allan is surprised by the intensity of her interest.

ALLANALLAN
Uh...I'll get back to you on that.Uh...I'll get back to you on that.

Allan walks away again, deep in thought.  Sue looks puzzled.Allan walks away again, deep in thought.  Sue looks puzzled.

EXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICEEXT. THEATRE - BOX OFFICE

A WOMAN WALKING HER DOG strolls down the sidewalk.  SheA WOMAN WALKING HER DOG strolls down the sidewalk.  She
notices "SHIT HAPPENS" on the marquee.  Curious, she walksnotices "SHIT HAPPENS" on the marquee.  Curious, she walks
over to the box office and speaks to Jude through the window.over to the box office and speaks to Jude through the window.

DOG WALKERDOG WALKER
Excuse me.  What is this movie?Excuse me.  What is this movie?
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JUDEJUDE
You've never heard of it?You've never heard of it?

DOG WALKERDOG WALKER
No.  What's it about?No.  What's it about?

JUDEJUDE
It's about this man and this womanIt's about this man and this woman
from different backgrounds whofrom different backgrounds who
start out hating each other butstart out hating each other but
end up falling in love.  Youend up falling in love.  You
really haven't heard of it?  It'sreally haven't heard of it?  It's
one of the all-time great romances.one of the all-time great romances.

The woman backs up a few steps, rereads "SHIT HAPPENS" on theThe woman backs up a few steps, rereads "SHIT HAPPENS" on the
marquee, mulls it over then steps back to the box office.marquee, mulls it over then steps back to the box office.

DOG WALKERDOG WALKER
Well, it sure sounds like everyWell, it sure sounds like every
relationship I've been in.relationship I've been in.

She chuckles and walks away with her dog.  Jude ponders this.She chuckles and walks away with her dog.  Jude ponders this.

JUDEJUDE
"It Happened One Night"?"It Happened One Night"?

Jude takes another look at the woman, who seems an unlikelyJude takes another look at the woman, who seems an unlikely
candidate for a life of nothing but one night stands.candidate for a life of nothing but one night stands.

INT. LOBBY/BOX OFFICEINT. LOBBY/BOX OFFICE

Jude notices two bulky metal film cases in the corner of theJude notices two bulky metal film cases in the corner of the
lobby.  She picks up the box office phone and dials.lobby.  She picks up the box office phone and dials.

JUDE (On phone)JUDE (On phone)
Forrest, tomorrow's movie's stillForrest, tomorrow's movie's still
here in the lobby.  Can you comehere in the lobby.  Can you come
get it?  Okay, I'll send it up.get it?  Okay, I'll send it up.

Jude hangs up and looks into the lobby.  Sue sits boredJude hangs up and looks into the lobby.  Sue sits bored
behind the concession stand.  Allan paces, thinking hard.behind the concession stand.  Allan paces, thinking hard.

JUDEJUDE
Where's Brent?Where's Brent?

ALLANALLAN
I guess he's still resting.I guess he's still resting.

JUDEJUDE
Figures.  Well, then, can youFigures.  Well, then, can you
carry the film cases up to Forrest?carry the film cases up to Forrest?

Allan looks uncertainly at the cases, which are pretty heftyAllan looks uncertainly at the cases, which are pretty hefty
for his slight frame, but he doesn't want to look like a wimp.for his slight frame, but he doesn't want to look like a wimp.
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ALLANALLAN
Uh...sure.  I'll take 'em right up.Uh...sure.  I'll take 'em right up.

As he walks toward the cans, an idea hits him.  He stops inAs he walks toward the cans, an idea hits him.  He stops in
his tracks, looks up the stairs, then walks back to Sue.his tracks, looks up the stairs, then walks back to Sue.

ALLANALLAN
I just thought of a secret.I just thought of a secret.

SUESUE
You just thought of it?You just thought of it?

ALLANALLAN
I mean I just remembered it.I mean I just remembered it.

SUESUE
Oh.  Cool.  So tell me.Oh.  Cool.  So tell me.

ALLANALLAN
It's not really a "telling"It's not really a "telling"
secret.  It's more of a "showing"secret.  It's more of a "showing"
secret.  Come on upstairs.secret.  Come on upstairs.

SUESUE
I'm not sure we should leave theI'm not sure we should leave the
concession stand empty.concession stand empty.

ALLANALLAN
It'll only take a couple minutes.It'll only take a couple minutes.
If anybody needs anything, JudeIf anybody needs anything, Jude
can handle it.  Come on.  Please?can handle it.  Come on.  Please?

Now Sue's really intrigued.  She comes out from behind theNow Sue's really intrigued.  She comes out from behind the
concession stand and crosses with Allan to the film cases.concession stand and crosses with Allan to the film cases.

SUESUE
You want me to take one of those.You want me to take one of those.

ALLANALLAN
I can handle it.  You go ahead.I can handle it.  You go ahead.

As Sue starts upstairs, Allan strains to lift the film cases.As Sue starts upstairs, Allan strains to lift the film cases.
When Sue looks back, he smiles as if they're no burden at all.When Sue looks back, he smiles as if they're no burden at all.

INT. JACKSON AND LINDSAY'S HOUSEINT. JACKSON AND LINDSAY'S HOUSE

The front door opens and Jackson and Lindsay enter.  JacksonThe front door opens and Jackson and Lindsay enter.  Jackson
flips on a light and surveys the empty-looking living room.flips on a light and surveys the empty-looking living room.

JACKSONJACKSON
My god, we've been robbed!My god, we've been robbed!

The only furniture is a shabby recliner facing a big-screenThe only furniture is a shabby recliner facing a big-screen
TV...until we discover a wall of shelves crammed with DVDs,TV...until we discover a wall of shelves crammed with DVDs,
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tapes and laserdiscs.  Framed posters for "The Seven Samurai"tapes and laserdiscs.  Framed posters for "The Seven Samurai"
and "Abbott And Costello Meet Frankenstein" flank the TV.and "Abbott And Costello Meet Frankenstein" flank the TV.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Give me a break.  I'm only takingGive me a break.  I'm only taking
the things I brought with me orthe things I brought with me or
the things that I paid for.the things that I paid for.

JACKSONJACKSON
I know.  It's just depressing toI know.  It's just depressing to
realize this is all I owned beforerealize this is all I owned before
we moved in together.we moved in together.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, no, when we moved in, youOh, no, when we moved in, you
didn't have nearly that many DVDs.didn't have nearly that many DVDs.

They wander into the kitchen, which still has appliances butThey wander into the kitchen, which still has appliances but
no table or other furniture.  Their voices echo in here.no table or other furniture.  Their voices echo in here.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I guess I should take a last lookI guess I should take a last look
around.  See if I forgot anything.around.  See if I forgot anything.

JACKSONJACKSON
What could you possibly haveWhat could you possibly have
forgotten?  You gonna tear up theforgotten?  You gonna tear up the
linoleum, take that with you too?linoleum, take that with you too?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Jackson, this is hard enough...Jackson, this is hard enough...

JACKSONJACKSON
Kidding!  I'm kidding!Kidding!  I'm kidding!

They wander down a hallway toward the bedroom.They wander down a hallway toward the bedroom.

JACKSONJACKSON
You did leave me the bed, right?You did leave me the bed, right?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Yes, I left your old squeaky bed.Yes, I left your old squeaky bed.

JACKSONJACKSON
So, what more could I want?  I'veSo, what more could I want?  I've
got my bed, my chair, my TV.got my bed, my chair, my TV.

Entering the bedroom, he adds another item to his list.Entering the bedroom, he adds another item to his list.

JACKSONJACKSON
I've got Audrey.I've got Audrey.

Lindsay spots it, too.  In a corner of the bedroom is a veryLindsay spots it, too.  In a corner of the bedroom is a very
tall, lush, potted rubber tree.  Lindsay looks disappointed.tall, lush, potted rubber tree.  Lindsay looks disappointed.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh.  Audrey.Oh.  Audrey.

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh.  Did you want to...?Oh.  Did you want to...?

Clearly, they each want to keep it, but Lindsay, feelingClearly, they each want to keep it, but Lindsay, feeling
guilty taking even more away from Jackson, tries to hide it.guilty taking even more away from Jackson, tries to hide it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
No, that's okay, I don't really...No, that's okay, I don't really...

JACKSONJACKSON
No, you take her.  I gave her toNo, you take her.  I gave her to
you, so technically she is yours.you, so technically she is yours.
Besides, I'd forget to feed her.Besides, I'd forget to feed her.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Water her.Water her.

JACKSONJACKSON
See?  I'd forget what to do withSee?  I'd forget what to do with
her.  Please, you should have her.her.  Please, you should have her.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
She'll never fit in the car.She'll never fit in the car.

JACKSONJACKSON
I'm sure we can squeeze her in.I'm sure we can squeeze her in.

Jackson grabs the plant by its pot and clumsily strains toJackson grabs the plant by its pot and clumsily strains to
stand up with the top-heavy burden.  Lindsay looks concerned.stand up with the top-heavy burden.  Lindsay looks concerned.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Be careful.Be careful.

JACKSONJACKSON
I've got it.  Go open the door.I've got it.  Go open the door.

Lindsay rushes to the front door.  Jackson trundles down theLindsay rushes to the front door.  Jackson trundles down the
hallway, caroming from one wall to the other and back.hallway, caroming from one wall to the other and back.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Remember when you gave her to me?Remember when you gave her to me?
You could carry her in the palm ofYou could carry her in the palm of
your hand.your hand.

JACKSONJACKSON
I still could.  I just don't wantI still could.  I just don't want
to show off.to show off.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Austrian accent)(Austrian accent)

Right, Ah-nold.  You ah so macho.Right, Ah-nold.  You ah so macho.
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Jackson's knee rams into the corner of the TV.  He yelps inJackson's knee rams into the corner of the TV.  He yelps in
pain, spins across the room and slams his back into the wall.pain, spins across the room and slams his back into the wall.

JACKSONJACKSON
(Austrian accent)(Austrian accent)

Oh, mah back.Oh, mah back.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Are you okay?Are you okay?

JACKSONJACKSON
Just need to regain my dignity.Just need to regain my dignity.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I think it fell under the recliner.I think it fell under the recliner.

As he rests, Jackson looks around.  At this moment, itAs he rests, Jackson looks around.  At this moment, it
finally sinks in:  Lindsay is really leaving.  Jackson's facefinally sinks in:  Lindsay is really leaving.  Jackson's face
sinks, conveying deep sorrow mixed with total devastation.sinks, conveying deep sorrow mixed with total devastation.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Austrian accent)(Austrian accent)

Come on, Ah-nold, time's a wastin'.Come on, Ah-nold, time's a wastin'.

Jackson regains his composure, hoists the plant to a moreJackson regains his composure, hoists the plant to a more
secure grip, then performs a limbo to get out the front door.secure grip, then performs a limbo to get out the front door.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

Sue stands at the top of the stairs, looking down.  We hearSue stands at the top of the stairs, looking down.  We hear
a muffled metallic THUD, followed by another, then a SIGH.a muffled metallic THUD, followed by another, then a SIGH.

SUESUE
You sure you don't need a hand?You sure you don't need a hand?

ALLANALLAN
No...really...I'm...fine.No...really...I'm...fine.

Allan drags the film cases another step higher and they THUDAllan drags the film cases another step higher and they THUD
against the step.  One more step and he reaches the landing.against the step.  One more step and he reaches the landing.
He pauses to catch his breath, then knocks on the booth door.He pauses to catch his breath, then knocks on the booth door.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Forrest is reading Boxoffice magazine when he hears the knock.Forrest is reading Boxoffice magazine when he hears the knock.

FORRESTFORREST
Go away.Go away.

ALLAN (Through door)ALLAN (Through door)
It's me, Forrest.  Allan.  I'veIt's me, Forrest.  Allan.  I've
got tomorrow's movie for you.got tomorrow's movie for you.
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Grumbling, Forrest stands up and opens the door.  Allan dragsGrumbling, Forrest stands up and opens the door.  Allan drags
the film containers into the room, then gestures for Sue tothe film containers into the room, then gestures for Sue to
come in.  She enters, timidly.  Forrest looks alarmed.come in.  She enters, timidly.  Forrest looks alarmed.

FORRESTFORREST
Sorry, miss.  This is off limits.Sorry, miss.  This is off limits.

ALLANALLAN
Forrest, it's Sue.  She works here.Forrest, it's Sue.  She works here.

Forrest shows not a glimmer of recognition.  Sue is nervous.Forrest shows not a glimmer of recognition.  Sue is nervous.

SUESUE
I can go, if it's a problem.I can go, if it's a problem.

Allan gestures for her to wait, then looks pleadingly atAllan gestures for her to wait, then looks pleadingly at
Forrest.  He walks closer to Forrest and speaks softly.Forrest.  He walks closer to Forrest and speaks softly.

ALLANALLAN
I was hoping maybe you could showI was hoping maybe you could show
Sue the..."L.G.O.H.".Sue the..."L.G.O.H.".

FORRESTFORREST
(Paranoid)(Paranoid)

You're not supposed to be tellingYou're not supposed to be telling
people about that?  It's a secret.people about that?  It's a secret.

ALLANALLAN
I know.  But you can trust Sue.I know.  But you can trust Sue.
Besides, I kinda promised her.Besides, I kinda promised her.

Allan's look of desperation makes Forrest reluctantly relent.Allan's look of desperation makes Forrest reluctantly relent.
He reaches for a movie reel located on a high shelf.  AllanHe reaches for a movie reel located on a high shelf.  Allan
gives Sue a "thumbs up" and motions for her to enter further.gives Sue a "thumbs up" and motions for her to enter further.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

As Ellie and Peter pretend to have an argument onscreen,As Ellie and Peter pretend to have an argument onscreen,
Brent and Melanie are in the thick of a fevered neckingBrent and Melanie are in the thick of a fevered necking
session.  Melanie suddenly leans back and whispers to Brent.session.  Melanie suddenly leans back and whispers to Brent.

MELANIEMELANIE
Can you get me that drink now?Can you get me that drink now?

Brent grunts affirmatively and keeps on kissing her.Brent grunts affirmatively and keeps on kissing her.
Finally, her request registers and he stares at her, dazed.Finally, her request registers and he stares at her, dazed.

BRENTBRENT
You want a drink?  Now?You want a drink?  Now?

MELANIEMELANIE
Uh-huh.  I'm real thirsty.Uh-huh.  I'm real thirsty.
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Melanie smiles innocently.  Brent has an imbecilic gaze, likeMelanie smiles innocently.  Brent has an imbecilic gaze, like
someone roused from an erotic dream and desperately fightingsomeone roused from an erotic dream and desperately fighting
not to gain consciousness.  He finally shrugs in acquiescence.not to gain consciousness.  He finally shrugs in acquiescence.

MELANIEMELANIE
Thanks, baby.Thanks, baby.

She kisses his.  Brent slowly rises, then stops suddenly,She kisses his.  Brent slowly rises, then stops suddenly,
stabbed by a sharp pain in his nether regions.  He not-so-stabbed by a sharp pain in his nether regions.  He not-so-
discreetly adjusts his pants, then walks into the auditorium.discreetly adjusts his pants, then walks into the auditorium.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

As Brent walks stiff-legged up the aisle to the lobby, theAs Brent walks stiff-legged up the aisle to the lobby, the
leak near Neil has become a steady stream.  Neil fidgets asleak near Neil has become a steady stream.  Neil fidgets as
he hears the constant trickle of water.  He turns to Betty.he hears the constant trickle of water.  He turns to Betty.

NEILNEIL
I have to pee.I have to pee.

BETTYBETTY
Go.  I don't need the play-by-play.Go.  I don't need the play-by-play.

Neil stands up and edges his way down the row.  Near theNeil stands up and edges his way down the row.  Near the
aisle, he accidentally kicks over the bucket of rainwater.aisle, he accidentally kicks over the bucket of rainwater.
Onscreen, Peter and Ellie have ended their pretend argument.Onscreen, Peter and Ellie have ended their pretend argument.

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
What about "Cinderella" or a realWhat about "Cinderella" or a real
hot love story?hot love story?

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Oh, no, no, that's too mushy.Oh, no, no, that's too mushy.

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
Oh, I like mushy.Oh, I like mushy.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Still having difficulty walking, Brent ducks behind theStill having difficulty walking, Brent ducks behind the
concession stand and taps a drink for Melanie.  Jude noticesconcession stand and taps a drink for Melanie.  Jude notices
Brent as he attempts to walk back intto the auditorium.Brent as he attempts to walk back intto the auditorium.

JUDEJUDE
Where do you think you're going?Where do you think you're going?

BRENTBRENT
I'm gonna watch some of the movie.I'm gonna watch some of the movie.

JUDEJUDE
Oh, no.  You've been screwingOh, no.  You've been screwing
around all night.  Just sit downaround all night.  Just sit down
and wait for Allan to get back.and wait for Allan to get back.
Then you can finish the marquee.Then you can finish the marquee.
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Jude turns her back.  Brent gives her a Nazi salute.  HeJude turns her back.  Brent gives her a Nazi salute.  He
returns to the concession stand and dumps out the soda.returns to the concession stand and dumps out the soda.

He tries to sit down but has great difficulty finding aHe tries to sit down but has great difficulty finding a
comfortable position.  In desperation, he grabs a handful ofcomfortable position.  In desperation, he grabs a handful of
crushed ice and shoves it into his pants, yelping painfully.crushed ice and shoves it into his pants, yelping painfully.

JUDEJUDE
Now what?Now what?

Brent grits his teeth and gestures that there's no problem.Brent grits his teeth and gestures that there's no problem.
Gradually, the ice does the trick and Brent can sit down.Gradually, the ice does the trick and Brent can sit down.

Neil enters briskly from the auditorium and nearly skips intoNeil enters briskly from the auditorium and nearly skips into
the men's room.  As soon as the door closes, he screams andthe men's room.  As soon as the door closes, he screams and
flies backwards through the doorway, horrified.flies backwards through the doorway, horrified.

NEILNEIL
Holy...!Holy...!

JUDEJUDE
Is there a problem, sir?Is there a problem, sir?

NEILNEIL
Your men's room is flooded!Your men's room is flooded!

Neil wipes his shoes on the carpet.  Jude peeks into theNeil wipes his shoes on the carpet.  Jude peeks into the
men's room.men's room.

JUDEJUDE
You're right.  We'll get right onYou're right.  We'll get right on
it.  You can use the ladies' room.it.  You can use the ladies' room.

NEILNEIL
I can't just go barging into theI can't just go barging into the
ladies' room.ladies' room.

Wearily, Jude walks to the ladies' room, opens the door,Wearily, Jude walks to the ladies' room, opens the door,
checks that it's not flooded, then yells inside.checks that it's not flooded, then yells inside.

JUDEJUDE
Are any naked women in there?Are any naked women in there?

(Waits for an answer; then)(Waits for an answer; then)
Looks like it's all clear.  I'llLooks like it's all clear.  I'll
make sure you're not disturbed.make sure you're not disturbed.

Reluctantly, Neil hurries inside.  Jude closes the door.Reluctantly, Neil hurries inside.  Jude closes the door.

JUDEJUDE
Brent, go get the plunger and seeBrent, go get the plunger and see
what you can do in there.what you can do in there.

BRENTBRENT
Why do I gotta do it?Why do I gotta do it?
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JUDEJUDE
Because I say you gotta.Because I say you gotta.

(Mocking Neil)(Mocking Neil)
Besides, I can't go barging inBesides, I can't go barging in
there.  It's the men's room!there.  It's the men's room!

Grumbling, Brent shuffles from behind the concession stand.Grumbling, Brent shuffles from behind the concession stand.

EXT. THE STREET OUTSIDE JACKSON AND LINDSAY'S HOUSEEXT. THE STREET OUTSIDE JACKSON AND LINDSAY'S HOUSE

Lindsay's car sits in the driveway with a U-Haul hitchedLindsay's car sits in the driveway with a U-Haul hitched
behind it.  The car and trailer sag under the weight ofbehind it.  The car and trailer sag under the weight of
Lindsay's belongings.  Jackson has opened the front passengerLindsay's belongings.  Jackson has opened the front passenger
door and is moving items around to make room for the plant.door and is moving items around to make room for the plant.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
This is never going to work.This is never going to work.

JACKSONJACKSON
Maybe if I slide this box over...Maybe if I slide this box over...

He has cleared a narrow space on the seat.  He picks up theHe has cleared a narrow space on the seat.  He picks up the
plant and sets it on the seat, then slowly closes the door,plant and sets it on the seat, then slowly closes the door,
with the plant's tall stalk extending through the open window.with the plant's tall stalk extending through the open window.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I can't drive to Philadelphia withI can't drive to Philadelphia with
a plant hanging out the window.a plant hanging out the window.

Jackson evaluates the situation, finally conceding defeat.Jackson evaluates the situation, finally conceding defeat.

JACKSONJACKSON
This is never going to work.This is never going to work.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You think?  Now will you take herYou think?  Now will you take her
back inside so I can get going?back inside so I can get going?

He extracts the tree from the car and starts to carry it backHe extracts the tree from the car and starts to carry it back
inside.  But he stops on the sidewalk with a new idea.inside.  But he stops on the sidewalk with a new idea.

JACKSONJACKSON
Hey, you know where Audrey wouldHey, you know where Audrey would
look good?  In my office at work.look good?  In my office at work.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
She's way too tall for your office.She's way too tall for your office.

JACKSONJACKSON
No, she'll be perfect.  She'llNo, she'll be perfect.  She'll
liven up the dump, and if I forgetliven up the dump, and if I forget
to water her, Jude will remember.to water her, Jude will remember.

Jackson starts walking back to the car with Audrey.Jackson starts walking back to the car with Audrey.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
You want to take Audrey there now?You want to take Audrey there now?

JACKSONJACKSON
Why not?  You're driving me thereWhy not?  You're driving me there
anyway.  Can you open the door?anyway.  Can you open the door?

Lindsay opens the front passenger door.  Jackson squeezesLindsay opens the front passenger door.  Jackson squeezes
into the front seat, holding the pot in his lap.  He sits oninto the front seat, holding the pot in his lap.  He sits on
something and jumps up, whacking his head on the door frame.something and jumps up, whacking his head on the door frame.
Lindsay reaches under him and extracts a headset cell phone.Lindsay reaches under him and extracts a headset cell phone.

JACKSONJACKSON
Aha.  I've always said cell phonesAha.  I've always said cell phones
are a pain in the ass.are a pain in the ass.

Jackson tilts the plant until it's almost horizontal.  HeJackson tilts the plant until it's almost horizontal.  He
pulls the door shut.  The plant hangs out the open window,pulls the door shut.  The plant hangs out the open window,
drooping to the ground.  Jackson looks uncomfortable.drooping to the ground.  Jackson looks uncomfortable.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Do you know how moronic this looks?Do you know how moronic this looks?

JACKSONJACKSON
Can we get a move on?  The pot'sCan we get a move on?  The pot's
resting on one of my favoriteresting on one of my favorite
parts of my anatomy.parts of my anatomy.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, god.  Mine too.  We don't wantOh, god.  Mine too.  We don't want
anything to happen to that, do we?anything to happen to that, do we?

JACKSONJACKSON
I know it won't get much use onceI know it won't get much use once
you're gone, but I'd still like toyou're gone, but I'd still like to
keep it in working order.keep it in working order.

Lindsay runs to the driver's side and gets in.  She startsLindsay runs to the driver's side and gets in.  She starts
the car, leans out her window and begins to back out slowly.the car, leans out her window and begins to back out slowly.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Forrest has threaded a reel of film onto a Moviola.Forrest has threaded a reel of film onto a Moviola.

FORRESTFORREST
Okay, I'm ready, I guess.  But youOkay, I'm ready, I guess.  But you
can't tell anyone else about this.can't tell anyone else about this.

SUESUE
If it's that big a deal, I don'tIf it's that big a deal, I don't
really need to see whatever it is.really need to see whatever it is.

ALLANALLAN
No, it's cool.  You'll like it.No, it's cool.  You'll like it.
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Allan awkwardly puts a hand on Sue's shoulder and leads herAllan awkwardly puts a hand on Sue's shoulder and leads her
to the Moviola.  Forrest stands up, locks the door to theto the Moviola.  Forrest stands up, locks the door to the
booth and turns down the booth speaker.  Allan and Sue hoverbooth and turns down the booth speaker.  Allan and Sue hover
over the Moviola screen.  Sue doesn't know what to expect.over the Moviola screen.  Sue doesn't know what to expect.

Forrest rolls the film, which turns out to be an artfullyForrest rolls the film, which turns out to be an artfully
assembled montage of snippets from the movies which haveassembled montage of snippets from the movies which have
passed through Forrest's projection booth over the years.  Inpassed through Forrest's projection booth over the years.  In
each case, the clip consists of one thing, and one thingeach case, the clip consists of one thing, and one thing
only:  someone saying the words "Let's get out of here".only:  someone saying the words "Let's get out of here".

One actor after another utters that same inane phrase.  WeOne actor after another utters that same inane phrase.  We
identify the better-known movies almost subliminally:identify the better-known movies almost subliminally:

The Wizard Of Oz, North By Northwest, Meet John Doe, His GirlThe Wizard Of Oz, North By Northwest, Meet John Doe, His Girl
Friday, Some Like It Hot, The Graduate, American Graffiti,Friday, Some Like It Hot, The Graduate, American Graffiti,
The Rocky Horror Picture Show, The Apartment, The Player, TheThe Rocky Horror Picture Show, The Apartment, The Player, The
Oscar, Sunset Boulevard, The Purple Rose Of Cairo, East OfOscar, Sunset Boulevard, The Purple Rose Of Cairo, East Of
Eden, Rebel Without A Cause, The Sting, Casablanca...Eden, Rebel Without A Cause, The Sting, Casablanca...

"Let'sgetouttahere, let'sgetouttahere, let'sgetouttahere.""Let'sgetouttahere, let'sgetouttahere, let'sgetouttahere."
The rhythm of the phrase becomes hypnotic.  There's even aThe rhythm of the phrase becomes hypnotic.  There's even a
subtitled "Let's get out of here" from a French film.subtitled "Let's get out of here" from a French film.

The film runs out of the Moviola.  Forrest looks upon hisThe film runs out of the Moviola.  Forrest looks upon his
masterpiece with pride.  Allan sits in awe of the man'smasterpiece with pride.  Allan sits in awe of the man's
accomplishment.  Sue is impressed, if a bit puzzled.accomplishment.  Sue is impressed, if a bit puzzled.

SUESUE
That's really...interesting.That's really...interesting.

ALLANALLAN
Isn't it?  Forrest says "Let's getIsn't it?  Forrest says "Let's get
outta here" is the most commonoutta here" is the most common
line of dialogue in the history ofline of dialogue in the history of
movies.  People say it more thanmovies.  People say it more than
"How are you?" or "I love you"."How are you?" or "I love you".

FORRESTFORREST
More than "Bond, James Bond".More than "Bond, James Bond".

SUESUE
But how do you know that's theBut how do you know that's the
most common line?  I mean, didmost common line?  I mean, did
somebody actually sit down andsomebody actually sit down and
watch every movie ever made?watch every movie ever made?

FORRESTFORREST
I feel like I have, with all theI feel like I have, with all the
movies I've shown over the years.movies I've shown over the years.
I read it in a book somewhereI read it in a book somewhere
once, and it seems right to me.once, and it seems right to me.
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ALLANALLAN
Now Forrest's got me hooked on it.Now Forrest's got me hooked on it.
When I'm watching a movie, I canWhen I'm watching a movie, I can
hardly pay attention to the storyhardly pay attention to the story
because I'm waiting for someone tobecause I'm waiting for someone to
say "Let's get outta here" so Isay "Let's get outta here" so I
can tell Forrest about it.can tell Forrest about it.

Sue nods pleasantly, but she still finds it all a bit odd.Sue nods pleasantly, but she still finds it all a bit odd.

FORRESTFORREST
Okay, show's over.  I got work toOkay, show's over.  I got work to
do.  Nice to meet you and all that.do.  Nice to meet you and all that.

SUESUE
Uh...yeah, nice to meet you too.Uh...yeah, nice to meet you too.

ALLANALLAN
Yeah, thanks a lot, Forrest.Yeah, thanks a lot, Forrest.

FORRESTFORREST
Remember, not a word.  Promise?Remember, not a word.  Promise?

ALLANALLAN
We promise.  It'll be our secret.We promise.  It'll be our secret.

Sue nods as well and they back out of the booth.  ForrestSue nods as well and they back out of the booth.  Forrest
turns up the booth speaker and prepares for a reel change.turns up the booth speaker and prepares for a reel change.

INT. MEN'S ROOMINT. MEN'S ROOM

Brent stands on tiptoes, holding a plunger aloft, lookingBrent stands on tiptoes, holding a plunger aloft, looking
with disgust at the floor which is covered with murky water.with disgust at the floor which is covered with murky water.
He gestures with the plunger as if it were a magic wand.He gestures with the plunger as if it were a magic wand.

BRENTBRENT
Shitty water...go away!Shitty water...go away!

He loses his balance and topples forward.  He throws asideHe loses his balance and topples forward.  He throws aside
the plunger and extends his arms.  His hands sink into thethe plunger and extends his arms.  His hands sink into the
ooze but he stops his fall, his face inches above the water.ooze but he stops his fall, his face inches above the water.

He gags from the smell of the water and raises himself up,He gags from the smell of the water and raises himself up,
push-up style.  He grabs the sink with one hand, haulspush-up style.  He grabs the sink with one hand, hauls
himself back to his feet and leaps toward the door.himself back to his feet and leaps toward the door.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jude is blocking the men's room door as Brent hurls himselfJude is blocking the men's room door as Brent hurls himself
through the doorway.  They both tumble to the floor.through the doorway.  They both tumble to the floor.

JUDEJUDE
What is wrong with you?What is wrong with you?
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BRENTBRENT
I was tryin' to get outta there.I was tryin' to get outta there.
Who knows what shit's floatin'Who knows what shit's floatin'
around in that water?around in that water?

JUDEJUDE
Couldn't you do anything?Couldn't you do anything?

BRENTBRENT
How the hell do I know what to do?How the hell do I know what to do?
Do I look like a plumber?Do I look like a plumber?

Jude is about to say he does, but she merely glares.  SheJude is about to say he does, but she merely glares.  She
pulls herself to her feet, grabs two poles connected by apulls herself to her feet, grabs two poles connected by a
velvet rope and drags them to block the men's room door.velvet rope and drags them to block the men's room door.

JUDEJUDE
Fine.  The men's room is closed.Fine.  The men's room is closed.
We'll get a plumber in the morning.We'll get a plumber in the morning.

Brent gets up, keeping his hands as far away from his nose asBrent gets up, keeping his hands as far away from his nose as
he can.  He walks to the workroom behind the concession stand.he can.  He walks to the workroom behind the concession stand.

Neil emerges from the ladies' room and sees Jude setting upNeil emerges from the ladies' room and sees Jude setting up
the ropes.  He shakes his head in disdain.  He walks towardthe ropes.  He shakes his head in disdain.  He walks toward
the auditorium, but stops and looks at the concession stand.the auditorium, but stops and looks at the concession stand.

INT. WORKROOMINT. WORKROOM

Brent flips the light switch with his elbow and walks towardBrent flips the light switch with his elbow and walks toward
a sink.  An official-looking sign reads "ALL EMPLOYEES MUSTa sink.  An official-looking sign reads "ALL EMPLOYEES MUST
WASH HANDS."  Scribbled beneath that, in red Magic Marker, isWASH HANDS."  Scribbled beneath that, in red Magic Marker, is
the addendum:  "THAT MEANS YOU, BRENT.  -- JUDE"the addendum:  "THAT MEANS YOU, BRENT.  -- JUDE"

As Brent attempts to turn on the faucet with his elbows, NeilAs Brent attempts to turn on the faucet with his elbows, Neil
harrumphs in the lobby.  Brent attempts to ignore him, butharrumphs in the lobby.  Brent attempts to ignore him, but
Neil clears his throat again.  Brent looks into the lobby.Neil clears his throat again.  Brent looks into the lobby.

BRENTBRENT
I'll be with ya in a minute.I'll be with ya in a minute.

NEILNEIL
No, you'll be with me now.No, you'll be with me now.

BRENTBRENT
Just gimme a second, will ya?Just gimme a second, will ya?

JUDEJUDE
Brent, help the customer.  Now!Brent, help the customer.  Now!

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Surly, Brent re-enters the concession stand, holding hisSurly, Brent re-enters the concession stand, holding his
hands before him like a surgeon who's been sterilized...well,hands before him like a surgeon who's been sterilized...well,
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not exactly.  He smiles at Neil, transparently insincere.not exactly.  He smiles at Neil, transparently insincere.

BRENTBRENT
And how may I help you, sir?And how may I help you, sir?

NEILNEIL
I'd like another small popcorn.I'd like another small popcorn.

Brent turns toward the popper, grabs a small bucket and aBrent turns toward the popper, grabs a small bucket and a
metal scoop, with which he starts scooping up popcorn.metal scoop, with which he starts scooping up popcorn.

NEILNEIL
Don't fill it up.  Put in about aDon't fill it up.  Put in about a
third, then squirt in some butter.third, then squirt in some butter.

Brent is fed up.  He dumps out the bucket, sets down theBrent is fed up.  He dumps out the bucket, sets down the
metal scoop and smiles maliciously as he grab a handful ofmetal scoop and smiles maliciously as he grab a handful of
popcorn with his unwashed hands.  He adds a squirt of butter,popcorn with his unwashed hands.  He adds a squirt of butter,
then grabs more popcorn, making sure to handle it thoroughly.then grabs more popcorn, making sure to handle it thoroughly.

NEILNEIL
There.  Now you've got the idea.There.  Now you've got the idea.

BRENTBRENT
Yeah, thanks.  I'm enjoying this.Yeah, thanks.  I'm enjoying this.

EXT. LINDSAY'S CAREXT. LINDSAY'S CAR

The car creeps slowly along the rain-slicked streets.The car creeps slowly along the rain-slicked streets.

JACKSONJACKSON
Can we speed it up a little?  I'mCan we speed it up a little?  I'm
losing circulation below the waist.losing circulation below the waist.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Cut me some slack.  The road's wet.Cut me some slack.  The road's wet.
I've never driven a U-Haul before.I've never driven a U-Haul before.

Jackson nods, then leans down, addressing his crotch.Jackson nods, then leans down, addressing his crotch.

JACKSONJACKSON
Hang in there, buddy.Hang in there, buddy.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Also speaking to his crotch)(Also speaking to his crotch)

It won't be long now.It won't be long now.

JACKSONJACKSON
That's what I'm afraid of.That's what I'm afraid of.

Lindsay makes a sudden turn at an intersection.  The plantLindsay makes a sudden turn at an intersection.  The plant
shifts and Jackson emits an agonized "Oof".  Lindsay cringes.shifts and Jackson emits an agonized "Oof".  Lindsay cringes.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oops.  Sorry.Oops.  Sorry.

(To Jackson's crotch)(To Jackson's crotch)
'Sall right?'Sall right?

JACKSONJACKSON
(Throwing his voice)(Throwing his voice)

'Sall right.'Sall right.

Lindsay laughs.  Jackson looks at her laughing and findsLindsay laughs.  Jackson looks at her laughing and finds
himself staring at her profile.  He looks melancholy.himself staring at her profile.  He looks melancholy.

INT. STAIRWAYINT. STAIRWAY

Allan and Sue walk slowly down to the lobby.Allan and Sue walk slowly down to the lobby.

SUESUE
Isn't it illegal for him to cutIsn't it illegal for him to cut
those scenes out of those movies?those scenes out of those movies?

ALLANALLAN
I guess.  I hadn't really thoughtI guess.  I hadn't really thought
about it.  But it's not like he'sabout it.  But it's not like he's
taking out any important lines.taking out any important lines.

SUESUE
But isn't every line important?But isn't every line important?

ALLANALLAN
I s'pose.  Ya know, I'm thinking ofI s'pose.  Ya know, I'm thinking of
taking a film class next semester.taking a film class next semester.

SUESUE
Aren't you a journalism major?Aren't you a journalism major?

ALLANALLAN
Yeah, but it's such a hassle toYeah, but it's such a hassle to
worry about getting all thoseworry about getting all those
facts right.  It seems like a lotfacts right.  It seems like a lot
more fun just to make stuff up.more fun just to make stuff up.

SUESUE
Why can't you do both?  Get a jobWhy can't you do both?  Get a job
with the National Enquirer.with the National Enquirer.

Allan laughs way too hard for the quality of the joke.Allan laughs way too hard for the quality of the joke.

ALLANALLAN
Good one.  I've been thinking aGood one.  I've been thinking a
lot about movies since I startedlot about movies since I started
working here and hearing all Mr.working here and hearing all Mr.
Fowler's stories about Hollywood.Fowler's stories about Hollywood.
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SUESUE
Mr. Fowler worked in Hollywood?Mr. Fowler worked in Hollywood?

ALLANALLAN
Yeah.  Remember the SchwarzeneggerYeah.  Remember the Schwarzenegger
movie where the poster said, "He'smovie where the poster said, "He's
big, he's bad and he's back"?  Mr.big, he's bad and he's back"?  Mr.
Fowler wrote that.Fowler wrote that.

SUESUE
Mr. Fowler wrote a movie?Mr. Fowler wrote a movie?

ALLANALLAN
No.  He wrote that slogan.No.  He wrote that slogan.

Sue's not quite as impressed, but still finds it interesting.Sue's not quite as impressed, but still finds it interesting.

ALLANALLAN
I've already got an idea for thisI've already got an idea for this
one movie I'd like to make.one movie I'd like to make.

SUESUE
Really?  Can you tell me what it'sReally?  Can you tell me what it's
about?  Or is that another secret?about?  Or is that another secret?

Another secret!  Allan can't resist.Another secret!  Allan can't resist.

ALLANALLAN
Well, okay, but don't laugh.  It'sWell, okay, but don't laugh.  It's
sort of a remake of "Lawrence Ofsort of a remake of "Lawrence Of
Arabia", only it all takes placeArabia", only it all takes place
in a laundromat.in a laundromat.

Sue laughs.  Allan looks crestfallen.Sue laughs.  Allan looks crestfallen.

ALLANALLAN
You think it's stupid, don't you?You think it's stupid, don't you?

SUESUE
No, it sounds clever.  I've neverNo, it sounds clever.  I've never
seen "Lawrence Of Arabia", but...seen "Lawrence Of Arabia", but...

ALLANALLAN
There's a part in it that I thinkThere's a part in it that I think
you'd be perfect for.you'd be perfect for.

SUESUE
(Cringing)(Cringing)

I don't think so.  I'm really self-I don't think so.  I'm really self-
conscious about performing.conscious about performing.

ALLANALLAN
You must play recitals and stuff.You must play recitals and stuff.
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SUESUE
Yeah, but people hear theYeah, but people hear the
instrument, they don't hear me.instrument, they don't hear me.

ALLANALLAN
What's wrong with hearing you?What's wrong with hearing you?

SUESUE
I hate my voice.I hate my voice.

ALLANALLAN
What?  Your voice is beautiful.What?  Your voice is beautiful.

That came out far more heartfelt than Allan meant for aThat came out far more heartfelt than Allan meant for a
supposedly platonic conversation.  He shifts gears quickly.supposedly platonic conversation.  He shifts gears quickly.

ALLANALLAN
But, hey, my movie would be silentBut, hey, my movie would be silent
anyway, so it wouldn't matter whatanyway, so it wouldn't matter what
you sound like, just what you lookyou sound like, just what you look
like.  And that's perfect.like.  And that's perfect.

Allan can't believe he said that.  Sue smiles, flattered.Allan can't believe he said that.  Sue smiles, flattered.

SUESUE
Well, ask me when the time comesWell, ask me when the time comes
and maybe I'll think about it.and maybe I'll think about it.

ALLANALLAN
Great.  It'll only be super eight.Great.  It'll only be super eight.
Nobody expects to see Meryl StreepNobody expects to see Meryl Streep
when they're watching super eight.when they're watching super eight.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan and Sue enter the lobby, nearly colliding with Neil.Allan and Sue enter the lobby, nearly colliding with Neil.

ALLANALLAN
Oops.  Sorry, sir.Oops.  Sorry, sir.

Neil gives them a disapproving look.  He munches a handful ofNeil gives them a disapproving look.  He munches a handful of
popcorn and seems displeased.  He enters the auditorium.popcorn and seems displeased.  He enters the auditorium.

Brent is scrubbing his hands thoroughly in the workroom sink.Brent is scrubbing his hands thoroughly in the workroom sink.
He sniffs them and is satisfied that they smell fine.  HeHe sniffs them and is satisfied that they smell fine.  He
steps out front and notices that Allan and Sue are back.steps out front and notices that Allan and Sue are back.

BRENTBRENT
Hey, thanks for abandoning me.Hey, thanks for abandoning me.
Where have you guys been?Where have you guys been?

SUESUE
Allan took me up to the projectionAllan took me up to the projection
booth.booth.
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BRENTBRENT
I thought that Forrest guy didn'tI thought that Forrest guy didn't
let anybody in there.  What'dya do?let anybody in there.  What'dya do?

ALLANALLAN
(Meaningfully)(Meaningfully)

It's kind of a...secret.It's kind of a...secret.

BRENTBRENT
Oh, a secret, huh?Oh, a secret, huh?

(Whispered, to Allan)(Whispered, to Allan)
All right, Mr. Stud.All right, Mr. Stud.

SUESUE
What'd he say?What'd he say?

ALLANALLAN
Oh, uh...it's a guy thing.Oh, uh...it's a guy thing.

Sue nods and reaches to get some popcorn from the popper.Sue nods and reaches to get some popcorn from the popper.
Brent frantically leaps over and blocks her path.Brent frantically leaps over and blocks her path.

BRENTBRENT
What are you doing?What are you doing?

SUESUE
I just wanted some popcorn.I just wanted some popcorn.

BRENTBRENT
Oh, no.  We gotta throw out thisOh, no.  We gotta throw out this
whole batch out.  It's bad.whole batch out.  It's bad.

SUESUE
What do you mean?  It looks fine.What do you mean?  It looks fine.

BRENTBRENT
No, trust me.  You don't want it.No, trust me.  You don't want it.

He grabs a garbage can and starts shoveling popcorn into it.He grabs a garbage can and starts shoveling popcorn into it.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Neil returns to his seat and takes another handful of popcorn.Neil returns to his seat and takes another handful of popcorn.

NEILNEIL
This popcorn tastes bad.  Try some.This popcorn tastes bad.  Try some.

BETTYBETTY
If it tastes bad, why would I wantIf it tastes bad, why would I want
some?  Just don't eat it.some?  Just don't eat it.

NEILNEIL
I paid for it, I'm gonna eat it.I paid for it, I'm gonna eat it.
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Finally, Michael has had enough.  He leans forward and goesFinally, Michael has had enough.  He leans forward and goes
"Shhhhh" very loudly.  Neil turns around and glares at him."Shhhhh" very loudly.  Neil turns around and glares at him.

NEILNEIL
What is your problem?What is your problem?

Michael stares in disbelief.  Neil munches some more popcorn.Michael stares in disbelief.  Neil munches some more popcorn.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

Melanie fidgets and checks her watch as the movie's famousMelanie fidgets and checks her watch as the movie's famous
hitchhiking scene plays.  Bored, she stands and walks towardhitchhiking scene plays.  Bored, she stands and walks toward
the auditorium.  OUR CAMERA RISES UP TO THE SPEAKERS behindthe auditorium.  OUR CAMERA RISES UP TO THE SPEAKERS behind
the screen.  Rainwater is dripping on the speaker wires.the screen.  Rainwater is dripping on the speaker wires.

EXT. LINDSAY'S CAREXT. LINDSAY'S CAR

The car rolls slowly past the theatre, Audrey's leavesThe car rolls slowly past the theatre, Audrey's leaves
brushing against the parked cars.  Lindsay double-parks.brushing against the parked cars.  Lindsay double-parks.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Okay, here we are.Okay, here we are.

JACKSONJACKSON
Aren't you coming in to say goodbye?Aren't you coming in to say goodbye?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Jackson, I have to get going!Jackson, I have to get going!

JACKSONJACKSON
You're not gonna say goodbye toYou're not gonna say goodbye to
Jude?  She'll be very disappointed.Jude?  She'll be very disappointed.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
She can come out to the car.She can come out to the car.

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh, that's warm.  I know what thisOh, that's warm.  I know what this
is about.  It's the parking thing.is about.  It's the parking thing.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
What are you talking about?What are you talking about?

JACKSONJACKSON
You still refuse to parallel park.You still refuse to parallel park.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I don't "refuse" to parallel park.I don't "refuse" to parallel park.

JACKSONJACKSON
Okay, then do it.  Look, there'sOkay, then do it.  Look, there's
a spot right up ahead.a spot right up ahead.

Reluctantly, Lindsay pulls ahead, but she doesn't pull over.Reluctantly, Lindsay pulls ahead, but she doesn't pull over.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'll never fit there.   Not withI'll never fit there.   Not with
this...caboose I'm hauling.this...caboose I'm hauling.

JACKSONJACKSON
A 747 could fit there!  Pull over.A 747 could fit there!  Pull over.

Lindsay passes the parking space without even slowing.Lindsay passes the parking space without even slowing.

JACKSONJACKSON
How are you gonna survive inHow are you gonna survive in
Philadelphia if you're afraid toPhiladelphia if you're afraid to
parallel park?parallel park?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm not afraid.  I...prefer not to.I'm not afraid.  I...prefer not to.

JACKSONJACKSON
Well, you can't always do what youWell, you can't always do what you
prefer.  Sometimes, you gotta takeprefer.  Sometimes, you gotta take
what's available and deal with it.what's available and deal with it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You want me to park?  Fine!You want me to park?  Fine!

Spontaneously, she screeches the car and U-Haul curbside.  AsSpontaneously, she screeches the car and U-Haul curbside.  As
she does, Audrey smacks into a parking meter, snapping offshe does, Audrey smacks into a parking meter, snapping off
the top four feet of her stalk, which falls to the sidewalk.the top four feet of her stalk, which falls to the sidewalk.

The planter and the rest of the tree thrash violently insideThe planter and the rest of the tree thrash violently inside
the car.  The pot slides to the floor, spewing potting soil.the car.  The pot slides to the floor, spewing potting soil.
Lindsay brakes suddenly, flinging Jackson into the foliage.Lindsay brakes suddenly, flinging Jackson into the foliage.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Are you all right?Are you all right?

Jackson pulls himself free, spitting a leaf out of his mouth.Jackson pulls himself free, spitting a leaf out of his mouth.
Sadly, he studies the broken stalk before his eyes.Sadly, he studies the broken stalk before his eyes.

Jackson opens his door.  Lindsay gets out and walks around toJackson opens his door.  Lindsay gets out and walks around to
the sidewalk.  They stare silently at the top of the tree.the sidewalk.  They stare silently at the top of the tree.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, at least she's not too tallWell, at least she's not too tall
for your office any more.for your office any more.

Jackson's sour expression shows that her attempt at humorJackson's sour expression shows that her attempt at humor
didn't work.  He grabs the pot and lugs it to the theatre.didn't work.  He grabs the pot and lugs it to the theatre.

JACKSONJACKSON
Could you get the top, please?Could you get the top, please?

Hastily, Lindsay grabs the top of the tree and follows him.Hastily, Lindsay grabs the top of the tree and follows him.
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INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jude sees Jackson and Lindsay enter, toting Audrey's remains.Jude sees Jackson and Lindsay enter, toting Audrey's remains.

JUDEJUDE
What happened?What happened?

JACKSONJACKSON
Just a parallel-parking mishap.Just a parallel-parking mishap.

Jackson heads upstairs.  Lindsay shrugs at Jude, then followsJackson heads upstairs.  Lindsay shrugs at Jude, then follows
Jackson.  As they go, Jude removes plastic champagne glasses,Jackson.  As they go, Jude removes plastic champagne glasses,
plastic forks, napkins and paper plates from the box office.plastic forks, napkins and paper plates from the box office.

JUDEJUDE
Well, this should be a fun party.Well, this should be a fun party.
Sue, Allan, there's champagne andSue, Allan, there's champagne and
cake in the fridge.  Grab it andcake in the fridge.  Grab it and
meet me upstairs at the office.meet me upstairs at the office.

Sue and Allen nod and walk into the workroom.Sue and Allen nod and walk into the workroom.

BRENTBRENT
Anything I should grab?Anything I should grab?

JUDEJUDE
You will stay here and watch theYou will stay here and watch the
lobby.  Think you can handle that?lobby.  Think you can handle that?

Melanie has entered the lobby and is standing right behindMelanie has entered the lobby and is standing right behind
Jude.  Brent's eyes go wide and he yells involuntarily.Jude.  Brent's eyes go wide and he yells involuntarily.

BRENTBRENT
No!No!

JUDEJUDE
What do you mean "No"?What do you mean "No"?

With subtle gestures, Brent tries to convey to Melanie thatWith subtle gestures, Brent tries to convey to Melanie that
she needs to get out of the lobby.  She's not getting it.she needs to get out of the lobby.  She's not getting it.

BRENTBRENT
I mean, "No, I don't get to go toI mean, "No, I don't get to go to
the party?  Aw...shucks."the party?  Aw...shucks."

Jude steps closer to Brent, blocking his view of Melanie.Jude steps closer to Brent, blocking his view of Melanie.

JUDEJUDE
If it were up to me, you wouldn'tIf it were up to me, you wouldn't
even be working here any more.even be working here any more.

Jude turns on her heel.  Brent is relieved to see thatJude turns on her heel.  Brent is relieved to see that
Melanie is gone, even if he doesn't know where she went.Melanie is gone, even if he doesn't know where she went.
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As Jude walks upstairs, Allan returns with a cake box and SueAs Jude walks upstairs, Allan returns with a cake box and Sue
holds a bottle of champagne, which she hands to Brent.holds a bottle of champagne, which she hands to Brent.

BRENTBRENT
What's this for?What's this for?

SUESUE
I heard how sad you were that youI heard how sad you were that you
couldn't go to the party.  Youcouldn't go to the party.  You
should go and I'll stay down here.should go and I'll stay down here.

Allan senses another opportunity to be alone with Sue.Allan senses another opportunity to be alone with Sue.

ALLANALLAN
Yeah, and I'll stay here with Sue.Yeah, and I'll stay here with Sue.

BRENTBRENT
So I gotta to go to a party aloneSo I gotta to go to a party alone
with a buncha stiffs?  Gee, thanks.with a buncha stiffs?  Gee, thanks.

SUESUE
No, both of you go.  I'll be fine.No, both of you go.  I'll be fine.
Just bring me back a piece of cake.Just bring me back a piece of cake.

ALLANALLAN
Sure thing.Sure thing.

INT. JACKSON'S OFFICEINT. JACKSON'S OFFICE

Jackson's office is a cramped and cluttered nest of paperworkJackson's office is a cramped and cluttered nest of paperwork
and movie memorabilia with a low, slanting ceiling.and movie memorabilia with a low, slanting ceiling.

Jackson winds Scotch tape around the broken tree trunk,Jackson winds Scotch tape around the broken tree trunk,
forming a softball-sized wad of tape.  As Lindsay predicted,forming a softball-sized wad of tape.  As Lindsay predicted,
the tree is too tall for the room.  The tree bends sharply atthe tree is too tall for the room.  The tree bends sharply at
the break.  Its upper leaves are mashed into the ceiling.the break.  Its upper leaves are mashed into the ceiling.

Jackson steps back.  The repair job holds -- for a fewJackson steps back.  The repair job holds -- for a few
seconds.  Then the treetop slowly tilts before slamming toseconds.  Then the treetop slowly tilts before slamming to
the floor.  Jackson grabs the top of the tree and chucks itthe floor.  Jackson grabs the top of the tree and chucks it
unceremoniously into his trash can.  He stares for a moment.unceremoniously into his trash can.  He stares for a moment.

JACKSONJACKSON
Remind me to book "Mr. Roberts".Remind me to book "Mr. Roberts".

Jackson notices that Lindsay is looking at framed items onJackson notices that Lindsay is looking at framed items on
the office wall, detailing the theatre's long history:the office wall, detailing the theatre's long history:

- Yellowed vaudeville playbills, listing acts like the Marx- Yellowed vaudeville playbills, listing acts like the Marx
Brothers and W.C. Fields;Brothers and W.C. Fields;

- Movie ads from the theatre's heyday in the '30s and '40s;- Movie ads from the theatre's heyday in the '30s and '40s;
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- Black-and-white photos of the '50s staff in full military-- Black-and-white photos of the '50s staff in full military-
style uniforms, handing out 3-D glasses to the audience;style uniforms, handing out 3-D glasses to the audience;

- Faded Polaroids of an early-'70s crowd, confronted by- Faded Polaroids of an early-'70s crowd, confronted by
picketers under a marquee reading "DEEP THROAT"; andpicketers under a marquee reading "DEEP THROAT"; and

- Faded SX-70s of a late-'70s crowd, confronted by picketers- Faded SX-70s of a late-'70s crowd, confronted by picketers
under a marquee reading "MONTY PYTHON'S LIFE OF BRIAN".under a marquee reading "MONTY PYTHON'S LIFE OF BRIAN".

Finally, two more recent newspaper articles.  The first showsFinally, two more recent newspaper articles.  The first shows
Jackson, looking several years younger, with the headline:Jackson, looking several years younger, with the headline:

REVIVAL HOUSE REVIVALREVIVAL HOUSE REVIVAL
LOCAL GRAD RETURNS TO REOPEN MOVIE HOUSELOCAL GRAD RETURNS TO REOPEN MOVIE HOUSE

Beside it is another article headlined:Beside it is another article headlined:

HISTORIC THEATRE SAVED FROM WRECKING BALLHISTORIC THEATRE SAVED FROM WRECKING BALL

The article is accompanied by a photo of Jackson and LindsayThe article is accompanied by a photo of Jackson and Lindsay
standing victoriously under a marquee which reads:standing victoriously under a marquee which reads:

ONE NIGHT ONLYONE NIGHT ONLY
THE MARX BROTHERSTHE MARX BROTHERS
MONKEY BUSINESSMONKEY BUSINESS

JACKSONJACKSON
What a great day that was.What a great day that was.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
First case I ever won.  And youFirst case I ever won.  And you
didn't want me to represent you.didn't want me to represent you.

JACKSONJACKSON
Can you blame me?  My dream is onCan you blame me?  My dream is on
the line and they hand the case tothe line and they hand the case to
some floozy just out of law school!some floozy just out of law school!

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"Floozy"?"Floozy"?

JACKSONJACKSON
I'm kidding.  You're the leastI'm kidding.  You're the least
flooziest person I know.  Althoughflooziest person I know.  Although
when we came back here and watchedwhen we came back here and watched
the movie after everyone else wasthe movie after everyone else was
gone, you did get a little floozier.gone, you did get a little floozier.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Wistful)(Wistful)

Yeah, that was pretty special.Yeah, that was pretty special.

JACKSONJACKSON
Until that night, I'd neverUntil that night, I'd never
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JACKSON (cont'd)JACKSON (cont'd)
thought of "Monkey Business" as athought of "Monkey Business" as a
particularly romantic movie.particularly romantic movie.

Jackson takes Lindsay tenderly in his arms and impersonatesJackson takes Lindsay tenderly in his arms and impersonates
Chico Marx impersonating Maurice Chevalier.Chico Marx impersonating Maurice Chevalier.

JACKSON (Singing)JACKSON (Singing)
"If de nightingale could sing like"If de nightingale could sing like
you, she'd sing much sweeter thanyou, she'd sing much sweeter than
they do, for you brought a newthey do, for you brought a new
kind of love to me..."kind of love to me..."

They smile at the memory, but the smiles fade into somethingThey smile at the memory, but the smiles fade into something
more intense.  Jackson leans closer.  They kiss passionately.more intense.  Jackson leans closer.  They kiss passionately.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

As Jude waits outside Jackson's office, Allan and Brent walkAs Jude waits outside Jackson's office, Allan and Brent walk
upstairs with the cake and champagne.  Jude stares at Brent.upstairs with the cake and champagne.  Jude stares at Brent.

JUDEJUDE
I told you to stay in the lobby.I told you to stay in the lobby.

BRENTBRENT
Sue said she'd take my place.Sue said she'd take my place.

Jude shakes her head, certain that Brent hoodwinked Sue.Jude shakes her head, certain that Brent hoodwinked Sue.

ALLANALLAN
Hey, I should get my camera.Hey, I should get my camera.

JUDEJUDE
Okay.  But hurry up.Okay.  But hurry up.

Allan hands Jude the cake and rushes back downstairs.Allan hands Jude the cake and rushes back downstairs.

Brent spots Melanie behind Jude, pointing impatiently at herBrent spots Melanie behind Jude, pointing impatiently at her
watch.  Brent waves her off, making sure Jude doesn't notice.watch.  Brent waves her off, making sure Jude doesn't notice.
Fed up, Melanie wanders around the corner and out of sight.Fed up, Melanie wanders around the corner and out of sight.

INT. JACKSON'S OFFICEINT. JACKSON'S OFFICE

Jackson and Lindsay continue to embrace tightly.  TheJackson and Lindsay continue to embrace tightly.  The
difficulty of this night for them both has become palpable.difficulty of this night for them both has become palpable.

JACKSONJACKSON
Lindsay, I...Lindsay, I...

There is a KNOCK on the door.  Jackson and LindsayThere is a KNOCK on the door.  Jackson and Lindsay
disentangle and try to regain their composure.disentangle and try to regain their composure.

JACKSONJACKSON
Uhhhhh...just a minute.Uhhhhh...just a minute.
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Jackson opens the door, revealing Jude, Brent and Allan.Jackson opens the door, revealing Jude, Brent and Allan.

JUDEJUDE
Surprise!Surprise!

Allan snaps a flash photo, blinding Jackson and Lindsay.  TheAllan snaps a flash photo, blinding Jackson and Lindsay.  The
three newcomers wedge their way into the snug office.three newcomers wedge their way into the snug office.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
This really isn't necessary.This really isn't necessary.

JACKSONJACKSON
Tough, the cake's already paid for.Tough, the cake's already paid for.

Lindsay looks at the cake and is puzzled.  The cake says "BONLindsay looks at the cake and is puzzled.  The cake says "BON
VOYAGE, LINDSAY" and features the Statue Of Liberty in icing.VOYAGE, LINDSAY" and features the Statue Of Liberty in icing.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
The Statue Of Liberty?The Statue Of Liberty?

Jude stares at the cake.  It's the first time she's seen it.Jude stares at the cake.  It's the first time she's seen it.

JUDEJUDE
What?  I distinctly told themWhat?  I distinctly told them
"Liberty Bell".  What can I say?"Liberty Bell".  What can I say?
Incompetents are everywhere.Incompetents are everywhere.

Brent pops the champagne cork, spraying the room with foam.Brent pops the champagne cork, spraying the room with foam.
He scrambles to pour the overflowing champagne into theHe scrambles to pour the overflowing champagne into the
plastic glasses, then licks the residual bubbly off his hand.plastic glasses, then licks the residual bubbly off his hand.

Jude gives Jackson a meaningful look, nodding toward Brent toJude gives Jackson a meaningful look, nodding toward Brent to
suggest he's one of those incompetents who are everywhere.suggest he's one of those incompetents who are everywhere.
Jackson nods wearily, not wanting to deal with this tonight.Jackson nods wearily, not wanting to deal with this tonight.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Neil's head is tilted back.  He's sound asleep and emits aNeil's head is tilted back.  He's sound asleep and emits a
loud SNORE.  Michael stares at him, more annoyed than ever.loud SNORE.  Michael stares at him, more annoyed than ever.

OUR CAMERA RISES SHARPLY until it reaches the CEILING, whereOUR CAMERA RISES SHARPLY until it reaches the CEILING, where
we see a CLOSE-UP of a water droplet forming through a crackwe see a CLOSE-UP of a water droplet forming through a crack
in the ceiling.  It grows larger until it eventually falls.in the ceiling.  It grows larger until it eventually falls.

OUR CAMERA DESCENDS WITH THE WATER DROP, following it untilOUR CAMERA DESCENDS WITH THE WATER DROP, following it until
it lands in Neil's open mouth.  Neil gags and is jolted awake.it lands in Neil's open mouth.  Neil gags and is jolted awake.

Onscreen, Ellie and Peter arrive at a diner with a DRIVER whoOnscreen, Ellie and Peter arrive at a diner with a DRIVER who
has picked them up hitchhiking.  The driver stops the car.has picked them up hitchhiking.  The driver stops the car.

DRIVER (Onscreen)DRIVER (Onscreen)
How about a bite to eat?How about a bite to eat?
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ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
Well, I think that would be lovely.Well, I think that would be lovely.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
No, thanks.  We're not hungry.No, thanks.  We're not hungry.

DRIVER (Onscreen)DRIVER (Onscreen)
Oh, I see.  Young people in loveOh, I see.  Young people in love
are never hungry.are never hungry.

(Singing operatically)(Singing operatically)
"Young people in love are very"Young people in love are very
seldom hungry."seldom hungry."

The driver gets out and enters the diner, still singing.The driver gets out and enters the diner, still singing.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

As Forrest threads up the next reel, the MOVIE DIALOGUEAs Forrest threads up the next reel, the MOVIE DIALOGUE
continues over the booth speaker.continues over the booth speaker.

PETER (V.O.)PETER (V.O.)
What were you going to do?  Gold-What were you going to do?  Gold-
dig that guy for a meal?dig that guy for a meal?

ELLIE (V.O.)ELLIE (V.O.)
Sure I was.  No fooling, I'm hungry.Sure I was.  No fooling, I'm hungry.

PETER (V.O.)PETER (V.O.)
Eat a carrot.Eat a carrot.

ELLIE (V.O.)ELLIE (V.O.)
No.  I'm going in and asking...No.  I'm going in and asking...

PETER (V.O.)PETER (V.O.)
You do and I'll break your neck.You do and I'll break your neck.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Peter turns to Ellie.Onscreen, Peter turns to Ellie.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Come on, let's get out of here.Come on, let's get out of here.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Forrest's eyes widen, as if he's just discovered gold.Forrest's eyes widen, as if he's just discovered gold.

FORRESTFORREST
"Let's get out of here"!"Let's get out of here"!

He inserts a slip of paper into the spinning reel to flag theHe inserts a slip of paper into the spinning reel to flag the
location of the "L.G.O.H.", then readies his editing supplies.location of the "L.G.O.H.", then readies his editing supplies.

Just then, Melanie opens the door and leans into the booth.Just then, Melanie opens the door and leans into the booth.
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MELANIEMELANIE
Hello?Hello?

Forrest is so intent in his preparations that he doesn't hearForrest is so intent in his preparations that he doesn't hear
her.  Melanie walks in and explores the booth curiously.her.  Melanie walks in and explores the booth curiously.
When she reaches Forrest's side of the room, she speaks again.When she reaches Forrest's side of the room, she speaks again.

MELANIEMELANIE
Hi.Hi.

FORRESTFORREST
(Startled)(Startled)

What are you doing in here?What are you doing in here?

MELANIEMELANIE
I was looking for the bathroom.I was looking for the bathroom.

FORRESTFORREST
This isn't it.This isn't it.

MELANIEMELANIE
Wow, it's really cool in here.Wow, it's really cool in here.

Melanie wanders the booth.  Forrest watches her suspiciously.Melanie wanders the booth.  Forrest watches her suspiciously.
He tenses up as she reaches toward one of the projectors.He tenses up as she reaches toward one of the projectors.

FORRESTFORREST
Don't touch that!Don't touch that!

Melanie complies but remains unfazed by Forrest's attitude.Melanie complies but remains unfazed by Forrest's attitude.
Her refusal to be intimidated intrigues Forrest.Her refusal to be intimidated intrigues Forrest.

FORRESTFORREST
Who are you?Who are you?

MELANIEMELANIE
I'm Melanie.  Brent's girlfriend?I'm Melanie.  Brent's girlfriend?

The name "Brent" is completely unfamiliar to Forrest.The name "Brent" is completely unfamiliar to Forrest.

MELANIEMELANIE
I never knew movie projectors wereI never knew movie projectors were
so big.  And you can run all this?so big.  And you can run all this?

FORRESTFORREST
Why else would I work here?Why else would I work here?

MELANIEMELANIE
You mechanical guys are awesome.You mechanical guys are awesome.
Brent's like that.  Once he sat onBrent's like that.  Once he sat on
my curling iron and broke it, butmy curling iron and broke it, but
he super-glued it back togetherhe super-glued it back together
and now it's almost as good as new.and now it's almost as good as new.
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FORRESTFORREST
This Brent is a regular Edison.This Brent is a regular Edison.

INT. JACKSON'S OFFICEINT. JACKSON'S OFFICE

Jude is cutting slices of cake and passing them around.Jude is cutting slices of cake and passing them around.

JUDEJUDE
Everybody got some?Everybody got some?

ALLANALLAN
I need to take a piece to Sue.I need to take a piece to Sue.

Jackson hands a glass of champagne to Lindsay.  She demurs.Jackson hands a glass of champagne to Lindsay.  She demurs.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'd better not.  I'm driving.I'd better not.  I'm driving.

BRENTBRENT
I'll take it.I'll take it.

JUDEJUDE
Forget it, Brent.  You're underForget it, Brent.  You're under
age and you're working.age and you're working.

JACKSONJACKSON
Come on, Lindsay.  One glass ofCome on, Lindsay.  One glass of
champagne isn't gonna make you DUI.champagne isn't gonna make you DUI.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, okay.  But just the one.Well, okay.  But just the one.

She takes the glass.  Jackson takes another, as does Jude.She takes the glass.  Jackson takes another, as does Jude.

JUDEJUDE
A toast.  To Lindsay's new life!A toast.  To Lindsay's new life!

Jackson frowns at Jude's wording, but clinks glasses withJackson frowns at Jude's wording, but clinks glasses with
Lindsay and Jude and they drink.  Brent clinks an empty glassLindsay and Jude and they drink.  Brent clinks an empty glass
with Allan, "drinks" his invisible champagne and makes awith Allan, "drinks" his invisible champagne and makes a
"jerking off" gesture with his other hand.  Allan chuckles."jerking off" gesture with his other hand.  Allan chuckles.

JUDEJUDE
I feel like we should be singing.I feel like we should be singing.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh.  Please.  Don't.Oh.  Please.  Don't.

JACKSONJACKSON
No, she's right.  But what?  ThereNo, she's right.  But what?  There
aren't any good going-away songs.aren't any good going-away songs.

ALLANALLAN
How about "Auld Lang Syne"?How about "Auld Lang Syne"?
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JACKSONJACKSON
I think that's strictly New Year's.I think that's strictly New Year's.

JUDEJUDE
Wait, I know one.  Oh, how's it go?Wait, I know one.  Oh, how's it go?

Jude hums an unrecognizable tune.  Everyone stares blankly.Jude hums an unrecognizable tune.  Everyone stares blankly.

ALLANALLAN
Wait, I've got one.Wait, I've got one.

He whispers to Brent, who shrugs.  Allan whispers again.He whispers to Brent, who shrugs.  Allan whispers again.

BRENTBRENT
Roy who?Roy who?

Allan is at a loss, then finds the proper cultural reference.Allan is at a loss, then finds the proper cultural reference.

ALLANALLAN
Van Halen?Van Halen?

BRENTBRENT
(A flash of recognition)(A flash of recognition)

Yeah, that's a good one.  You start.Yeah, that's a good one.  You start.

Allan self-consciously counts off, then starts shakily.Allan self-consciously counts off, then starts shakily.

ALLAN (Singing)ALLAN (Singing)
"Bomp-a-dee-da, bomp-a-dee-da,"Bomp-a-dee-da, bomp-a-dee-da,
bomp-a-dee-da, bomp-a-dee-da."bomp-a-dee-da, bomp-a-dee-da."

Brent joins in, and the two guys sing "HAPPY TRAILS", more inBrent joins in, and the two guys sing "HAPPY TRAILS", more in
the style of David Lee Roth than Roy Rogers.the style of David Lee Roth than Roy Rogers.

ALLAN AND BRENT (Singing)ALLAN AND BRENT (Singing)
"Happy trails to you,  Until we"Happy trails to you,  Until we
meet again.  Happy trails to you.meet again.  Happy trails to you.
Keep smilin' until then."Keep smilin' until then."

Jackson drops to one knee and takes an impassioned solo,Jackson drops to one knee and takes an impassioned solo,
Jolson-style.  Lindsay's face turns red from laughter.Jolson-style.  Lindsay's face turns red from laughter.

JACKSON (Singing)JACKSON (Singing)
"Who cares about the clouds when"Who cares about the clouds when
we're together?  Just sing a songwe're together?  Just sing a song
and think of sunny weather."and think of sunny weather."

ALLAN, BRENT AND JACKSONALLAN, BRENT AND JACKSON
(Singing, in unison)(Singing, in unison)

"Happy trails to you, 'til we meet"Happy trails to you, 'til we meet
again."again."

Lindsay and Jude applaud and laugh.  Lindsay's eyes lock ontoLindsay and Jude applaud and laugh.  Lindsay's eyes lock onto
Jackson's.  Their smiles dissolve into more somberJackson's.  Their smiles dissolve into more somber
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expressions.  Suddenly, Jackson notices a clock on the wall.expressions.  Suddenly, Jackson notices a clock on the wall.

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh!  It's almost time for ourOh!  It's almost time for our
favorite scene.  We gotta watch it.favorite scene.  We gotta watch it.

He grabs Lindsay's hand and hauls her toward the door.He grabs Lindsay's hand and hauls her toward the door.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Jackson, I have to get going...Jackson, I have to get going...

Undeterred, Jackson keeps pulling her.  Lindsay yells back.Undeterred, Jackson keeps pulling her.  Lindsay yells back.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Thanks for the party, everybody!Thanks for the party, everybody!

Lindsay vanishes, a blur.  Jude suddenly remembers something.Lindsay vanishes, a blur.  Jude suddenly remembers something.

JUDEJUDE
The present!The present!

Jude bolts from the room.  Brent grabs the champagne bottleJude bolts from the room.  Brent grabs the champagne bottle
and pours himself a glass, then pours some into Allan's glass.and pours himself a glass, then pours some into Allan's glass.

ALLANALLAN
Nah, I better not.Nah, I better not.

BRENTBRENT
C'mon.  A little booze and maybeC'mon.  A little booze and maybe
you won't be so nervous around Sue.you won't be so nervous around Sue.

Brent slams his drink.  Allan hesitantly slams his...and gags.Brent slams his drink.  Allan hesitantly slams his...and gags.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

As Forrest prepares his editing bench, Melanie sits behindAs Forrest prepares his editing bench, Melanie sits behind
him, swiveling on a stool and bored out of her mind.him, swiveling on a stool and bored out of her mind.

MELANIEMELANIE
Isn't this stupid movie over yet?Isn't this stupid movie over yet?

FORRESTFORREST
What's "stupid" about it?What's "stupid" about it?

MELANIEMELANIE
Everything.  Some black-and-whiteEverything.  Some black-and-white
movie with a bunch of dead people?movie with a bunch of dead people?
What's that got to do with me?What's that got to do with me?

FORRESTFORREST
Just because it's old doesn't meanJust because it's old doesn't mean
it's irrelevant.  Movies can teachit's irrelevant.  Movies can teach
you a lot.  Everything I know aboutyou a lot.  Everything I know about
people, I learned from movies.people, I learned from movies.
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MELANIEMELANIE
But it's so boring.  All they doBut it's so boring.  All they do
is talk, talk, talk...is talk, talk, talk...

FORRESTFORREST
Have you been paying attention toHave you been paying attention to
what they're talking about?  Here.what they're talking about?  Here.

He ushers her to the window overlooking the auditorium.He ushers her to the window overlooking the auditorium.

FORRESTFORREST
I'll give you ten dollars if youI'll give you ten dollars if you
can't find something in the nextcan't find something in the next
scene that you can relate to.scene that you can relate to.

MELANIEMELANIE
Might as well give me the money now.Might as well give me the money now.

Skeptically, Melanie turns her attention to the screen.Skeptically, Melanie turns her attention to the screen.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson opens the door for Lindsay.  They stand together atJackson opens the door for Lindsay.  They stand together at
the rear of the theatre and watch the movie.the rear of the theatre and watch the movie.

Onscreen, Peter and Ellie spend another night together,Onscreen, Peter and Ellie spend another night together,
sleeping in separate beds.  All is quiet as Ellie speaks.sleeping in separate beds.  All is quiet as Ellie speaks.

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
Have you ever been in love, Peter?Have you ever been in love, Peter?

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Me?Me?

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
Yes.  Haven't you ever thoughtYes.  Haven't you ever thought
about it at all?  It seems to meabout it at all?  It seems to me
you could make some girlyou could make some girl
wonderfully happy.wonderfully happy.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Sure, I've thought about it.  WhoSure, I've thought about it.  Who
hasn't?  If I could ever meet thehasn't?  If I could ever meet the
right sort of girl...  Where youright sort of girl...  Where you
gonna find her?  Somebody that'sgonna find her?  Somebody that's
real, somebody that's alive?  Theyreal, somebody that's alive?  They
don't come that way any more.don't come that way any more.

Jackson glances at Lindsay tenderly.  Lindsay smiles back.Jackson glances at Lindsay tenderly.  Lindsay smiles back.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Have I ever thought about it?Have I ever thought about it?
I've even been sucker enough toI've even been sucker enough to
make plans.  You know, I saw anmake plans.  You know, I saw an
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PETER (cont'd; Onscreen)PETER (cont'd; Onscreen)
island in the Pacific once.  Neverisland in the Pacific once.  Never
been able to forget it.been able to forget it.

Jackson notices that Ken has his arm around Doris's shoulderJackson notices that Ken has his arm around Doris's shoulder
as they're caught up in the scene.  Jackson takes a cue fromas they're caught up in the scene.  Jackson takes a cue from
Ken and puts his arm on Lindsay's shoulder.  She moves closer.Ken and puts his arm on Lindsay's shoulder.  She moves closer.

Even Neil and Betty exchange affectionate smiles.  Just then,Even Neil and Betty exchange affectionate smiles.  Just then,
another water drop falls from the ceiling, landing on Neil'sanother water drop falls from the ceiling, landing on Neil's
cheek.  As Neil looks up, annoyed, Betty notices the droplet.cheek.  As Neil looks up, annoyed, Betty notices the droplet.

BETTYBETTY
Neil?  Are you...crying?Neil?  Are you...crying?

NEILNEIL
No, it's the...No, it's the...

As he points upward, Betty just smiles at his adamant denial.As he points upward, Betty just smiles at his adamant denial.

BETTYBETTY
It's okay to cry, honey.It's okay to cry, honey.

Betty gets lost in the movie again.  Neil keeps looking up.Betty gets lost in the movie again.  Neil keeps looking up.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
That's where I'd like to take her.That's where I'd like to take her.
She'd have to be the sort of a girlShe'd have to be the sort of a girl
who would jump in the surf with mewho would jump in the surf with me
and love it as much as I did.  Youand love it as much as I did.  You
know, nights when you and the moonknow, nights when you and the moon
and the water all become one.  Andand the water all become one.  And
you feel like you're part ofyou feel like you're part of
something big and marvelous.something big and marvelous.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Melanie is hanging on every word.  She whispers to Forrest.Melanie is hanging on every word.  She whispers to Forrest.

MELANIEMELANIE
That's just like me and Brent atThat's just like me and Brent at
my parents' cabin last summer.my parents' cabin last summer.

Forrest grins...and pockets his ten-dollar bill.Forrest grins...and pockets his ten-dollar bill.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

Brent wanders the hallway, carrying two glasses of champagneBrent wanders the hallway, carrying two glasses of champagne
and trying to figure out where Melanie might have gone.  Heand trying to figure out where Melanie might have gone.  He
even looks up a little-used stairway leading to the roof.even looks up a little-used stairway leading to the roof.
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INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
That's the only place to live.That's the only place to live.
Why, the stars are so close overWhy, the stars are so close over
your head, you feel you can reachyour head, you feel you can reach
up and stir them around.  Certainlyup and stir them around.  Certainly
I've been thinking about it.  Boy,I've been thinking about it.  Boy,
if I could ever find a girl who wasif I could ever find a girl who was
hungry for those things...hungry for those things...

Onscreen, a moist-eyed Ellie rushes over to Peter's bed.Onscreen, a moist-eyed Ellie rushes over to Peter's bed.

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
Take me with you, Peter.  Take meTake me with you, Peter.  Take me
to your island.  I want to do allto your island.  I want to do all
those things you talked about.those things you talked about.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
You'd better go back to your bed.You'd better go back to your bed.

ELLIE (Onscreen)ELLIE (Onscreen)
I love you.  Nothing else matters.I love you.  Nothing else matters.
We can run away.  Everything willWe can run away.  Everything will
take care of itself.  Peter, Itake care of itself.  Peter, I
can't let you out of my life now.can't let you out of my life now.
I couldn't live without you.I couldn't live without you.

Swept up in the moment, Jackson turns to Lindsay.Swept up in the moment, Jackson turns to Lindsay.

JACKSONJACKSON
Marry me, Lindsay.Marry me, Lindsay.

Lindsay looks at Jackson, unsure if she heard him correctly.Lindsay looks at Jackson, unsure if she heard him correctly.

JACKSONJACKSON
Stay here and let's get married.Stay here and let's get married.

Lindsay is taken totally off-guard.  She stops, tries toLindsay is taken totally off-guard.  She stops, tries to
speak, but the emotions building inside her are too strong.speak, but the emotions building inside her are too strong.
Frazzled, she rushes into the lobby.  Jackson looks surprised.Frazzled, she rushes into the lobby.  Jackson looks surprised.

Onscreen, Peter delicately pushes Ellie away.Onscreen, Peter delicately pushes Ellie away.

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
You'd better go back to your bed.You'd better go back to your bed.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan comes downstairs with cake and champagne for Sue.Allan comes downstairs with cake and champagne for Sue.

ALLANALLAN
I didn't forget you.I didn't forget you.
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Lindsay bolts from the auditorium, nearly bowling Allan over.Lindsay bolts from the auditorium, nearly bowling Allan over.
Lindsay flies out the front door to get some fresh air.Lindsay flies out the front door to get some fresh air.

As Allan starts toward Sue again, Jackson rushes from theAs Allan starts toward Sue again, Jackson rushes from the
theatre, almost plowing into Allan.  Jackson follows Lindsay.theatre, almost plowing into Allan.  Jackson follows Lindsay.

Allan looks cautiously toward the auditorium doors.  TheAllan looks cautiously toward the auditorium doors.  The
coast now clear, he runs to Sue with her champagne and cake.coast now clear, he runs to Sue with her champagne and cake.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

Lindsay paces under the marquee, snuffling back tears andLindsay paces under the marquee, snuffling back tears and
reeling from the proposal.  Jackson approaches her tenderly.reeling from the proposal.  Jackson approaches her tenderly.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
How could you do this to me?How could you do this to me?

JACKSONJACKSON
I realize it's kind of sudden...I realize it's kind of sudden...

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Yeah, kind of.  I've been talkingYeah, kind of.  I've been talking
about this move for five months.about this move for five months.
If you wanted to propose, whyIf you wanted to propose, why
didn't you do it before tonight?didn't you do it before tonight?

JACKSONJACKSON
I dunno.  I guess I didn't thinkI dunno.  I guess I didn't think
you'd really go through with it.you'd really go through with it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Didn't you take it as some kind ofDidn't you take it as some kind of
hint when I crammed everything Ihint when I crammed everything I
own into a goddamn U-Haul?own into a goddamn U-Haul?

JACKSONJACKSON
It never seemed real until now.It never seemed real until now.
And now, I can't let you go.And now, I can't let you go.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, you were letting me go?  WhatOh, you were letting me go?  What
about...what about you alwaysabout...what about you always
saying that this was my decision?saying that this was my decision?

JACKSONJACKSON
That was bullshit!  You're aThat was bullshit!  You're a
lawyer.  Don't you recognizelawyer.  Don't you recognize
bullshit when you hear it?  Ibullshit when you hear it?  I
never wanted you to leave.never wanted you to leave.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, you never said so.  YouWell, you never said so.  You
seemed perfectly fine with it.seemed perfectly fine with it.
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JACKSONJACKSON
I thought I could handle it.I thought I could handle it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
This is so typical.  I see this inThis is so typical.  I see this in
court all the time.  Defendantscourt all the time.  Defendants
come in so cool, so sure they cancome in so cool, so sure they can
handle everything, but the secondhandle everything, but the second
things aren't going their way...things aren't going their way...
bam!  They're begging for a deal.bam!  They're begging for a deal.

JACKSONJACKSON
Are you saying I'm plea bargaining?Are you saying I'm plea bargaining?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm saying it's unfair for you toI'm saying it's unfair for you to
pretend to be supportive for fivepretend to be supportive for five
months and then spring this on me.months and then spring this on me.

JACKSONJACKSON
I do support you.  I just can'tI do support you.  I just can't
support you leaving.support you leaving.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
What do you expect me to do?What do you expect me to do?

JACKSONJACKSON
Call Philadelphia.  Tell 'emCall Philadelphia.  Tell 'em
you've gotten a better offer.you've gotten a better offer.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I can't do that.  I've made plans.I can't do that.  I've made plans.
People are counting on me.People are counting on me.

JACKSONJACKSON
So what?  Change your mind.  BeSo what?  Change your mind.  Be
spontaneous for once in your life.spontaneous for once in your life.

Jackson points to the poster for "It Happened One Night".Jackson points to the poster for "It Happened One Night".

JACKSONJACKSON
Look at Claudette Colbert.  SheLook at Claudette Colbert.  She
had plans.  She could have marriedhad plans.  She could have married
a millionaire and been miserablea millionaire and been miserable
the rest of her life.  But whatthe rest of her life.  But what
did she do?  She followed herdid she do?  She followed her
heart.  She realized all thatheart.  She realized all that
other stuff was nothing comparedother stuff was nothing compared
to being with the man she loved.to being with the man she loved.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
That's a movie, Jackson.  Life'sThat's a movie, Jackson.  Life's
a little bit more complicated.a little bit more complicated.
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JACKSONJACKSON
It doesn't have to be.It doesn't have to be.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
This job is important to me.  IThis job is important to me.  I
need a new challenge.  I want toneed a new challenge.  I want to
feel like I'm growing as a person.feel like I'm growing as a person.

JACKSONJACKSON
Do you have to grow this much?Do you have to grow this much?
Honestly, what can you do inHonestly, what can you do in
Philadelphia you can't do here?Philadelphia you can't do here?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I can be in Philadelphia!  I canI can be in Philadelphia!  I can
be somewhere other than the placebe somewhere other than the place
where I've lived every single daywhere I've lived every single day
of my life.  I want to see whatof my life.  I want to see what
the rest of the world has to offer.the rest of the world has to offer.

JACKSONJACKSON
I've seen the world.  This isI've seen the world.  This is
better.  You're not gonna like it.better.  You're not gonna like it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, you know me better than I do?Oh, you know me better than I do?

JACKSONJACKSON
In some ways, yeah.  Trust me.In some ways, yeah.  Trust me.
You're just not a big-city person.You're just not a big-city person.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, I guess I'll have to findWell, I guess I'll have to find
that out for myself.  You know,that out for myself.  You know,
you could be coming with me.you could be coming with me.

JACKSONJACKSON
I can't.  I've got the theatre.I can't.  I've got the theatre.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, come on.  It's just one crappyOh, come on.  It's just one crappy
little movie theatre.  You thinklittle movie theatre.  You think
anyone's really gonna miss it?anyone's really gonna miss it?

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh, and like the world reallyOh, and like the world really
needs one more lawyer?needs one more lawyer?

That did it.  They've both hit each other where they live.That did it.  They've both hit each other where they live.
They both look hurt and fall silent, speechless and fuming.They both look hurt and fall silent, speechless and fuming.

Jude rushes from her car, carrying a gift-wrapped package.Jude rushes from her car, carrying a gift-wrapped package.
She's oblivious to the emotional scene before her.She's oblivious to the emotional scene before her.
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JUDEJUDE
Good, you're still here!  I wasGood, you're still here!  I was
afraid you'd leave before I couldafraid you'd leave before I could
give you this.  What are you doinggive you this.  What are you doing
standing out here?  It's freezing.standing out here?  It's freezing.

Jude opens the door and holds it open.  An awkward silenceJude opens the door and holds it open.  An awkward silence
between Jackson and Lindsay.  Neither knows what to say.between Jackson and Lindsay.  Neither knows what to say.

JUDEJUDE
C'mon, I'm not your damn doorman.C'mon, I'm not your damn doorman.

Lindsay gives in, heading inside.  Jackson straggles after.Lindsay gives in, heading inside.  Jackson straggles after.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Still carrying two glasses of champagne, Brent enters theStill carrying two glasses of champagne, Brent enters the
lobby and approaches Allan and Sue in the concession stand.lobby and approaches Allan and Sue in the concession stand.

BRENTBRENT
Either of you seen Melanie?Either of you seen Melanie?

Allan and Sue shake their heads.  Brent notices Jude comingAllan and Sue shake their heads.  Brent notices Jude coming
inside.  He ditches the champagne glasses in the trash.inside.  He ditches the champagne glasses in the trash.

JUDEJUDE
Boys, I know a certain marqueeBoys, I know a certain marquee
that needs to be finished.that needs to be finished.

BRENTBRENT
(Under his breath)(Under his breath)

Blow me.Blow me.

JUDEJUDE
Something clever to say, Brent?Something clever to say, Brent?

BRENTBRENT
No, sir.No, sir.

JUDEJUDE
Gee, there's a shocker.Gee, there's a shocker.

Jackson, dispirited, follows Lindsay into the lobby.Jackson, dispirited, follows Lindsay into the lobby.

JACKSONJACKSON
Brent, Allan, would you finish theBrent, Allan, would you finish the
marquee, please?marquee, please?

ALLANALLAN
Sure thing, Mr. Fowler.Sure thing, Mr. Fowler.

Allan walks to get the ladder, followed glumly by Brent.Allan walks to get the ladder, followed glumly by Brent.
Jackson notices the ropes blocking the men's room door.Jackson notices the ropes blocking the men's room door.
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JACKSONJACKSON
What are the ropes doing there?What are the ropes doing there?

JUDEJUDE
The plumbing backed up.  We'llThe plumbing backed up.  We'll
have to call a plumber tomorrow.have to call a plumber tomorrow.

Jackson sags.  The evening is taking its toll on him.Jackson sags.  The evening is taking its toll on him.

JACKSONJACKSON
I'll be in my office.I'll be in my office.

He and Lindsay exchange tense looks, knowing their argumentHe and Lindsay exchange tense looks, knowing their argument
needs to continue.  As Jackson heads upstairs, Jude eagerlyneeds to continue.  As Jackson heads upstairs, Jude eagerly
hands Lindsay the package and leads her to the candy counter.hands Lindsay the package and leads her to the candy counter.

JUDEJUDE
Open your present, Lindsay.  I'mOpen your present, Lindsay.  I'm
dying to see what I bought you.dying to see what I bought you.

Lindsay sets the package on the counter and opens it.  InsideLindsay sets the package on the counter and opens it.  Inside
is an unconventional, ultra-hip jacket, more Jude's styleis an unconventional, ultra-hip jacket, more Jude's style
than Lindsay's.  Lindsay's reaction is polite but ambivalent.than Lindsay's.  Lindsay's reaction is polite but ambivalent.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Wow.  It's...a jacket.  Isn't it?Wow.  It's...a jacket.  Isn't it?

JUDEJUDE
Yup.  Don't you just love it?Yup.  Don't you just love it?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well...I can't say I've gotWell...I can't say I've got
another one at home just like it.another one at home just like it.

JUDEJUDE
I figure after a long, boring weekI figure after a long, boring week
being Perry Mason, you'll have thebeing Perry Mason, you'll have the
uncontrollable urge to get funky.uncontrollable urge to get funky.

Lindsay looks unconvinced.  Sue shyly interjects herself.Lindsay looks unconvinced.  Sue shyly interjects herself.

SUESUE
I think it'll look great on you.I think it'll look great on you.

JUDEJUDE
See?  Unsolicited testimony fromSee?  Unsolicited testimony from
someone whose feelings won't besomeone whose feelings won't be
crushed if you don't try it on.crushed if you don't try it on.
Come check it out in the mirror.Come check it out in the mirror.

Jude holds open the ladies' room door.  Lindsay is hesitant.Jude holds open the ladies' room door.  Lindsay is hesitant.

JUDEJUDE
The shit's only in the men's room.The shit's only in the men's room.
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Lindsay grabs the jacket and crosses to the ladies' room.Lindsay grabs the jacket and crosses to the ladies' room.

Left alone, Sue takes out her cell phone and dials a numberLeft alone, Sue takes out her cell phone and dials a number
from memory.  In a moment, someone answers at the other end.from memory.  In a moment, someone answers at the other end.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
Hey, Boomer.  Is Patrick there?Hey, Boomer.  Is Patrick there?

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Peter is driving a stolen car and singing.Onscreen, Peter is driving a stolen car and singing.

PETER (Onscreen, singing)PETER (Onscreen, singing)
Young people in love are neverYoung people in love are never
hungry!hungry!

OUR CAMERA MOVES BEHIND THE SCREEN.  Rainwater continues toOUR CAMERA MOVES BEHIND THE SCREEN.  Rainwater continues to
drip on the speaker wires.  As a particularly large drop hitsdrip on the speaker wires.  As a particularly large drop hits
the wires, the SOUNDTRACK CUTS OUT BRIEFLY, THEN RESUMES.the wires, the SOUNDTRACK CUTS OUT BRIEFLY, THEN RESUMES.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Forrest checks the new splice on his "L.G.O.H." reel, thenForrest checks the new splice on his "L.G.O.H." reel, then
rewinds the reel.  Melanie sits behind him, talking breezily.rewinds the reel.  Melanie sits behind him, talking breezily.

MELANIEMELANIE
Brent used to talk to me like thatBrent used to talk to me like that
all the time, telling me secretsall the time, telling me secrets
and stuff.  Did you know, in highand stuff.  Did you know, in high
school, he made honorable mentionschool, he made honorable mention
on the all-state football team?on the all-state football team?

FORRESTFORREST
(Dry)(Dry)

Whoopee.Whoopee.

MELANIEMELANIE
You ever play any sports?You ever play any sports?

FORRESTFORREST
Hardly.  I did get a letter forHardly.  I did get a letter for
A/V Club.A/V Club.

Forrest starts to put the "L.G.O.H." reel back on the shelf.Forrest starts to put the "L.G.O.H." reel back on the shelf.

MELANIEMELANIE
What's that you've got there?What's that you've got there?

FORRESTFORREST
Nothing you'd want to see.Nothing you'd want to see.

MELANIEMELANIE
(Intrigued)(Intrigued)

Really?  What is it?  Is it dirty?Really?  What is it?  Is it dirty?
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FORRESTFORREST
No!  It's my "piece de resistance".No!  It's my "piece de resistance".

MELANIEMELANIE
Sounds dirty.  C'mon, lemme see it.Sounds dirty.  C'mon, lemme see it.

Forrest hesitates.  Melanie does seem genuinely interested.Forrest hesitates.  Melanie does seem genuinely interested.
He turns down the booth speaker and pulls out his Moviola.He turns down the booth speaker and pulls out his Moviola.

INT. LADIES' ROOMINT. LADIES' ROOM

Jude is astonished by what Lindsay has just told her.Jude is astonished by what Lindsay has just told her.

JUDEJUDE
He proposed?  And you said...?He proposed?  And you said...?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I said I can't deal with it now.I said I can't deal with it now.
It's so unfair.  All along, he'sIt's so unfair.  All along, he's
been saying this is my decision,been saying this is my decision,
and now he's making me feel guiltyand now he's making me feel guilty
about the decision I made.about the decision I made.

JUDEJUDE
You can't second-guess yourself.You can't second-guess yourself.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Wanna bet?  Second-guessing myselfWanna bet?  Second-guessing myself
is one of the things I'm best at.is one of the things I'm best at.
It's the lawyer's curse.  I canIt's the lawyer's curse.  I can
see both sides.  In fact, I cansee both sides.  In fact, I can
probably make his argument betterprobably make his argument better
than he can.  Objectively, he'sthan he can.  Objectively, he's
right, I can practice law anywhere.right, I can practice law anywhere.

JUDEJUDE
But if you think that way, thenBut if you think that way, then
you're saying his dreams are moreyou're saying his dreams are more
important than yours.important than yours.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
And if he went with me, he'd beAnd if he went with me, he'd be
doing the same thing.doing the same thing.

Lindsay puts on the jacket and looks in the mirror.  At firstLindsay puts on the jacket and looks in the mirror.  At first
she's unsure, but the more she looks, the more she likes it.she's unsure, but the more she looks, the more she likes it.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
When I suggested maybe he couldWhen I suggested maybe he could
move to Philadelphia with me, hemove to Philadelphia with me, he
said he couldn't because of thesaid he couldn't because of the
theatre.  I swear he thinks thetheatre.  I swear he thinks the
place would fall apart without him.place would fall apart without him.
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JUDEJUDE
It's falling apart with him.It's falling apart with him.
Imagine how much worse it'd get.Imagine how much worse it'd get.

Lindsay laughs.  Jude adjusts the jacket to look more stylish.Lindsay laughs.  Jude adjusts the jacket to look more stylish.

JUDEJUDE
You know, I don't really thinkYou know, I don't really think
it's the theatre holding him here.it's the theatre holding him here.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
What?  He loves this place.What?  He loves this place.

JUDEJUDE
Sure he does.  But I think he gotSure he does.  But I think he got
so burnt out by L.A. that the ideaso burnt out by L.A. that the idea
of moving to another big cityof moving to another big city
scares the shit out of him.scares the shit out of him.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh, like it doesn't scare the shitOh, like it doesn't scare the shit
out of me?  I'm leaving everyoneout of me?  I'm leaving everyone
and everything I've ever known toand everything I've ever known to
be all alone in a strange city.be all alone in a strange city.
I could be making a huge mistake.I could be making a huge mistake.

JUDEJUDE
How will you know if you don't go?How will you know if you don't go?

Lindsay looks at herself uncertainly in the mirror.Lindsay looks at herself uncertainly in the mirror.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Sue is on the phone.  As she speaks, she looks out the frontSue is on the phone.  As she speaks, she looks out the front
door where Brent and Allan are setting up the ladder.door where Brent and Allan are setting up the ladder.

SUE (On phone)SUE (On phone)
What's all that noise?  A kegger?What's all that noise?  A kegger?
I thought you were studying.  AreI thought you were studying.  Are
you coming to pick me up?  Yes,you coming to pick me up?  Yes,
I'd like that.  Same as always,I'd like that.  Same as always,
eleven o'clock.  I'll see you then.eleven o'clock.  I'll see you then.

She hangs up, then watches as Allan climbs the ladder.She hangs up, then watches as Allan climbs the ladder.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

The wind gusts.  The ladder shakes.  Allan looks worried.The wind gusts.  The ladder shakes.  Allan looks worried.

BRENTBRENT
If you're nervous up there, I gotIf you're nervous up there, I got
no problem going back up.no problem going back up.
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ALLANALLAN
No, that's okay.  I can handle it.No, that's okay.  I can handle it.

Allan removes a couple letters from the trash bag tied to hisAllan removes a couple letters from the trash bag tied to his
waist.  As the wind buffets him, Allan grabs the ladder inwaist.  As the wind buffets him, Allan grabs the ladder in
fear, dropping the letters.  Brent ducks and covers.fear, dropping the letters.  Brent ducks and covers.

ALLANALLAN
Sorry.Sorry.

BRENTBRENT
Don't wet your pants, dude.  LeastDon't wet your pants, dude.  Least
not when I'm standing under you.not when I'm standing under you.

ALLANALLAN
Just hand me those letters, okay?Just hand me those letters, okay?

Brent grabs an "N" from the ground and tosses it toward Allan.Brent grabs an "N" from the ground and tosses it toward Allan.

BRENTBRENT
Think fast.Think fast.

The flying letter hits Allan in the chest.  As he traps theThe flying letter hits Allan in the chest.  As he traps the
letter against his body, he loses his grip.  His feet slipletter against his body, he loses his grip.  His feet slip
and he slides down a rung, barely catching himself.and he slides down a rung, barely catching himself.

ALLANALLAN
"Hand"!  I said, "Hand it to me"!"Hand"!  I said, "Hand it to me"!

BRENTBRENT
Dude, relax.  You're gonna killDude, relax.  You're gonna kill
yourself.  Or, worse, you'll fallyourself.  Or, worse, you'll fall
and kill me.  Let me go up there.and kill me.  Let me go up there.

ALLANALLAN
Is Sue still in the lobby?Is Sue still in the lobby?

BRENTBRENT
Yeah.Yeah.

ALLANALLAN
It's okay, I'll finish the marquee.It's okay, I'll finish the marquee.

BRENTBRENT
Oh.  Don't want to look chicken inOh.  Don't want to look chicken in
front of your chicky-babe, huh?front of your chicky-babe, huh?

Allan hates that he's so transparent.  He stretches to attachAllan hates that he's so transparent.  He stretches to attach
the "N".  The marquee's top line now reads "ONE NIGHT  NLY".the "N".  The marquee's top line now reads "ONE NIGHT  NLY".

ALLANALLAN
Did I drop the "O" down there?Did I drop the "O" down there?
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Brent picks the "O" off the sidewalk and prepares to fling itBrent picks the "O" off the sidewalk and prepares to fling it
toward Allan like a discus.  Allan sighs, but gives in.toward Allan like a discus.  Allan sighs, but gives in.

ALLANALLAN
Okay.  But gently.Okay.  But gently.

Allan steadies himself.  Brent tosses the letter, Frisbee-Allan steadies himself.  Brent tosses the letter, Frisbee-
style, but a gust of wind catches it.  Allan reaches for it,style, but a gust of wind catches it.  Allan reaches for it,
careful not to lean too far, but the "O" is out of his grasp.careful not to lean too far, but the "O" is out of his grasp.

Brent and Allan stare as the wind lifts the letter higher andBrent and Allan stare as the wind lifts the letter higher and
higher, until eventually it lands precariously on the roof.higher, until eventually it lands precariously on the roof.

BRENTBRENT
Shit!Shit!

ALLANALLAN
Go get another "O" from inside.Go get another "O" from inside.

Brent looks inside and sees Jude crossing the lobby.  Or itBrent looks inside and sees Jude crossing the lobby.  Or it
looks like Jude.  She definitely in a funky, Jude-type jacket.looks like Jude.  She definitely in a funky, Jude-type jacket.

BRENTBRENT
I better get that one.  If JudeI better get that one.  If Jude
finds out I threw one of herfinds out I threw one of her
precious letters on the roof,precious letters on the roof,
she'll have my ass.  Come on down.she'll have my ass.  Come on down.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Ellie cries as she tells her father about Peter.Onscreen, Ellie cries as she tells her father about Peter.
As they talk, the SOUND CUTS OUT briefly a couple times.  TheAs they talk, the SOUND CUTS OUT briefly a couple times.  The
sound drop-outs are now frequent enough to be annoying.sound drop-outs are now frequent enough to be annoying.
Michael looks particularly concerned.  He walks to the lobby.Michael looks particularly concerned.  He walks to the lobby.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jude exits the ladies' room and crosses to the box office.Jude exits the ladies' room and crosses to the box office.
She notices that the ladder outside is unattended.  She'sShe notices that the ladder outside is unattended.  She's
about to investigate when Michael enters the lobby.about to investigate when Michael enters the lobby.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Something's wrong with the sound.Something's wrong with the sound.

Jude sighs and follows Michael into the theatre.Jude sighs and follows Michael into the theatre.

EXT. SIDE OF THE THEATREEXT. SIDE OF THE THEATRE

Brent climbs the fire escape.  Allan stands below.Brent climbs the fire escape.  Allan stands below.

ALLANALLAN
What do you want me to do?What do you want me to do?
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BRENTBRENT
Go back inside.  When the coast isGo back inside.  When the coast is
clear, sneak upstairs and let me in.clear, sneak upstairs and let me in.

Allan nods.  Brent continues to climb to the roof.Allan nods.  Brent continues to climb to the roof.

INT. JACKSON'S OFFICEINT. JACKSON'S OFFICE

Jackson studies the memorabilia on his walls.  One plaqueJackson studies the memorabilia on his walls.  One plaque
honors him for "Outstanding Achievement In Advertising Copyhonors him for "Outstanding Achievement In Advertising Copy
Writing".  Then, his eyes drift back to the victorious photoWriting".  Then, his eyes drift back to the victorious photo
of Jackson and Lindsay and the theatre.  A KNOCK is heard.of Jackson and Lindsay and the theatre.  A KNOCK is heard.

JACKSONJACKSON
Come in.Come in.

The door opens.  Lindsay stands there in her new jacket.The door opens.  Lindsay stands there in her new jacket.
Jackson barely glances over, only noticing the jacket.Jackson barely glances over, only noticing the jacket.

JACKSONJACKSON
Hey, Jude.Hey, Jude.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Jude?Jude?

Surprised to hear Lindsay's voice, Jackson turns to look atSurprised to hear Lindsay's voice, Jackson turns to look at
her.  The jacket really does change Lindsay's appearance.her.  The jacket really does change Lindsay's appearance.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm not sure if it's me.I'm not sure if it's me.

JACKSONJACKSON
I wasn't sure it was you either.I wasn't sure it was you either.
It's a...change, but no, it's good.It's a...change, but no, it's good.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
See, change can be good.  Listen,See, change can be good.  Listen,
I can't leave now.  Not with thisI can't leave now.  Not with this
hanging over our heads.hanging over our heads.

JACKSONJACKSON
I'm sorry for what I said before.I'm sorry for what I said before.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Same here.  But you blindsided me.Same here.  But you blindsided me.
I do love you.  You know I do.I do love you.  You know I do.
But marriage is such a huge thing.But marriage is such a huge thing.
You need to be thinking clearlyYou need to be thinking clearly
when you propose.  You can't justwhen you propose.  You can't just
be swept away by emotions.be swept away by emotions.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, nothing less appropriate thanYeah, nothing less appropriate than
an emotional marriage proposal.an emotional marriage proposal.
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Lindsay chuckles, acknowledging how strange that sounds.Lindsay chuckles, acknowledging how strange that sounds.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I know.  But if you didn't want meI know.  But if you didn't want me
to leave, why didn't you say so?to leave, why didn't you say so?

JACKSONJACKSON
Because you said you wanted to goBecause you said you wanted to go
and I wanted to be supportive.  Iand I wanted to be supportive.  I
wanted to do all the mature,wanted to do all the mature,
rational, adult things thatrational, adult things that
mature, rational adults do.  Themature, rational adults do.  The
only problem is, I suck at that.only problem is, I suck at that.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Hey, maybe there's an old theatreHey, maybe there's an old theatre
in Philadelphia we could save.in Philadelphia we could save.

JACKSONJACKSON
I don't want to run a movieI don't want to run a movie
theatre.  I want to run this movietheatre.  I want to run this movie
theatre.  This place was reallytheatre.  This place was really
important to me in college.  Iimportant to me in college.  I
want to keep it alive.  To go runwant to keep it alive.  To go run
some other theatre would be likesome other theatre would be like
abandoning my sick old grandfatherabandoning my sick old grandfather
to go look after somebody else'sto go look after somebody else's
sick old grandfather.  It wouldn'tsick old grandfather.  It wouldn't
be the same, you know?be the same, you know?

Lindsay nods.  Jackson's getting stirred up.Lindsay nods.  Jackson's getting stirred up.

JACKSONJACKSON
I know it's just a "crappy" oldI know it's just a "crappy" old
theatre, but I feel like I'm doingtheatre, but I feel like I'm doing
something important for once in mysomething important for once in my
life.  I'm not curing cancer, butlife.  I'm not curing cancer, but
I wouldn't know how to cure cancerI wouldn't know how to cure cancer
anyway.  But when I see ananyway.  But when I see an
audience enjoying themselves, whenaudience enjoying themselves, when
I see kids getting a kick out ofI see kids getting a kick out of
a movie that was made before I wasa movie that was made before I was
even born, I feel like I'm doingeven born, I feel like I'm doing
something worthy, like I'msomething worthy, like I'm
preserving some rare commodity.preserving some rare commodity.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm on your side.  I helped youI'm on your side.  I helped you
save this "crappy" place, remember?save this "crappy" place, remember?

Jackson pauses, calms down, and looks at her appreciatively.Jackson pauses, calms down, and looks at her appreciatively.

JACKSONJACKSON
Sorry.  I got a little worked up.Sorry.  I got a little worked up.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Don't apologize for having passion.Don't apologize for having passion.
That's a rare commodity too.That's a rare commodity too.

JACKSONJACKSON
It's just that I feel connectedIt's just that I feel connected
here in a way I never did in L.A.here in a way I never did in L.A.
The people here are like family.The people here are like family.
Jude's like a sister.  Forrest'sJude's like a sister.  Forrest's
like the crazy old uncle in thelike the crazy old uncle in the
attic.  The kids are like my kids.attic.  The kids are like my kids.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I sure hope that Brent is adopted.I sure hope that Brent is adopted.

Jackson laughs.  He moves closer to Lindsay.Jackson laughs.  He moves closer to Lindsay.

JACKSONJACKSON
Well, when I do have kids, I wantWell, when I do have kids, I want
them to know this place and thesethem to know this place and these
people.  You know who's in thepeople.  You know who's in the
audience?  An old couple, must beaudience?  An old couple, must be
in their eighties.  Came here toin their eighties.  Came here to
see "It Happened One Night" onsee "It Happened One Night" on
their first date.  They've sharedtheir first date.  They've shared
their entire lives together.  Andtheir entire lives together.  And
tonight it hit me how much I wanttonight it hit me how much I want
that.  And how much I want thatthat.  And how much I want that
with you.  Don't you want that too?with you.  Don't you want that too?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Sure, someday.  But right now...Sure, someday.  But right now...

Jude bursts in suddenly, without knocking.Jude bursts in suddenly, without knocking.

JUDEJUDE
Jackson, the sound's cutting out.Jackson, the sound's cutting out.

JACKSONJACKSON
What?  Oh, Jesus.What?  Oh, Jesus.

He rushes out in a panic.  Jude looks to Lindsay.He rushes out in a panic.  Jude looks to Lindsay.

JUDEJUDE
So?So?

Lindsay shrugs.  They both follow Jackson downstairs.Lindsay shrugs.  They both follow Jackson downstairs.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson bursts in.  Onscreen, Peter argues with Mr. Andrews.Jackson bursts in.  Onscreen, Peter argues with Mr. Andrews.
The sound drops out every few seconds.  It's getting annoying.The sound drops out every few seconds.  It's getting annoying.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Why hasn't Forrest noticed this?Why hasn't Forrest noticed this?

He turns, swinging the door open and narrowly missing Lindsay.He turns, swinging the door open and narrowly missing Lindsay.

JACKSONJACKSON
Oops.  Sorry.Oops.  Sorry.

Jackson runs upstairs.  Jude and Lindsay stand at the rear ofJackson runs upstairs.  Jude and Lindsay stand at the rear of
the auditorium.  The following dialogue comes through clearly.the auditorium.  The following dialogue comes through clearly.

MR. ANDREWS (Onscreen)MR. ANDREWS (Onscreen)
I asked you a simple question.  DoI asked you a simple question.  Do
you love her?you love her?

PETER (Onscreen)PETER (Onscreen)
Yes!  But don't hold that againstYes!  But don't hold that against
me.  I'm a little screwy myself.me.  I'm a little screwy myself.

Even amid this crisis, the line makes Lindsay smile.Even amid this crisis, the line makes Lindsay smile.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Jackson flings open the door, startling Forrest who isJackson flings open the door, startling Forrest who is
standing beside one of the projectors.  Melanie kneels besidestanding beside one of the projectors.  Melanie kneels beside
him, curiously studying the inner workings of the projector.him, curiously studying the inner workings of the projector.

JACKSONJACKSON
Forrest?  What's going on?Forrest?  What's going on?

Forrest looks flustered.  Melanie stands up, casually.Forrest looks flustered.  Melanie stands up, casually.

FORRESTFORREST
Nothing.  She was just checkingNothing.  She was just checking
out my equipment.out my equipment.

Jackson doesn't probe further.  He's got more urgent concerns.Jackson doesn't probe further.  He's got more urgent concerns.

JACKSONJACKSON
Something's wrong with the sound.Something's wrong with the sound.

Forrest turns up the booth speaker.  The movie sounds perfect.Forrest turns up the booth speaker.  The movie sounds perfect.

FORRESTFORREST
Sounds fine to me.Sounds fine to me.

JACKSONJACKSON
Well, in the theatre, it's cuttingWell, in the theatre, it's cutting
out like a son-of-a-bitch.out like a son-of-a-bitch.

FORRESTFORREST
Want me to stop the film?Want me to stop the film?
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JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, I guess you better.Yeah, I guess you better.

Jackson dashes out.  Melanie looks at Forrest apologetically.Jackson dashes out.  Melanie looks at Forrest apologetically.

MELANIEMELANIE
I hope it's nothing I did.I hope it's nothing I did.

FORRESTFORREST
No, I just should've been payingNo, I just should've been paying
more attention.  You should go now.more attention.  You should go now.

MELANIEMELANIE
Well, thanks for showing me yourWell, thanks for showing me your
movie and all.  Maybe I'll stop inmovie and all.  Maybe I'll stop in
again and say "hi" sometime.again and say "hi" sometime.

FORRESTFORREST
I don't think that's a good idea.I don't think that's a good idea.
The booth's no place for civilians.The booth's no place for civilians.

MELANIEMELANIE
Oh.  Well, okay.  Goodbye.Oh.  Well, okay.  Goodbye.

She waves and reluctantly backs out of the booth.  ForrestShe waves and reluctantly backs out of the booth.  Forrest
has already turned his undivided attention to the projectors.has already turned his undivided attention to the projectors.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, the wedding scene we saw at the beginning of ourOnscreen, the wedding scene we saw at the beginning of our
film has begun and the sound is dropping out more than ever.film has begun and the sound is dropping out more than ever.

Forrest shuts off the projector and turns on the houseForrest shuts off the projector and turns on the house
lights.  The audience groans.  Jackson rushes down the aisle.lights.  The audience groans.  Jackson rushes down the aisle.

JACKSONJACKSON
I'm very sorry, folks.  Obviously,I'm very sorry, folks.  Obviously,
we're experiencing some technicalwe're experiencing some technical
problems.  We're working on it andproblems.  We're working on it and
hope to have it fixed very soon.hope to have it fixed very soon.
Thanks very much for your patience.Thanks very much for your patience.

He runs back up the aisle, shooting a worried look at Jude asHe runs back up the aisle, shooting a worried look at Jude as
he passes her.  In the audience, Neil fumes to Betty.he passes her.  In the audience, Neil fumes to Betty.

NEILNEIL
This is absurd.  I'm never comingThis is absurd.  I'm never coming
here again, I'll tell you that.here again, I'll tell you that.

Betty shakes her head, having just about enough of Neil.Betty shakes her head, having just about enough of Neil.
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EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent has made it to the roof.  The stray "O" rests on theBrent has made it to the roof.  The stray "O" rests on the
ledge at the roof's far end.  He surveys the treacherous oldledge at the roof's far end.  He surveys the treacherous old
roof.  Huge puddles of water cover most of its surface.roof.  Huge puddles of water cover most of its surface.

BRENTBRENT
Old crap.  Nothing but old crap.Old crap.  Nothing but old crap.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

Jackson reaches the top of the stairs and runs to the booth.Jackson reaches the top of the stairs and runs to the booth.
Melanie leaps out of his way, onto the stairway to the roof.Melanie leaps out of his way, onto the stairway to the roof.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Jackson enters as Forrest fiddles with some switches.Jackson enters as Forrest fiddles with some switches.

JACKSONJACKSON
Do you think you can fix it?Do you think you can fix it?

FORRESTFORREST
Everything checks out here.  MightEverything checks out here.  Might
be a short in the wiring, but itbe a short in the wiring, but it
could take me hours to find it.could take me hours to find it.

JACKSONJACKSON
This is not happening.  Can't weThis is not happening.  Can't we
pipe in the sound some other way?pipe in the sound some other way?

FORRESTFORREST
All we got in the theatre areAll we got in the theatre are
those two speakers behind thethose two speakers behind the
screen.  I keep telling you wescreen.  I keep telling you we
need to upgrade, but...need to upgrade, but...

JACKSONJACKSON
I know, I know.  We'll discuss itI know, I know.  We'll discuss it
tomorrow.  Oh, well.  I guess it'stomorrow.  Oh, well.  I guess it's
refunds.  Ten minutes left and Irefunds.  Ten minutes left and I
gotta give everyone's money back.gotta give everyone's money back.

Dejected, Jackson walks slowly to the door.  He opens it andDejected, Jackson walks slowly to the door.  He opens it and
is almost into the hall when he steps back.  He stares at theis almost into the hall when he steps back.  He stares at the
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" poster.  Jackson knows what to do."Rocky Horror Picture Show" poster.  Jackson knows what to do.

JACKSONJACKSON
Can you run the movie silent?Can you run the movie silent?

FORRESTFORREST
Silent?  You mean...Silent?  You mean...

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah.  No sound.  No speakers.Yeah.  No sound.  No speakers.
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FORRESTFORREST
Well, sure, but...Well, sure, but...

JACKSONJACKSON
Give me five minutes and get readyGive me five minutes and get ready
to roll.  I'll signal you from theto roll.  I'll signal you from the
stage.  God, this better work.stage.  God, this better work.

And, in a flash, Jackson is gone.  Forrest looks confused.And, in a flash, Jackson is gone.  Forrest looks confused.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan enters from outside just as Jackson races down theAllan enters from outside just as Jackson races down the
stairs three at a time and barrels into the auditorium.stairs three at a time and barrels into the auditorium.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson runs down the aisle and stops, gasping for air.Jackson runs down the aisle and stops, gasping for air.

JACKSONJACKSON
We've found a...solution and we'llWe've found a...solution and we'll
be...presenting the rest of thebe...presenting the rest of the
film in...just a few minutes.film in...just a few minutes.
Thanks again for your...patience.Thanks again for your...patience.

He chugs his way back up the aisle and gestures for LindsayHe chugs his way back up the aisle and gestures for Lindsay
and Jude to follow him into the lobby.and Jude to follow him into the lobby.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jackson leans against the concession stand and catches hisJackson leans against the concession stand and catches his
breath.  Sue, Allan, Jude and Lindsay gather around him.breath.  Sue, Allan, Jude and Lindsay gather around him.

JACKSONJACKSON
Sue, didn't you bring that trumpetSue, didn't you bring that trumpet
of yours to work tonight?of yours to work tonight?

SUESUE
It's a saxophone.It's a saxophone.

JACKSONJACKSON
Fine.  Do you know the bridal march?Fine.  Do you know the bridal march?

(Singing, urgently)(Singing, urgently)
"Dum dum da dum, dum dum da dum"?"Dum dum da dum, dum dum da dum"?

SUESUE
I'm just learning, but I'll try...I'm just learning, but I'll try...

JACKSONJACKSON
You'll be fantastic.You'll be fantastic.

(Looking around)(Looking around)
Where's Brent?Where's Brent?

Allan suddenly remembers he was supposed to go upstairs.Allan suddenly remembers he was supposed to go upstairs.
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ALLANALLAN
Oh, I...uh...I think he's upstairs.Oh, I...uh...I think he's upstairs.

JUDEJUDE
What's he doing upstairs?What's he doing upstairs?

Allan gestures uncertainly, unable to think of a lie.Allan gestures uncertainly, unable to think of a lie.

JACKSONJACKSON
Go get him.  Oh, and Allan, you'reGo get him.  Oh, and Allan, you're
going to be the minister.going to be the minister.

Allan nods, not knowing what Jackson means.  He runs upstairs.Allan nods, not knowing what Jackson means.  He runs upstairs.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
The minister?  What's going on?The minister?  What's going on?

JACKSONJACKSON
We're going to have a wedding.We're going to have a wedding.

Jackson's eyes look wild.  Lindsay and Jude look puzzled.Jackson's eyes look wild.  Lindsay and Jude look puzzled.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

As Allan reaches the top of the stairs, he plows into Melanie.As Allan reaches the top of the stairs, he plows into Melanie.

ALLANALLAN
Oh.  Melanie.  Great.  You gottaOh.  Melanie.  Great.  You gotta
help me.  Brent's up on the roof!help me.  Brent's up on the roof!

MELANIEMELANIE
What's he doing on the roof?What's he doing on the roof?

ALLANALLAN
Long story.  Could you just do meLong story.  Could you just do me
a favor and go up and let him in?a favor and go up and let him in?
We need him downstairs.  Thanks.We need him downstairs.  Thanks.

Allan points to the door at the top of the stairs, then runsAllan points to the door at the top of the stairs, then runs
back downstairs.  Melanie shrugs and climbs to the roof.back downstairs.  Melanie shrugs and climbs to the roof.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent is halfway across the dangerous, slippery roof.  HeBrent is halfway across the dangerous, slippery roof.  He
seems ready to give up.  The door opens and Melanie yells.seems ready to give up.  The door opens and Melanie yells.

MELANIEMELANIE
Brent?Brent?

Brent spins around, slips on the wet roof and falls to hisBrent spins around, slips on the wet roof and falls to his
knees.  The soggy roof squishes ominously under his weight.knees.  The soggy roof squishes ominously under his weight.
Melanie starts toward him, but he shouts to her in a panic.Melanie starts toward him, but he shouts to her in a panic.
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BRENTBRENT
Don't close the door!  It'll lock!Don't close the door!  It'll lock!

She nabs the door just before it would have slammed shut.She nabs the door just before it would have slammed shut.

BRENTBRENT
Wait there and watch out for Jude.Wait there and watch out for Jude.

Brent stands up, nervously inspecting the leaky roof.Brent stands up, nervously inspecting the leaky roof.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As Allan returns, Sue warms up squeakily on her saxophone.As Allan returns, Sue warms up squeakily on her saxophone.
Jackson mutters to himself, then scrawls a sentence on a rollJackson mutters to himself, then scrawls a sentence on a roll
of paper towels stretched along the candy counter.of paper towels stretched along the candy counter.

JUDEJUDE
Jackson, what are we doing?Jackson, what are we doing?

JACKSONJACKSON
The speakers are fried.  ForrestThe speakers are fried.  Forrest
doesn't know how long it'll takedoesn't know how long it'll take
to fix, so we've got to supply theto fix, so we've got to supply the
sound for the rest of the movie.sound for the rest of the movie.
Dialogue, music, everything.Dialogue, music, everything.

He mutters some more, then jots down more dialogue.He mutters some more, then jots down more dialogue.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You remember all the dialogue?You remember all the dialogue?

JACKSONJACKSON
Pretty much.  I knew being anPretty much.  I knew being an
idiot savant would pay off someday.idiot savant would pay off someday.

JUDEJUDE
Do you think this is gonna work?Do you think this is gonna work?

JACKSONJACKSON
Do you want to refund everyone'sDo you want to refund everyone's
money?  It'll work.  It has to.money?  It'll work.  It has to.

Jackson tears off a chunk of paper and hands it to Allan.Jackson tears off a chunk of paper and hands it to Allan.

JACKSONJACKSON
Here are your lines.  Where's Brent?Here are your lines.  Where's Brent?

ALLANALLAN
He should be coming.He should be coming.

JACKSONJACKSON
We can't wait.  King doesn't haveWe can't wait.  King doesn't have
many lines.  I'll do 'em myself.many lines.  I'll do 'em myself.
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Jackson hands a sheaf of paper towels to Lindsay.Jackson hands a sheaf of paper towels to Lindsay.

JACKSONJACKSON
Here you go.  You're the bride.Here you go.  You're the bride.

Jackson heads into the auditorium.  Sue, Allan and LindsayJackson heads into the auditorium.  Sue, Allan and Lindsay
follow.  Allan and Lindsay study their scribbled dialogue.follow.  Allan and Lindsay study their scribbled dialogue.

Curious what Brent is doing, Jude heads up the stairs.Curious what Brent is doing, Jude heads up the stairs.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson leads his "cast" down the aisle.Jackson leads his "cast" down the aisle.

JACKSONJACKSON
Again, we apologize for the delay.Again, we apologize for the delay.
We will now present the conclusionWe will now present the conclusion
of "It Happened One Night" with noof "It Happened One Night" with no
further interruptions.further interruptions.

He directs Allan, Sue and Lindsay to follow him backstage.He directs Allan, Sue and Lindsay to follow him backstage.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent has reached the ledge and stretches to grab the "O",Brent has reached the ledge and stretches to grab the "O",
which rests in a hard-to-reach spot.  Melanie watches him.which rests in a hard-to-reach spot.  Melanie watches him.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

Jude enters the hallway and feels a draft.  She follows theJude enters the hallway and feels a draft.  She follows the
draft and sees Melanie holding open the door to the roof.draft and sees Melanie holding open the door to the roof.

JUDEJUDE
Excuse me, can I help you?Excuse me, can I help you?

Startled, Melanie steps inside, closing the door behind her.Startled, Melanie steps inside, closing the door behind her.

MELANIEMELANIE
Uh, I was looking for the bathroom.Uh, I was looking for the bathroom.

JUDEJUDE
Well, it's not up here.Well, it's not up here.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

It's dark back here.  Allan squints at his script uncertainly.It's dark back here.  Allan squints at his script uncertainly.

JACKSONJACKSON
Hey, kids, let's put on a show!Hey, kids, let's put on a show!

He crosses his fingers, then walks to the side of the screen.He crosses his fingers, then walks to the side of the screen.
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INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson points to Forrest, who dims the lights and starts theJackson points to Forrest, who dims the lights and starts the
film.  Silent images of the wedding ceremony play onscreen.film.  Silent images of the wedding ceremony play onscreen.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

Jackson signals Sue.  She plays a squeaky WEDDING MARCH, herJackson signals Sue.  She plays a squeaky WEDDING MARCH, her
embarrassment screaming out with each sour note.  Jackson andembarrassment screaming out with each sour note.  Jackson and
Lindsay wince sympathetically.  Allan gazes at Sue admiringly.Lindsay wince sympathetically.  Allan gazes at Sue admiringly.

Onscreen, Mr. Andrews leads his daughter Ellie down theOnscreen, Mr. Andrews leads his daughter Ellie down the
aisle.  Jackson indicates that Sue should play more softly.aisle.  Jackson indicates that Sue should play more softly.

Watching the screen intently, Jackson shouts out Mr.Watching the screen intently, Jackson shouts out Mr.
Andrews's lines.  Although he doesn't get every word right,Andrews's lines.  Although he doesn't get every word right,
Jackson's close enough that his dialogue is almost in synch.Jackson's close enough that his dialogue is almost in synch.

JACKSONJACKSON
"You're a sucker to go through"You're a sucker to go through
with this.  That Warne's an okaywith this.  That Warne's an okay
guy.  He didn't want any reward.guy.  He didn't want any reward.
He just wanted 39 dollars and 60He just wanted 39 dollars and 60
cents, what he spent on you."cents, what he spent on you."

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

In the audience, people are realizing what Jackson and hisIn the audience, people are realizing what Jackson and his
staff are doing.  Most seem to appreciate the effort.staff are doing.  Most seem to appreciate the effort.
Naturally, Neil is the lone dissenter, grumbling to Betty.Naturally, Neil is the lone dissenter, grumbling to Betty.

NEILNEIL
What is this?  Karaoke night?What is this?  Karaoke night?

Betty shushes her husband and leans forward intently.Betty shushes her husband and leans forward intently.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAYINT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY

Jude stares at Melanie with a glimmer of recognition.Jude stares at Melanie with a glimmer of recognition.

JUDEJUDE
How did you get in here?How did you get in here?

MELANIEMELANIE
I...bought a ticket.I...bought a ticket.

JUDEJUDE
No, you didn't.  I sold theNo, you didn't.  I sold the
tickets and I didn't sell you one.tickets and I didn't sell you one.

MELANIEMELANIE
Well, you musta forgot, 'cause I...Well, you musta forgot, 'cause I...
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JUDEJUDE
I know!  You're Brent's girlfriend.I know!  You're Brent's girlfriend.

MELANIEMELANIE
Brent?  Brent who?Brent?  Brent who?

JUDEJUDE
He snuck you in.  Where is he?He snuck you in.  Where is he?

Melanie unconsciously blocks the door, telling Jude exactlyMelanie unconsciously blocks the door, telling Jude exactly
where Brent is.  Jude walks upstairs and pushes Melanie aside.where Brent is.  Jude walks upstairs and pushes Melanie aside.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent finally grabs the "O" and clutches it triumphantly.Brent finally grabs the "O" and clutches it triumphantly.

JUDE (O.S.)JUDE (O.S.)
Brent?Brent?

BRENTBRENT
Shit.Shit.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Onscreen, Ellie reaches the altar and the wedding begins.Onscreen, Ellie reaches the altar and the wedding begins.
Allan has trouble reading, so he improvises most of his lines.Allan has trouble reading, so he improvises most of his lines.

ALLANALLAN
"Uh, dearly beloved, we are"Uh, dearly beloved, we are
gathered here today to bringgathered here today to bring
together...something somethingtogether...something something
something...in the estate ofsomething...in the estate of
wedlock."  Or something like that.wedlock."  Or something like that.

He looks at Jackson, worried, but Jackson gives a thumbs-up.He looks at Jackson, worried, but Jackson gives a thumbs-up.

ALLANALLAN
"If anyone knows any reason why"If anyone knows any reason why
these two people shouldn'tthese two people shouldn't
be...wedlocked, speak now orbe...wedlocked, speak now or
forever hold your peace."forever hold your peace."

Jackson nods encouragingly.  Allan continues haltingly.Jackson nods encouragingly.  Allan continues haltingly.

ALLANALLAN
"Do you...Mr. Groom...take this"Do you...Mr. Groom...take this
woman to be your lawfully weddedwoman to be your lawfully wedded
wife as long as both of you live?"wife as long as both of you live?"

JACKSONJACKSON
"I do.""I do."

Jackson looks affectionately at Lindsay.  Lindsay smiles.Jackson looks affectionately at Lindsay.  Lindsay smiles.
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ALLANALLAN
"And do you...Mrs. Bride...uh,"And do you...Mrs. Bride...uh,
Miss Bride, take this man to beMiss Bride, take this man to be
your lawfully wedded husband, foryour lawfully wedded husband, for
as long as both of you live?"as long as both of you live?"

Jackson and Lindsay stare into each other's eyes.  In lightJackson and Lindsay stare into each other's eyes.  In light
of tonight's events, this is a powerful moment for them.of tonight's events, this is a powerful moment for them.

Then, Lindsay realizes she should check her script, worriedThen, Lindsay realizes she should check her script, worried
that she's missing her line.  But there is no line.that she's missing her line.  But there is no line.

She looks at Jackson, who shakes his head and points to theShe looks at Jackson, who shakes his head and points to the
screen, where Ellie runs away from the altar to a waiting car.screen, where Ellie runs away from the altar to a waiting car.

As Sue and Allan make the sounds of confused wedding guests,As Sue and Allan make the sounds of confused wedding guests,
Jackson and Lindsay watch the runaway bride.  They choke up.Jackson and Lindsay watch the runaway bride.  They choke up.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

"O" in hand, Brent inches across the roof, which squishes"O" in hand, Brent inches across the roof, which squishes
underfoot with every step.  Jude stands in the doorway, armsunderfoot with every step.  Jude stands in the doorway, arms
crossed impatiently.  Melanie is behind Jude, looking worried.crossed impatiently.  Melanie is behind Jude, looking worried.

JUDEJUDE
Hurry it up, will you?Hurry it up, will you?

BRENTBRENT
I'm going as fast as I can.  ThisI'm going as fast as I can.  This
roof is like walking on a sponge.roof is like walking on a sponge.

JUDEJUDE
I give you one simple job and youI give you one simple job and you
take two hours to do it.take two hours to do it.

BRENTBRENT
Well, maybe I'm trying for quality.Well, maybe I'm trying for quality.

JUDEJUDE
Since when does throwing lettersSince when does throwing letters
onto the roof qualify as quality?onto the roof qualify as quality?

BRENTBRENT
I told you, I didn't "throw" it upI told you, I didn't "throw" it up
here.  It flew up.  By accident.here.  It flew up.  By accident.

JUDEJUDE
"It flew up.  By accident."  Do I"It flew up.  By accident."  Do I
look that stupid to you?look that stupid to you?

Brent stops and sneers, as if thinking the question over.Brent stops and sneers, as if thinking the question over.

JUDEJUDE
And don't sneak your girlfriend in.And don't sneak your girlfriend in.
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JUDE (cont'd)JUDE (cont'd)
If she wants to see the movie, sheIf she wants to see the movie, she
has to pay like everybody else.has to pay like everybody else.

BRENTBRENT
She couldn't care less about yourShe couldn't care less about your
crappy old movies.  Right, Mel?crappy old movies.  Right, Mel?

Earlier, she might have said yes, but Melanie thinks aboutEarlier, she might have said yes, but Melanie thinks about
her little chat with Forrest.  She looks at Jude and shrugs.her little chat with Forrest.  She looks at Jude and shrugs.

INT. BACKSTAGEINT. BACKSTAGE

Onscreen, the elderly couple we saw at the beginning of ourOnscreen, the elderly couple we saw at the beginning of our
movie are talking.  Jackson and Lindsay supply the dialogue.movie are talking.  Jackson and Lindsay supply the dialogue.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"Funny couple, aren't they?  I"Funny couple, aren't they?  I
don't believe they're married."don't believe they're married."

JACKSONJACKSON
"Oh, they're married all right."Oh, they're married all right.
I just seen the license."I just seen the license."

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"They made me get 'em a rope and"They made me get 'em a rope and
a blanket.  What's that for?"a blanket.  What's that for?"

JACKSONJACKSON
"Dunno.  I just brought 'em a"Dunno.  I just brought 'em a
trumpet."trumpet."

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"A trumpet?""A trumpet?"

JACKSONJACKSON
"Yeah, one of them toy things."Yeah, one of them toy things.
Sent me to the store to get it."Sent me to the store to get it."

LINDSAYLINDSAY
"Why would they want a trumpet?""Why would they want a trumpet?"

JACKSONJACKSON
"I don't know.""I don't know."

Jackson signals Sue, who squeaks out a FANFARE.  Onscreen, aJackson signals Sue, who squeaks out a FANFARE.  Onscreen, a
blanket falls to the cabin floor.  Then, Jackson conductsblanket falls to the cabin floor.  Then, Jackson conducts
Sue, who improvises a WALTZ as the closing credit appears.Sue, who improvises a WALTZ as the closing credit appears.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

The house lights come up.  Jackson leads his cast to theThe house lights come up.  Jackson leads his cast to the
front of the stage as the image onscreen fades out.front of the stage as the image onscreen fades out.
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Most of the audience members rise to give the performers aMost of the audience members rise to give the performers a
standing ovation.  Jackson gives Forrest an "OK" sign, thenstanding ovation.  Jackson gives Forrest an "OK" sign, then
gestures to Allan, Sue and Lindsay, who bow self-consciously.gestures to Allan, Sue and Lindsay, who bow self-consciously.

JACKSONJACKSON
Thanks a lot, you guys.Thanks a lot, you guys.

Jackson turns to Lindsay.  They lock eyes and kiss.  AllanJackson turns to Lindsay.  They lock eyes and kiss.  Allan
and Sue stand by awkwardly.  Allan fidgets, then turns to Sue.and Sue stand by awkwardly.  Allan fidgets, then turns to Sue.

ALLANALLAN
You sounded great.You sounded great.

In the audience, Neil stands and grouses to Betty.In the audience, Neil stands and grouses to Betty.

NEILNEIL
This has to be one of the worstThis has to be one of the worst
experiences of my life.experiences of my life.

A stream of water trickles down on him.  He looks up angrily.A stream of water trickles down on him.  He looks up angrily.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent freezes in position, looking very worried about theBrent freezes in position, looking very worried about the
particularly squishy section of roof he's standing on.particularly squishy section of roof he's standing on.

JUDEJUDE
If it were up to me, I'd haveIf it were up to me, I'd have
fired you long ago.fired you long ago.

BRENTBRENT
I wouldn't give you the pleasureI wouldn't give you the pleasure
of firing me!  This job sucksof firing me!  This job sucks
anyway.  I thought I'd be makin'anyway.  I thought I'd be makin'
popcorn, not gettin' rained on andpopcorn, not gettin' rained on and
scoopin' up shit in the bathroom.scoopin' up shit in the bathroom.

JUDEJUDE
Well, then why don't you quit?Well, then why don't you quit?

Brent hadn't considered it before.  Jude looks impatient.Brent hadn't considered it before.  Jude looks impatient.

JUDEJUDE
Come on, big man.  Quit.Come on, big man.  Quit.

BRENTBRENT
Fine.  I'm outta here!Fine.  I'm outta here!

At that moment, the roof under Brent's left foot gives way.At that moment, the roof under Brent's left foot gives way.
His leg drops from under him through a newly created hole.His leg drops from under him through a newly created hole.
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INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Brent's leg crashes through the ceiling.  The chunk of roofBrent's leg crashes through the ceiling.  The chunk of roof
remains tenuously attached to the ceiling and a gusher ofremains tenuously attached to the ceiling and a gusher of
water pours through the opening.  The audience gasps.water pours through the opening.  The audience gasps.

Jackson watches in horror as the water descends...andJackson watches in horror as the water descends...and
cringes when he sees where the water is about to hit.cringes when he sees where the water is about to hit.

Neil looks upward, frozen in place, as the water douses him,Neil looks upward, frozen in place, as the water douses him,
knocking him back into his seat.  Delighted, Michael applauds.knocking him back into his seat.  Delighted, Michael applauds.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Brent claws at the rooftop, trying to pull himself away fromBrent claws at the rooftop, trying to pull himself away from
the hole.  Jude rushes toward him, navigating the roof likethe hole.  Jude rushes toward him, navigating the roof like
a mine field.  Melanie watches nervously from the doorway.a mine field.  Melanie watches nervously from the doorway.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Everyone stares with concern at the leg dangling through theEveryone stares with concern at the leg dangling through the
ceiling.  Neil points accusingly at Jackson.ceiling.  Neil points accusingly at Jackson.

NEILNEIL
You!  Manager!  Lobby!  Now!You!  Manager!  Lobby!  Now!

Neil storms up the aisle to the lobby.  Jackson looks aroundNeil storms up the aisle to the lobby.  Jackson looks around
frantically, unsure what to do.  He turns to Allan and Sue.frantically, unsure what to do.  He turns to Allan and Sue.

JACKSONJACKSON
Find out what's going on up there.Find out what's going on up there.

(Turing to Lindsay)(Turing to Lindsay)
You gotta help me with this guy.You gotta help me with this guy.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Jude has reached Brent.  Brent's arms are wrapped aroundJude has reached Brent.  Brent's arms are wrapped around
Jude's waist as Jude pulls him upward, clutching his belt.Jude's waist as Jude pulls him upward, clutching his belt.

JUDEJUDE
You stupid, stupid son of a bitch.You stupid, stupid son of a bitch.

She yanks hard.  Brent's leg comes free, shredding his pants.She yanks hard.  Brent's leg comes free, shredding his pants.
Jude topples backwards and Brent collapses on top of her.Jude topples backwards and Brent collapses on top of her.
They lie motionless, their mutual hatred forgotten, untilThey lie motionless, their mutual hatred forgotten, until
Jude realizes that Brent has his arms wrapped around her.Jude realizes that Brent has his arms wrapped around her.

JUDEJUDE
You can get up any time now.You can get up any time now.

Brent lifts himself off Jude and glances over at the gapingBrent lifts himself off Jude and glances over at the gaping
hole.  Water from the roof continues to drain through it.hole.  Water from the roof continues to drain through it.
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INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Jackson and Lindsay enter to find Neil, soaked and furious.Jackson and Lindsay enter to find Neil, soaked and furious.
Betty stands beside him, looking slightly embarrassed.Betty stands beside him, looking slightly embarrassed.

JACKSONJACKSON
Sir, I am terribly, terribly...Sir, I am terribly, terribly...

NEILNEIL
Save it.  I have never in my lifeSave it.  I have never in my life
been subjected to such a horrible,been subjected to such a horrible,
degrading experience...degrading experience...

JACKSONJACKSON
Yes, I realize...Yes, I realize...

NEILNEIL
You raise your prices.  YourYou raise your prices.  Your
toilets back up.  Your popcorntoilets back up.  Your popcorn
tastes like crap.  Your projectortastes like crap.  Your projector
breaks.  And you almost kill me!breaks.  And you almost kill me!

JACKSONJACKSON
And how can I make it up to you?And how can I make it up to you?

NEILNEIL
My lawyers will tell you how.  ByMy lawyers will tell you how.  By
closing down this hellhole.closing down this hellhole.

JACKSONJACKSON
No.  Please.  How about a year ofNo.  Please.  How about a year of
free passes for you and your wife?free passes for you and your wife?

NEILNEIL
I wouldn't come back here if you...I wouldn't come back here if you...

JACKSONJACKSON
Two years?Two years?

Lindsay, cool and professional, steps between the two men.Lindsay, cool and professional, steps between the two men.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Excuse me, sir.  Are you injured?Excuse me, sir.  Are you injured?

NEILNEIL
Who are you?Who are you?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I'm Mr. Fowler's attorney.I'm Mr. Fowler's attorney.

NEILNEIL
You always keep a lawyer handy,You always keep a lawyer handy,
just in case you kill somebody?just in case you kill somebody?
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Can you tell me if you're hurt?Can you tell me if you're hurt?

NEILNEIL
The ceiling just fell on me!The ceiling just fell on me!

LINDSAYLINDSAY
I know that you were hit by aI know that you were hit by a
great deal of water, and Mr.great deal of water, and Mr.
Fowler has already expressed hisFowler has already expressed his
deep regret in that regard.  Butdeep regret in that regard.  But
have you suffered any injuries?have you suffered any injuries?

NEILNEIL
Well, uh...I don't think so.  ButWell, uh...I don't think so.  But
I could have been killed!I could have been killed!

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Yes, but Mr. Fowler isn't liableYes, but Mr. Fowler isn't liable
for what could have happened.  I'mfor what could have happened.  I'm
sure he'll gladly pay any cleaningsure he'll gladly pay any cleaning
expenses for your clothes.  And heexpenses for your clothes.  And he
has already generously offered...has already generously offered...

NEILNEIL
Listen, Missy, if you think...Listen, Missy, if you think...

LINDSAYLINDSAY
(Irate)(Irate)

"Missy"?"Missy"?

Now it's Jackson's turn to step between Neil and Lindsay.Now it's Jackson's turn to step between Neil and Lindsay.
Betty finally pipes up, turning sourly to her husband.Betty finally pipes up, turning sourly to her husband.

BETTYBETTY
Neil.  It was an accident.  TheyNeil.  It was an accident.  They
apologized.  Now give it a rest.apologized.  Now give it a rest.

(To Jackson and Lindsay)(To Jackson and Lindsay)
He's always flying off the handleHe's always flying off the handle
for no reason.for no reason.

NEILNEIL
No reason?  Whose side are you on?No reason?  Whose side are you on?

BETTYBETTY
Honestly, Neil, sometimes I wonderHonestly, Neil, sometimes I wonder
why I ever married you.  Come on.why I ever married you.  Come on.

Betty drags her husband to the front door.  They leave, stillBetty drags her husband to the front door.  They leave, still
arguing.  Jackson collapses in relief on Lindsay's shoulder.arguing.  Jackson collapses in relief on Lindsay's shoulder.

JACKSONJACKSON
Thank you.  You should be a lawyer.Thank you.  You should be a lawyer.
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He means it jokingly, but then realizes that, yes, she shouldHe means it jokingly, but then realizes that, yes, she should
be a lawyer.  He looks at her with clarity and resignation.be a lawyer.  He looks at her with clarity and resignation.

EXT. ROOFEXT. ROOF

Allan and Sue watch from the doorway as Brent and Jude crossAllan and Sue watch from the doorway as Brent and Jude cross
the roof carefully.  Jude holds the "O" from the marquee andthe roof carefully.  Jude holds the "O" from the marquee and
supports Brent, who is still a bit wobbly.  Allan realizessupports Brent, who is still a bit wobbly.  Allan realizes
how wimpy he must look in Sue's eyes.  He turns to her.how wimpy he must look in Sue's eyes.  He turns to her.

ALLANALLAN
I oughta go help them.I oughta go help them.

Allan takes a step, skids in a puddle and lands on his butt.Allan takes a step, skids in a puddle and lands on his butt.
Jude shakes her head and extends her hand, pulling Allan toJude shakes her head and extends her hand, pulling Allan to
his feet.  The three of them walk the final steps, arm in armhis feet.  The three of them walk the final steps, arm in arm
in arm.  Melanie rushes to Brent and smothers him with kisses.in arm.  Melanie rushes to Brent and smothers him with kisses.

MELANIEMELANIE
Baby, I thought you were gonna die.Baby, I thought you were gonna die.

BRENTBRENT
Ah, it was nothing.Ah, it was nothing.

Jude shakes her head in disgust and pushes past them.Jude shakes her head in disgust and pushes past them.

JUDEJUDE
Excuse me.  I have to puke.Excuse me.  I have to puke.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As the audience files out, Michael approaches Jackson.As the audience files out, Michael approaches Jackson.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Love the new policy where you tryLove the new policy where you try
to kill obnoxious audience members.to kill obnoxious audience members.

JACKSONJACKSON
We aim to please.We aim to please.

Michael lingers a moment, in mock awkwardness.Michael lingers a moment, in mock awkwardness.

MICHAELMICHAEL
Uh...don't I get a Tootsie Pop?Uh...don't I get a Tootsie Pop?

Jackson chuckles and points toward the box office.Jackson chuckles and points toward the box office.

JACKSONJACKSON
Box office.  Top shelf.Box office.  Top shelf.

Michael smiles, walks to the box office and gets a sucker.Michael smiles, walks to the box office and gets a sucker.

Ken and Doris approach Jackson.  Ken shakes Jackson's hand.Ken and Doris approach Jackson.  Ken shakes Jackson's hand.
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KENKEN
That was a very memorable evening.That was a very memorable evening.

DORISDORIS
How is your person on the roof?How is your person on the roof?

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh my god.  The roof!Oh my god.  The roof!

Jude walks wearily down the stairs.Jude walks wearily down the stairs.

JUDEJUDE
Brent's okay.  Everybody's okay.Brent's okay.  Everybody's okay.

JACKSONJACKSON
What was going on up there?What was going on up there?

Jude sits down on the steps and looks at the "O" in her hand.Jude sits down on the steps and looks at the "O" in her hand.

JUDEJUDE
Oh, nothing.Oh, nothing.

DORISDORIS
Young man, I want to thank you forYoung man, I want to thank you for
keeping this old place going.keeping this old place going.

Jackson becomes flushed.  Lindsay smiles like a proud parent.Jackson becomes flushed.  Lindsay smiles like a proud parent.

JACKSONJACKSON
Thanks.  You should be sure to comeThanks.  You should be sure to come
back next week.   We're showingback next week.   We're showing
"The Philadelphia Story"."The Philadelphia Story".

KENKEN
We wouldn't miss it.We wouldn't miss it.

Ken and Doris wave goodbye and depart.  Lindsay senses a lull.Ken and Doris wave goodbye and depart.  Lindsay senses a lull.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, speaking of Philadelphia...Well, speaking of Philadelphia...

But Lindsay's latest attempt to get moving is interrupted byBut Lindsay's latest attempt to get moving is interrupted by
Brent's arrival in the lobby.  He hobbles down the stairs,Brent's arrival in the lobby.  He hobbles down the stairs,
supported by Melanie.  Allan and Sue follow close behind.supported by Melanie.  Allan and Sue follow close behind.

BRENTBRENT
It's been a hell of a night.It's been a hell of a night.

JACKSONJACKSON
No kidding.  Why don't you take aNo kidding.  Why don't you take a
night or two off, rest up and callnight or two off, rest up and call
me when you're ready to come back?me when you're ready to come back?
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Brent looks to Jude to see if she'll mention his resignation.Brent looks to Jude to see if she'll mention his resignation.
She merely looks resigned.  Brent smiles at Jackson.She merely looks resigned.  Brent smiles at Jackson.

BRENTBRENT
Sure thing, Mr. Fowler.Sure thing, Mr. Fowler.

Melanie helps Brent outside.  Jackson stares at Melanie.Melanie helps Brent outside.  Jackson stares at Melanie.

JACKSONJACKSON
Who was that girl?Who was that girl?

JUDEJUDE
Brent's girlfriend.Brent's girlfriend.

Jackson glances upstairs, wondering why Brent's girlfriendJackson glances upstairs, wondering why Brent's girlfriend
was in the booth with Forrest.  Lindsay, still wearing herwas in the booth with Forrest.  Lindsay, still wearing her
gift jacket, grabs her old jacket and makes her move.gift jacket, grabs her old jacket and makes her move.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well, I've got a road to hit.Well, I've got a road to hit.

Jude stands up and walks over to Lindsay.Jude stands up and walks over to Lindsay.

JUDEJUDE
Counselor, I want you to go outCounselor, I want you to go out
there and knock the pinstripes offthere and knock the pinstripes off
those big city creeps, you hear me?those big city creeps, you hear me?

They hug.  Lindsay whispers into Jude's ear.They hug.  Lindsay whispers into Jude's ear.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Take care of Jackson for me.Take care of Jackson for me.

JUDEJUDE
We'll manage.We'll manage.

They part.  Lindsay takes one last look at the lobby.They part.  Lindsay takes one last look at the lobby.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Well...here goes nothing.Well...here goes nothing.

Jackson holds the door open for Lindsay and they exit.  JudeJackson holds the door open for Lindsay and they exit.  Jude
looks at the letter in her hand and turns to Allan and Sue.looks at the letter in her hand and turns to Allan and Sue.

JUDEJUDE
Will somebody please finish thatWill somebody please finish that
marquee?marquee?

EXT. STREETEXT. STREET

Jackson and Lindsay walk to her car.  She opens the passengerJackson and Lindsay walk to her car.  She opens the passenger
door and tosses in her old jacket and her umbrella.  Shedoor and tosses in her old jacket and her umbrella.  She
picks up one of Audrey's leaves from the empty passenger seat.picks up one of Audrey's leaves from the empty passenger seat.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
You could probably still squeezeYou could probably still squeeze
in, if you'd like to help me move.in, if you'd like to help me move.

JACKSONJACKSON
I thought you didn't need my help.I thought you didn't need my help.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
That was bullshit.  Don't youThat was bullshit.  Don't you
recognize bullshit when you hear it?recognize bullshit when you hear it?

Jackson ponders it for a brief moment, then shakes his head.Jackson ponders it for a brief moment, then shakes his head.

JACKSONJACKSON
I can't.  After tonight, I thinkI can't.  After tonight, I think
the theatre needs me more than ever.the theatre needs me more than ever.

She nods.  She understands.  They walk to the driver's side.She nods.  She understands.  They walk to the driver's side.

JACKSONJACKSON
You know, my whole life I've beenYou know, my whole life I've been
waiting for one of those momentswaiting for one of those moments
like at the end of a great movie,like at the end of a great movie,
when everything comes togetherwhen everything comes together
perfectly and all your problemsperfectly and all your problems
are suddenly solved.  I alwaysare suddenly solved.  I always
figured it'd happen when I askedfigured it'd happen when I asked
the woman I loved to marry me.the woman I loved to marry me.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
And then what?  We'd walk into theAnd then what?  We'd walk into the
sunset and the credits would roll?sunset and the credits would roll?
I hate to burst your bubble, movieI hate to burst your bubble, movie
boy, but things don't work outboy, but things don't work out
that neatly in real life.  Thethat neatly in real life.  The
second you feel satisfied, lifesecond you feel satisfied, life
moves on and you're right backmoves on and you're right back
solving a bunch of new problems.solving a bunch of new problems.

JACKSONJACKSON
How did I ever get hooked up withHow did I ever get hooked up with
such a pessimist?such a pessimist?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Not a pessimist.  A realist.  ButNot a pessimist.  A realist.  But
you know the great thing aboutyou know the great thing about
real life compared to the movies?real life compared to the movies?

JACKSONJACKSON
Well, the floors aren't as sticky.Well, the floors aren't as sticky.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
That.  Plus, when a movie ends,That.  Plus, when a movie ends,
that's it, it's over.  But whenthat's it, it's over.  But when
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LINDSAY (cont'd)LINDSAY (cont'd)
something in life ends, it's notsomething in life ends, it's not
an ending, it's another beginning.an ending, it's another beginning.
Every day's another sequel.Every day's another sequel.

JACKSONJACKSON
God, I hate sequels.  Okay, soGod, I hate sequels.  Okay, so
what happens in "Us, Part Two"?what happens in "Us, Part Two"?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Who knows?  Maybe you're right.Who knows?  Maybe you're right.
Maybe I'll hate Philadelphia andMaybe I'll hate Philadelphia and
come crawling back here in a week.come crawling back here in a week.

JACKSONJACKSON
And if you love it?And if you love it?

LINDSAYLINDSAY
If I love it?  I don't know.If I love it?  I don't know.
We're both college graduates.  WeWe're both college graduates.  We
can figure this out.can figure this out.

Jackson smiles.  He and Lindsay hug long and hard.  As theyJackson smiles.  He and Lindsay hug long and hard.  As they
part, Lindsay wipes away a tear and climbs into the car.  Shepart, Lindsay wipes away a tear and climbs into the car.  She
closes the door behind her and rolls down the window.closes the door behind her and rolls down the window.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
You'll come and visit me, right?You'll come and visit me, right?

JACKSONJACKSON
As soon as I can get away.  Oh,As soon as I can get away.  Oh,
wait, I almost forgot.wait, I almost forgot.

He reaches into his jacket and pulls out a long, thin jewelryHe reaches into his jacket and pulls out a long, thin jewelry
box.  He hands it to Lindsay and gestures for her to open it.box.  He hands it to Lindsay and gestures for her to open it.
Inside is an antique locket on a silver chain.  She gasps.Inside is an antique locket on a silver chain.  She gasps.

LINDSAYLINDSAY
Oh!  Jackson!  It's beautiful!Oh!  Jackson!  It's beautiful!

She opens the locket.  Inside, where you'd usually find aShe opens the locket.  Inside, where you'd usually find a
photograph, is an old-fashioned ticket for the theatre.photograph, is an old-fashioned ticket for the theatre.

JACKSONJACKSON
That'll get you in for free,That'll get you in for free,
anytime you want.anytime you want.

She's touched.  She tries to put the locket around her neck.She's touched.  She tries to put the locket around her neck.
Jackson reaches in and hooks the locket for her.  She looksJackson reaches in and hooks the locket for her.  She looks
down at the locket on her chest and pats it lovingly.down at the locket on her chest and pats it lovingly.

JACKSONJACKSON
Here's lookin' at you, kid.Here's lookin' at you, kid.
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LINDSAYLINDSAY
Humphrey Bogart.  "Casablanca".Humphrey Bogart.  "Casablanca".
Nineteen forty...two?Nineteen forty...two?

JACKSONJACKSON
Oh, right.  I knew I'd heard thatOh, right.  I knew I'd heard that
somewhere before.somewhere before.

He kisses her one last time through the open window.  As theyHe kisses her one last time through the open window.  As they
kiss, the rain begins to fall again, a few drops at first,kiss, the rain begins to fall again, a few drops at first,
then harder.  They both look up, both thinking of Lindsay'sthen harder.  They both look up, both thinking of Lindsay's
pledge not to leave while it was raining.  They stop kissing.pledge not to leave while it was raining.  They stop kissing.

Lindsay looks at the raindrops on her windshield, thinks forLindsay looks at the raindrops on her windshield, thinks for
a moment, then turns the ignition key with determination.a moment, then turns the ignition key with determination.
The engine roars and the windshield wipers flip into action.The engine roars and the windshield wipers flip into action.

After one last heartfelt look at Jackson, Lindsay shifts intoAfter one last heartfelt look at Jackson, Lindsay shifts into
drive, cranks the steering wheel and pulls into the street.drive, cranks the steering wheel and pulls into the street.

INT. LINDSAY'S CARINT. LINDSAY'S CAR

Lindsay rolls up her window as she drives away.  When sheLindsay rolls up her window as she drives away.  When she
reaches a red light, she engages her right-turn signal, itsreaches a red light, she engages her right-turn signal, its
insistent "tinka-tinka" sound echoing inside the car.insistent "tinka-tinka" sound echoing inside the car.

Lindsay checks her rear-view mirror and sees Jackson in theLindsay checks her rear-view mirror and sees Jackson in the
middle of the road, his hand raised in a motionless wave.middle of the road, his hand raised in a motionless wave.

Lindsay wipes her eyes, snuffles away her tears and lets outLindsay wipes her eyes, snuffles away her tears and lets out
a deep sigh.  The light turns green.  She hesitates a moment,a deep sigh.  The light turns green.  She hesitates a moment,
then steps on the gas and turns right...into her future.then steps on the gas and turns right...into her future.

EXT. STREETEXT. STREET

Jackson watches solemnly until the U-Haul is completely outJackson watches solemnly until the U-Haul is completely out
of sight.  He turns to see Harry locking up his restaurant,of sight.  He turns to see Harry locking up his restaurant,
his son Ronnie grumbling as he carries out the garbage.his son Ronnie grumbling as he carries out the garbage.

HARRYHARRY
Miss Lindsay go?Miss Lindsay go?

JACKSONJACKSON
Yup.  Miss Lindsay go.Yup.  Miss Lindsay go.

HARRYHARRY
Bad, bad, bad.Bad, bad, bad.

Jackson smiles, despite his sadness.Jackson smiles, despite his sadness.

JACKSONJACKSON
Good night, Harry.Good night, Harry.
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HARRYHARRY
Good night, Mr. Jackson.Good night, Mr. Jackson.

Jackson walks back to the theatre, oblivious to the rain.  AtJackson walks back to the theatre, oblivious to the rain.  At
the marquee, Sue stands atop the ladder in her raincoat, withthe marquee, Sue stands atop the ladder in her raincoat, with
Allan steadying the ladder on the ground.  As Sue puts theAllan steadying the ladder on the ground.  As Sue puts the
"O" in place, tomorrow's marquee is finally complete:"O" in place, tomorrow's marquee is finally complete:

ONE NIGHT ONLYONE NIGHT ONLY

A HARDA HARD
DAY'S NIGHTDAY'S NIGHT

Jackson chuckles.  Sue has begun climbing down the ladder.Jackson chuckles.  Sue has begun climbing down the ladder.

JACKSONJACKSON
Good work, guys.Good work, guys.

Jackson holds the door.  Allan wrestles with the ladder,Jackson holds the door.  Allan wrestles with the ladder,
trying to carry it by himself, but Sue grabs one end.trying to carry it by himself, but Sue grabs one end.

ALLANALLAN
No, it's okay, I've got it.No, it's okay, I've got it.

SUESUE
Don't be silly.  Let me help.Don't be silly.  Let me help.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan and Sue maneuver the ladder into the lobby.  JacksonAllan and Sue maneuver the ladder into the lobby.  Jackson
follows them and notices Jude, decked out in hip raingear,follows them and notices Jude, decked out in hip raingear,
looking into the auditorium.  He walks over and joins her.looking into the auditorium.  He walks over and joins her.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

Jackson and Jude stare up at the ceiling.  Rain is nowJackson and Jude stare up at the ceiling.  Rain is now
falling steadily through the hole Brent's leg created.falling steadily through the hole Brent's leg created.

JACKSONJACKSON
We're gonna need a bigger bucket.We're gonna need a bigger bucket.

JUDEJUDE
You wanna come over to my place?You wanna come over to my place?
Have a drink or something?Have a drink or something?

JACKSONJACKSON
Thanks.  I feel like being alone.Thanks.  I feel like being alone.

She nods understandingly and pats him on the shoulder.She nods understandingly and pats him on the shoulder.

JUDEJUDE
Okay.  I'll see you tomorrow.Okay.  I'll see you tomorrow.
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JACKSONJACKSON
Yup.  Tomorrow.  After all,Yup.  Tomorrow.  After all,
tomorrow is another day.tomorrow is another day.

Jude walks away as Jackson looks at the wounded ceiling.Jude walks away as Jackson looks at the wounded ceiling.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

As Jude steps outside, Sue walks behind her with her sax case.As Jude steps outside, Sue walks behind her with her sax case.

JUDEJUDE
You need a lift?You need a lift?

SUESUE
Patrick's supposed to pick me up.Patrick's supposed to pick me up.

JUDEJUDE
Okay.  Good night.Okay.  Good night.

SUESUE
'Night.'Night.

Jude runs to her car.  Sue scans the street impatiently.Jude runs to her car.  Sue scans the street impatiently.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

As Jackson walks toward the stairs, he passes Allan.As Jackson walks toward the stairs, he passes Allan.

ALLANALLAN
Good night, Mr. Fowler.Good night, Mr. Fowler.

JACKSONJACKSON
Night, Allan.Night, Allan.

ALLANALLAN
Your girlfriend seems really nice.Your girlfriend seems really nice.

JACKSONJACKSON
Yeah, she is.Yeah, she is.

ALLANALLAN
It must be nice being in love likeIt must be nice being in love like
that.that.

JACKSONJACKSON
Love?  Yeah, love's great.  ButLove?  Yeah, love's great.  But
relationships are a pain in the ass.relationships are a pain in the ass.

Allan chuckles and looks as if he's trying to place the line.Allan chuckles and looks as if he's trying to place the line.

ALLANALLAN
Is that from a movie?Is that from a movie?
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JACKSONJACKSON
No.  That's from me.No.  That's from me.

Jackson waves and heads upstairs.  Allan notices Sue standingJackson waves and heads upstairs.  Allan notices Sue standing
outside.  He seems to be summoning his courage.outside.  He seems to be summoning his courage.

INT. JACKSON'S OFFICEINT. JACKSON'S OFFICE

Jackson grabs the champagne bottle and the last slice ofJackson grabs the champagne bottle and the last slice of
cake.  On his way out, he sees Audrey's top in the garbage.cake.  On his way out, he sees Audrey's top in the garbage.
He stops, pulls it out and sets it beside the plant's stalk.He stops, pulls it out and sets it beside the plant's stalk.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Jackson enters, handing Forrest the extra slice of cake.Jackson enters, handing Forrest the extra slice of cake.

JACKSONJACKSON
Don't put the movie away.  I feelDon't put the movie away.  I feel
like watching it.like watching it.

FORRESTFORREST
Okay.  Is your girlfriend going toOkay.  Is your girlfriend going to
watch it with you?watch it with you?

JACKSONJACKSON
Not tonight, Forrest.  She's gone.Not tonight, Forrest.  She's gone.

FORRESTFORREST
Really?  Where'd she go?Really?  Where'd she go?

Jackson stares at Forrest, amazed by his obliviousness.Jackson stares at Forrest, amazed by his obliviousness.

JACKSONJACKSON
Good night, Forrest.Good night, Forrest.

FORRESTFORREST
Okay.  I'll come in early tomorrowOkay.  I'll come in early tomorrow
and check on those speakers.and check on those speakers.

JACKSONJACKSON
Thanks a lot.Thanks a lot.

Forrest picks up his umbrella and his cake and leaves theForrest picks up his umbrella and his cake and leaves the
booth.  Jackson starts to place a reel on a projector.booth.  Jackson starts to place a reel on a projector.

INT. LOBBYINT. LOBBY

Allan stands by the concession stand, still staring at Sue.Allan stands by the concession stand, still staring at Sue.
Forrest comes downstairs and quickly sums up the situation.Forrest comes downstairs and quickly sums up the situation.
He walks over and stands beside Allan sympathetically.He walks over and stands beside Allan sympathetically.

FORRESTFORREST
Women.  The final frontier.Women.  The final frontier.
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He hands Allan his umbrella, pats him on the shoulder andHe hands Allan his umbrella, pats him on the shoulder and
walks outside.  Allan steels his courage, then marches ahead.walks outside.  Allan steels his courage, then marches ahead.

EXT. THEATREEXT. THEATRE

Sue stands under the marquee, checking her watch impatiently.Sue stands under the marquee, checking her watch impatiently.
Allan steps outside and stands silently beside her.Allan steps outside and stands silently beside her.

SUESUE
Hi.Hi.

ALLANALLAN
Hi.Hi.

As they gaze at the rain, Forrest rides past, a comical sightAs they gaze at the rain, Forrest rides past, a comical sight
on a beaten-up bicycle.  Finally, Allan clears his throat.on a beaten-up bicycle.  Finally, Allan clears his throat.

ALLANALLAN
I'd be happy to walk you home.I'd be happy to walk you home.

SUESUE
I really should wait for Patrick.I really should wait for Patrick.
He said he'd be here at eleven.He said he'd be here at eleven.

ALLANALLAN
(Checks his watch)(Checks his watch)

It's already quarter after.  YouIt's already quarter after.  You
gonna wait for that guy forever?gonna wait for that guy forever?

Sensing a perfect moment, he looks Sue straight in the eyes.Sensing a perfect moment, he looks Sue straight in the eyes.

ALLANALLAN
Come on.  Let's get outta here.Come on.  Let's get outta here.

Sue catches the reference and laughs.  She thinks a moment,Sue catches the reference and laughs.  She thinks a moment,
looks down the street again, then nods her head, smiling.looks down the street again, then nods her head, smiling.

SUESUE
Yeah.Yeah.

Allan, flushed with excitement, grabs Sue's sax case, opensAllan, flushed with excitement, grabs Sue's sax case, opens
the umbrella and holds it over her head.  As they walk away,the umbrella and holds it over her head.  As they walk away,
side-by-side in the pouring rain, we sense that this couldside-by-side in the pouring rain, we sense that this could
be...well, the beginning of a beautiful friendship.be...well, the beginning of a beautiful friendship.

The lights of the marquee flicker out.The lights of the marquee flicker out.

INT. PROJECTION BOOTHINT. PROJECTION BOOTH

Jackson turns off several switches, then walks to the CDJackson turns off several switches, then walks to the CD
player.  He shuts it off mid-song and walks to the projector.player.  He shuts it off mid-song and walks to the projector.

He sits down on a stool with a clear view of the screen.  HeHe sits down on a stool with a clear view of the screen.  He
looks melancholy.  A drop of water rolls down his cheek.looks melancholy.  A drop of water rolls down his cheek.
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It's not a tear.  It's another leak.  He looks up, shakes hisIt's not a tear.  It's another leak.  He looks up, shakes his
head as if cursed, and scoots the stool to one side.head as if cursed, and scoots the stool to one side.

As he reaches to turn on the projector, the PHONE RINGS.  HeAs he reaches to turn on the projector, the PHONE RINGS.  He
considers not answering it, but finally grabs the receiver.considers not answering it, but finally grabs the receiver.

JACKSON (On phone)JACKSON (On phone)
Hello.Hello.

LINDSAY (Over phone)LINDSAY (Over phone)
I miss you already.I miss you already.

Jackson's heart lifts at the sound of her voice.Jackson's heart lifts at the sound of her voice.

JACKSON (On phone)JACKSON (On phone)
Where are you?Where are you?

LINDSAY (Over phone)LINDSAY (Over phone)
Just about to hit the interstate.Just about to hit the interstate.
Are you watching the movie?Are you watching the movie?

JACKSON (On phone)JACKSON (On phone)
I was just about to.I was just about to.

LINDSAY (Over phone)LINDSAY (Over phone)
Can I listen to you watch it?Can I listen to you watch it?

Jackson smiles.  He positions the phone next to his ear soJackson smiles.  He positions the phone next to his ear so
she can hear the booth speaker better, then rolls the film.she can hear the booth speaker better, then rolls the film.
The movie's THEME MUSIC begins to play on the booth speaker.The movie's THEME MUSIC begins to play on the booth speaker.

INT. AUDITORIUMINT. AUDITORIUM

OUR CAMERA is now in the theatre, looking through the windowOUR CAMERA is now in the theatre, looking through the window
into the booth, framing Jackson's face and the receiver atinto the booth, framing Jackson's face and the receiver at
his ear.  The THEME MUSIC continues on our soundtrack.his ear.  The THEME MUSIC continues on our soundtrack.

OUR CAMERA PULLS BACK through the theatre, eventually passingOUR CAMERA PULLS BACK through the theatre, eventually passing
through the rain steadily cascading through the hole in thethrough the rain steadily cascading through the hole in the
roof.  Light from the projector refracts through the rain androof.  Light from the projector refracts through the rain and
glints into OUR LENS, causing OUR SCREEN to go totally white.glints into OUR LENS, causing OUR SCREEN to go totally white.

As the THEME MUSIC reaches its climax, we are looking atAs the THEME MUSIC reaches its climax, we are looking at
nothing but the pure, stark expanse of our own movie screen.nothing but the pure, stark expanse of our own movie screen.

The OPENING THEME MUSIC to "It Happened One Night" concludes.The OPENING THEME MUSIC to "It Happened One Night" concludes.

FADE OUT.FADE OUT.
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